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1
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DOWN-
CONVERTI NG ELECTROMAGNETIC

2

conventional down-converters are designed around specific
frequencies or frequency ranges and do not work well

SIGNALS outside their designed frequency range.

Conventional down—eonvt: rters generate unwanted image

CROSS—Tpfiliggqggg OTHER 5 signals and thus must include filters for filtering the
The following applications of common assignee are

related to the present application, have the same filing date
as the present application, and are herein incorporated by
reference in their entireties:

”Method and System for Frequency Uri-Conversion,”
Attorney Docket No. 17441B20000.

"Method and System for Ensuring Reception of a Com—
mu nications Signal," Attorney Docket No. Hal-4.0030000.

“Integrated Frequency Translation and Selectivity." Attor—
ney Docket No. 1741013000“.

“Universal Frequency Translation, and Applications of
Same," Attorney Docket No. ”4413140000.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to down—conversion of elec—
tromagnetic (EM) signals. More, particularly, the present
invention relates to down-conversion of EM signals to ;
intermediate frequency signals, to direct down-conversion
of EM modulated carrier signals to demodulated haseband
signals, and to conversion of FM signals to non-FM signals.
The present invention also relates to under-sampling and to
transferring energy at aliasing rates.

2. Related Art

Electromagnetic (EM) information signals (hasehand
signals) include. but are not limited to, video haseband
signals, voice baseband signals, computer baseband signals,
etc. Baseband signals include analog hasehand signals and
digital baseband signals.

It is often beneficial to propagate EM signals at higher
frequencies. This is generally true regardless of whether the
propagation medium is wire, optic fiber, space, air, liquid,
etc.. To enhance efficiency and practicality, such as
improved ability to radiate and added ability for multiple
channels of baschand signals, urn—conversion to a higher
frequency is utilized. Conventional upconversion processes
modulate higher frequency carrier signals with baseband
signals. Modulation refers to a variety of techniques for
impressing information from the baseband signals onto the
higher frequency carrier signals. The resultant signals are
referred to herein as modulated carrier signals. For example,
the amplitude of an AM carrier signal varies in relation to
changes iii the baseband signal, the frequency of an FM
carrier signal varies in relation to changes in the baseband
signal, and the phase of a PM carrier signal varies in relation
to changes in the baseband signal.

In order to process the information that was in the
basebttnd signal, the information must be extracted, or
demodulated, from the modulated carrier signal. However.
because conventional signal processing technology is lim-
ited in operational speed, conventional signal processing
technology cannot easily demodulate a baseband signal from
higher frequency modulated carrier signal directly. Instead,
higher frequency modulated carrier signals must be dovm-
eonvcrted to an intermediate frequency (IF), front where a
conventional demodulator can demodulate the haseband

signal.
Conventional down-converters include electrical compo-

nents whose properties are frequency dependent. As a result,
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unwanted image signals. However, such filters reduce the
power level of the modulated carrier signals. As a result,
conventional down—converters include power amplifiers,
which require external energy sources.

When a received modulated carrier signal is relatively
Weak, as in, for example, a radio receiver, conventional
down—converters include additional power amplifiers, which
require additional external energy.

What is needed includes, without limitation:

an improved method and system for down—converting EM
signals:

a method and system for directly dowu-converting motili-
lated carrier signals to demodulated basehand signals;

a method and system for transferring energy and for
augmenting such energy transfer when down-converting
EM signals;

a controlled impedance method and system for down-
converting an [EM signal;

a controlled aperture under-sampling method and system
for down—converting an EM signal;

a method and system for drth-CdflVerljng EM signals
using a universal down—converter design that can he easily
configured for different frequencies;

a method and system for down—converting EM signals
using a local oscillator frequency that is substantially lovver
than the carrier frequency;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals
using only one local oscillator;

a method and system for downconverting EM signals
that uses fewer filters than conventional down—converters;

a method and system [or down—converting EM signals
using less powisr than conventional down-converters;

a method and system for down~converting EM signals
that uses less space than conventional (low-converters;

a method and system for down-converting EM signals
that uses l‘ewer components than conventional dowu-
converters;

a method and system for down—converting EM signals
that can be implemented on an integrated circuit [IC}: and

a method anrl system for dowmconvcrting EM signals
that can also he used as a method and system for
up-converting a baseband signal.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly stated, the present invention is directed to
methods, systems, and apparatuses for down—converting an
electromagnetic (EM) signal by aliasing the 12M signal, and
applications thereof.

Generally, the invention operates by receiving an EM
signal. The invention also receives an aliasing signal having
an aliasing rate. The invention aliases the EM signal accord-
ing to the aliasing signal to down—convert the EM signal. The
term aliasing, as used herein and as covered by the
invention, refers to both down-converting an EM signal by
under—sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate, and
down-converting an EM signal by transferring energy from
the EM signal at the aliasing rate.

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts the EM

signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) signal.
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In another embodiment. the invention down-converts the

EM signal to a demodulator] baseband information signal.
In another embodiment, the EM signal is a frequency

modulated (FM) signal, which is down—converted to a non—
FM signal. such as a phase modulated (PM) signal or an
amplitude modulated (AM) signal.

The invention is applicable to any type of EM signal.
including but not limited to, modulated carrier signals (the
invention is applicable to any modulation scheme or com-
bination thereon and unmodulatcd carrier signals.

Further features and advantages of the invention, as well
as the stntcrure and operation of wt rinus embodiments of the
invention, are described in detail below with reference to the

accompanying drawings. It is noted that the invention is not
limited to the specific embodiments described herein. Such
embodiments are presented herein for illustrative purposes
only. Additional embodimean will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant ants) based on the teachings contained
herein.

The drawing in which an element first appears is typically
indicated by the leftmost digifls‘) in the corresponding ruf—
crcnce number.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be described with reference to r
the accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 illustrates a sit-natural block diagram or an example
modulator;

FIG. 2 illustrates an example analog modulating bascband
signal;

FIG. 3 illustrates an example digital modulating basebnnd
signal;

FIG. 4 illustrates an example carrier signal;
FIGS. SA—SC‘ illustrate example signal diagrams related

to amplitude modulation;
FIGS. ISA—6C illustrate example signal diagrams related

to amplitude shift keying modulation;
FIGS. 7A—7t‘ illustrate example signal diagrams related

to frequency modulation;
FIGS. HA—KC illustrate example signal diagrams related

to frequency shift keying modulation;
FIGS. 9A—9C illustrate example signal diagrams related

to phase modulation;

FIGS. IDA—10C illustrate example signal diagrams
related to phase shift keying modulation;

FIG. 11 illustrates a structural block diagram of a con-
ventional receiver;

FIGS. 12A—D illustrate various lloweharts for down-

convening an [EM—signal according to embed [ments of the
invention;

FIG. 13 illustrates a structural block diagram of an
aliasing system according to an embodiment of the inven~
lion;

FIGS. LIA—I) illustrate various llowchnrts for down-

convcrting an EM signal by under-sampling the EM signal
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. ISAHE illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with flowcharLs in FIGS. HA—D according to embodi-
ments of the invention;

FIG. 16 illustrates a structural block diagram of an
uttdcr~sainpling system according to an embodiment of the
invention;

FIG. 17 illustrates a flowchart of an example process for
determining an aliasing rate according to an embodiment of
the invention;
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FIGS. ISA-Ii illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down~converling a digital AM signal to an inter—
mediate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 19A—E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down—converting an analog AM signal to an
intermediate [requency signal by under-sampling according
to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. ZIIA—Il illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an analog FM signal to an
intermediate frequency signal by under-sampling according
to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 2lA—E illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with down—converting a digital FM signal to an inter—
mediate frequency signal by under-sampling according to
cmlxidimeuts of the invention;

FIGS. 22A-Ii illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting a digital PM signal to an inter-
mediate lrequency signal by under-sampling according to
e-rnlmdimcnts of the invention:

FIGS. 23A—E illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with down—converting an analog PM signal to an
intermediate frequency signal by under~sampling according
to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 24A illustrates a structural block diagram of a make
belore break under-sampling system according to an
embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 24B illustrates an example timing diagram of an
under sampling signal according to an embodiment of the
invention:

FIG. 24C illustrates an example liming diagram of an
isolation signal according to an embodiment of the inven-
tion;

FIGS. ZfiA—H illustrate example aliasing signals at vari—
0th aliasing rates according to embodiments of the inven—
tion;

FIG. 26A illustrates a structural block diagram of an
exemplary sample and holtl system according to an embodi—
ment of the invention;

FIG. 26B illustrates a structural block diagram of an
exemplary inverted sample and hold system according to an
embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 27 illustrates a structural block diagram of sample
and hold module according to an embodiment of the inven—
lion;

FIGS. ZSA—l) illustrate example implementations of a
swttch module according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 29A—F illustrate example implementations of a
holding module according to cmbodiments of the present
invention;

F1(3. 296 illustrates an integrated under—sampling system
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 29Il—K illustrate example implementations of
pulse generators according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 29L illustrates an example oscillator;

FIG. 30 illustrates a structural block diagram of an
undcr~samplittg system will] an undcr~sanipliug signal opti—
mizcr according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 31 illustrates a structural block diagram of an
under-sampling signal optimizer according to embodiments
of the present invention;

FIG. 32A illustrates an example of an under-sampling
signal module according to an embodiment of the invention;
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FIG. 323 illustrates a flowchart of a state machine opera-
lion assoeiated with an under-sampling module according to
embodiments of the invention;

HG. 32C illustrates an example under-sampling module
that includes an analog circuit with automatic gain control
according to cmhodime nts of the invention;

FIGS. BSA—D illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with direct down-conversion of an EM signal to a
basebtu‘rcl signal by under-sampling according to embodi-
ments of the present invention;

FIGS. 34A—I" illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with an inverted sample and hold module according to
embodiments of the. invention;

FIG-S. 35A—11' illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with directly down—mnvurting an analog AM signal to
a demodulated buseband signal by under—sampling accord
ing to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 36A—E. illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down—converting a digital AM signal to a demodu—
lated basebnnd signal by under-sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 37A—E. illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with directly clown—converting an analog PM signal to
a demodulated baseband signal by under—sampling accord—
ing to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. SSA—E illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting a digital PM signal to a demodu-
lated baseband signal by under—sampling according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 39A—D illustrate down—converting a FM signal to
anon-FM signal by under-sampling according to embodi-
ments of the invention;

FIGS. 4flA—E illustrate down-converting a FSK signal to
a PSK signal by under-sampling according to embodiments
of the invention;

FIGS. 4lA—E illustrate down—converting a FSK signal to
an ASK signal by under—sampling according to embodi—
ments of the invention:

FIG. 42 illustrates a structural block diagram of an
inverted sample and hold according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIGS. 43A and B illustrate example waveforms present in
the. circuit of FIG. 31;

FIG. 44A illustrates a structural block diagram of a
differential system according to embodiments of the inven—
tion;

FIG. 44B illustrates a structural block diagram of a
differential system with a dill‘ercntial input and a differential
output according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 44C illustrates a structural block diagram of a
differential system with a single input and a difl’erential
output according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 44D illustrates a dill‘erenthr] input with a single-
ourput according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 44E illustrates an example rtitl'erential input to single
output system according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 45A—B illustrate a conceptual illustration of alias-
ing including under—sampling and energy transfer according
to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 46A—-D illustrate various flowchart for down—

converting an EM signal by transferring energy from the EM
signal at an aliasing rate according to embodiments of the
invention;

FIGS. 47A E illustrate example signal diagrams asmci—
ated with the flowcharts in FIGS. 46A~D according to
embodiments of the invention;
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FIG. 48 is a floweharl that illustrates an example process
for determining an aliasing rate associated with an aliasing
signal according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 49A—H illustrate example energy transfer signals
amording to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 50A—G illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with down—converting an analog AM signal to an
intermediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing
rate according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. SLA—G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with down-converting an digital AM signal to an
intermediate trequency by transferring energy at an aliasing
rate according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 52A-—G illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with down—converting an analog FM signal to an
intermediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing
rate according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. SSA—G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with downeonverting an digital FM signal to an
intermediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing
rate according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 54A—G illustrate example signal diagrams associ—
ated with down—converting an analog PM signal to an
intermediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing
rate according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. SSA—G illustrate example signal diagrams associ-
ated with downconverling an digital PM signal to an
intermediate frequency by transferring energy at an aliasing
rate according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 56A—D illustrate an example signal diagram asso-
ciated with direct down~eonversion according to embodi—
merits of the invention;

FIGS. 57A—F illustrate directly down-converting an ana-
log AM signal to a demodulated baseband signal acmrding
to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. SSA—F illustrate directly down—converting an digi—
tal AM signal to a demodulated baseband signal according
to embodiments of the- invention;

liIGS. SQA—Ifi' illustrate directly doWn—eonverting an ana—
log PM signal to a demodulated baseband signal according
to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. fiflA—F illustrate directly down-converting an digi-
tal I’M signal to a demodulated baseband signal according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. fim—F illustrate down—converting an FM signal to
a PM signal according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 62A—F illustrate down-converting an FM signal to
a AM signal according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 63 illustrates a block diagram of an energy transfer
system according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 64A illustrates an exemplary gated transfer system
according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 64B illustrates an exemplary inverted gated transfer
system according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 65 illustrates an example embodiment of the gated
transfer module according to an embodiment of the inven-
tion;

FIGS. fifiA—D illustrate example implementations of a
switch module according to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 67A illustrates an example embodiment of the gated
transfer module as including a break—before—malte module
according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 67B illustrates an example timing diagram for an
energy transfer signal according to an embodiment of the
invention:
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FIG. 67(.‘ illustrates an example liming diagram for an
isolation signal accordig to an embodiment of the inven-
tiou;

FIGS. BSA—F illustrate example storage modulus accord—
ing to embodiments of the invention;

FIG. 686 illustrates an integrated gate-d transfer system
according to an embodiment of the invention:

FIGS. MIL—K. illustrate example aperature generators;

FIG. 68L illustrates an oscillator according to an embodi—
ment of the present invention;

FIG. 69 illustrates an energy transfer system with an
optional energy transfer signal module according to an
embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 7|] illustrates an aliasing module with input and
output impedance match according to an embodiment of the
invention;

FIG. 71 illustrates an example pulse generator;
FIGS. 72A and B illustrate example wavel‘onns related to

the pulse generator of FIG. 71;
HG. 73 illustrates an example energy transfer module

with a switch module and a reactive storage module accord—
ing to an embodiment of the invention;

PIG. T4 illustrates an example inverted gated transfer
module as including a switch module and a storage module '
according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIGS. 7SA—F illustrate an example signal diagrams asso—
ciated with an inverted gated energy transfer module accord-
ing to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 76A-E illustrate energy transfer modules in con-
figured in various diflcrential configurations according to
embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. TIA-C illustrate example impedance matching
circuits according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 78A—B illustrate example under—stun pling systems
according to embodiments of the invention:

FIG-S. TQA—F illustrate example timing diagrams for
under-sampling systems according to embodiments of the
invention;

II'IGS. SIM—Ii illustrate example timing diagrams for an
under~sampling system when the load is a relatively low
impedance load according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. SlA—F illustrate example timing diagrams for an
under~sampling system when the holding capacitance has a
larger value according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 82A-B illustrate example energy transfer systems
according to embodiments of the invention;

FIGS. 83A~F illustrate example timing diagrams for
energy transfer systems according to embodiments of the
present invention:

FIGS. S4A—D illustrate down—converting an FSK signal
to a PSK signal according to embodiments of the present
invention;

FIG. 85A illustrates an example energy transfer signal
module according to an embodiment of the present inven-
lion;

FIG. SSH illustrates a flowchart of state machine opera—
tion according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. SSC is an example energy transfer signal module;
FIG. 86 is a schematic diagram of a circuit to down-

convert a 915 MHZ signal to a S MHZ signal using a 101.1
MIIZ clock according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 87 shows simulation waveforms for the circuit of

FIG. 86 according to embodiments of the present invention;
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FIG. 88 is a schematic diagram of a circuit to down-
convert a 915 MHZ signal to a 5 MIIZ signal using a [Oil
MIIZ clock according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 89 shows simulation wavefonns for the circuit of

FIG. 88 according to embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 9|] is a schematic diagram of a circuit to down-
convert a 915 MIIZ signal to a 5 MHz signal using a 101.1
MIIZ clock according to an embodiment of the prexnt
invention;

FIG. 91 shows simulation waveforms for the circuit of

FIG. 90 according to an embodiment of the present inven—
tion;

FIG. 92 shows a schematic of the circuit in FIG. 86

connected to an FSK source that alternates between 913 and

917 MHZ. at a baud rate of 500 Kbaud according to an
embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 93 shows the original FSK waveform 9202 and the
(Iowa—converted waveform 9204 at the output of the load
impedance match circuit according to an embodiment ot'the
present invention;

FIG. 94A illustrates an example energy transfer system
according to an embodiment of the invention;

FIGS. 94B—C illustrate example timing diagrams for the
example system of FIG. 94A;

FIG. 95 illustrates an example bypass network according
to an embodiment of the intention;

FIGS. 96 and 97 illustrate the amplitude and pulse width
modulated transmitter according to embodiments of the
present invention;

FIGS. 98A—98D illustrate example signal diagrams asso—
ciated with the amplitude and pulse- width modulated trans-
mitter according to embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 99 illustrates an example diagram associated with
the amplitude and pulse width modulated transmitter accord—
ing to embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 100 illustrates an example diagram associated with
the amplitude and pulse width modulated transmitter accord-
ing to embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 101 shows an embodiment of a receiver block

diagram to recover the amplitude or pulse width modulated
information;

FIG. “HA—102G illustrate example signal diagrams asso—
ciated with a waveform generator according to embodiments
of the present invention:

FIGS. 103—105 are example schematic diagrams illustrat-
ing various circuits employed in the receiver of FIG. A6;

FIGS. [06- 109 illustrate time and frequency domain
diagrams of alternative transmitter output waveforms;

FIGS. 110 and Ill illustrate difierential receivers in

accord with embodiments of the present invention; and

FIGS. 11.2 and 113 illustrate time and frequency domains
for a narrow bandwidlhrconstant carrier signal in accord
with an embodiment of the present invention.
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I. General Terminology
For illustrativc purposes. the operation of the invention is

often represented by fiowchurts, such as flowchart 1201 in
FIG. 12A. 11 should be understood. however, that the use of

llowcharls is for illustrative purposes only. and is not lim-
iting. For example, the invention is. not limited to the
operational embodimcrtt(s) represented by the flowcharts.
Instead, alternative operational cmbodimc nts will be appar—
ent Io persons skilled in the relevant a11(s) based on the
discussion contained herein. Also, the use of flowcharts
should not be interpreted as Limiting the invent ion to discrete
or digital operation. In practice, as will be appreciated by
persons skilled in the relevant arl(5) based on the heroin
discussion, the invention can be achieved via discrete or
continuous operation, or a combination thereof. Further, the
flow o'fcontrol represented by the fiowcharts is provided for
illustrative purposes only. As will be appreciated by pcrmns
skilled in the relevant art(s). other operational control flows
are within the scope and spirit of the present invention. Also,
the ordering of steps may differ in various embodiments.

Various terms used in [his application are generally
described in this section. The description in this section is
provided for illustrative and convenience purposes only, and
is not limiting. The meaning of these terms will be apparent
to persons skilled in the relevant ants) based on [he entirety
of the teachings provided herein. These terms may be-
discusscd throughout the specification with additional detail.

The term modulaled carrier signal, when used herein.
refers to a carrier signal dial is modulated by a bnscbnnd
signal.

Thc term unmodulatcd carrier signal, when used herein,
refers to a Signal having an amplitude that oscillates at a
substantially uniform frequency and phase.

The term basebund signal, when used herein, refers to an
information signal including, but not limited to, analog
information signals. digital information signals and direct
current (DC) information signals.

The term carrier signal. when used herein, and unless
otherwise specified when used herein, refers to modulated
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carrier signals and on modulated carrier signals. information
signals. digital information signals and direct current (DC)
inl’ormalion signals.

The term electromagnetic (EM) signal, when used herein,
refers lo a signal in the EM spectrum. EM spectrum includes
all frequencies greater than Zero hc-rlrc EM signals generally
include waves characterized by varialions in electric and
magnetic fields. Such waves may be propagated in any
medium, both natural and manmadc, including but not
limited to air, space, wire, cable, liquid. waveguide. micro—
strip, strip—line. optical fiber. ctc. Unless stated otherwise, all
signals discussed herein are EM signals, even when not
explicitly dosignalcd as such.

The term intermediate frequency (Iii) signal, when used
herein, refers to an EM signal that. is substantially similar In
another EM signal except that the IF signal has a lower
frequency than the other signal. An IF signal frequency can
be any frequency above zero HZ. Unless otherwise stated,
the terms lower frequency, intermediate fmqucncy, interme-
diate and [F are used interchangeably herein.

The term analog signal, when used herein, refers to a
signal that is constant or continuously variable, as contrasted
to a signal that changes between discrete states.

The term baseband, when used herein. refers to a fre-

quency band occupied by any generic information signal
desired for transmission antifor reception.

The term basebiind signal. when used herein, refers to any
generic information signal desired for transmission :mdinr
rcccption.

The term carrier frequency, when used herein. refers to the
frequency of a carrier signal. Typically, it is the ccnler
frequency of a transmission signal that is generally modu-
Jailed.

The term carrier signal, when used herein, refers to an EM
wave having at [cast our; characteristic that may bc varicd by
modulation. that is capable of carrying information via
modulation.

The term demodulated basebaud signal, when used
herein, refers to a signal that results from processing :1
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modulated signal. In some cases, for example. the demodu-
lated basebnnd signal results from demodulating an inter
mediate frequency (IF) modulated signal, which results from
down converting a modulated carrier signal. In another case,
a signal that results from a combined dowuconversion and
demodulation step.

The term digital signal, when used herein, refers to a
signal that changes between discrete states, as contrasted to
a signal that is continuous. For example, the voltage of a
digital signal may shift between discrete levels.

The term electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, when used
herein, refers to a spectrum comprising waves characterized
by variations in electric and magnetic fields. Such waves
may be propagated in any communication medium, both
natural and manmarle, including but not limited to air, space,
wire, cable, liquid, waveguide, microstrtp, stripline, optical
fiber, etc. The EM spectrum includes all frequencies greater
than zero hertz.

The term electromagnetic (EM) signal. when used herein,
refers to a signal iii the EM spectrum. Also generally called
an EM wave. Unless stated otherwise, all signals discussed
herein are EM signals. eve-n when not explicitly designated
as such.

The term modulating baseband signal, when used herein. _.
refers to an].r generic information signal that is used to
modulate an oscillating signaL or carrier signal.
1.1 Modulation

It is often beneficial to propagate electromagnetic (EM)
signals at higher frequencies. This includes baseband -
signals, such as digital data information signals and analog
information signals. A baseband signal can be up«oonverted
to a higher frequency LEM signal by using the haseband
signal to modulate a higher frequency carrier signal, lit“
When used in this manner, such a baseba nd signal is herein
called a modulating bttsebttnd signal FMR.

Modulation intparts changes to the carrier signal PC. that
represent information in the modulating ttaxband signal
FMB. The changes can be in the form of amplitude changes,
frequency changes, phase changes, etc., or any combination
thereof. The resultant signal is referred to herein as a
modulated carrier Signal Fm” The modulated carrier signal
Fm. includes the carrier signal Ff modulated by tho modu—
Iating basebnnd signal, Fun- as in:

Fm, combined with lT,——-F,,,,r

'the modulated carrier signal FW. oscillates at, or near the
frequency ot'the carrier signal lic- and can thus he elliciently
propagated.

FIG. I illustrates an example modulator 110. wherein the
carrier signal FF is modulated by the modulating base-band
signal FM,“ thereby generating the modulated carrier signal
ERIC"

Modulating baseband signal PM, can be an analog base—
band signal, a digital baseband signal, or a combination .
thereof.

FIG. 2 illustrates the modulating basehand signal Fm, as
an exemplary analog modulating baseband signal 21!]. The
exemplary analog modulating baseband signal 210 can
represent any type of analog information including, but not
limited to, voicelspeuch data. music data. video data, etc.
The amplitude of analog modulating baseband signal 210
varies in time.

Digital infomtalion includes a plurality ol'diserete states.
For ease of explanation, digital information signals are
discussed below as having two discrete states. But the
invention is not limited to this embodiment.
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FIG. 3 illitstrates the modulating hasehand signal I‘m, as
an exemplary digital modulating baseband signal 310. The
digital modulating baseband signal 310 can represent any
type of digital data including, but not limited to, digital
computer information and digitized analog information. The
digital modulating baseband signal 310 includes a first state
312 and a second state 314. In an embodiment, first state 312
represents binary state 0 and second state 314 represents
binary state 1 . Alternatively, first state 312 represents binary
state 1 and second state 31-i- represenls binary state 0.
Throughout the remainder of this disclosure, the former
conVcntion is followed, whereby first state 312 represents
binary state zero and second state 314 represents binary state
one. But the invention is not limited to this embodiment.
First state 312 is thus referrer] to herein as a low state and

second state 314 is referred to herein as a high state.
Digital modulating basehand signal 310 can change

between first state 312 and second state 314 at a data rate,
or baud rate, measured as hits per second.

Carrier signal 17,- is modulated by the modulating base-
band signal Fun, by any modulation technique. including.
but not limited to, amplitude modulation (AM), frequency
modulation (FM), phase modulation (PM), etc, or any
combination thereof. Examples are provided below for
amplitude mixlulnting, frequency modulating, and phase
modulating the analog modulating baseband signal 210 and
the digital modulating basebattd signal 310, on the carrier
signal 11".. The examples are used to assist in the description
of the invention. The invention is not limited to, or by, the
examples.

FIG. 4 illustrates the carrier signal PC as a carrier signal
410. In the example of FIG. 4, the carrier signal 410 is
illustrated as a gilt) MHZ carrier signal. Altematively, the
carrier signal 410 can be any other frequency. Example
modulation schemes are provided below, using the examples
signals from FIGS. 2, 3 and 4.
1.1 .1 Amplitude Modulation

In amplitude modulation (AM), the amplitude of the
modulated carrier signal EMF is a function of the amplitude
of the modulating basehand signal FM”. FIGS. 5A—5C
illustrate example timing diagrams for amplitude modulat—
ing the carrier signal 410 with the analog modulating
hasehaud signal 210. FIGS. Elli—6C7 illustrate example tim-
ing diagrams for amplitude modulating the carrier signal 410
with the digital modulating baseband signal 310.

FIG. 5A illustrates the analog modulating basehand signal
210. FIG. SB illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. 5C
illustrates an analog AM carrier signal 516, which is gen—
coated when the carrier signal 410 is amplitude modulated
using the analog modulating baseband signal 210. As used
herein, the term “analog AM carrier signal" is used to
indicate that the modulating baseband signal is an analog
signal.

The analog AM carrier signal 516 oscillates at the fre—
quency of carrier signal 410. The amplitude of the analog
AM carrier signal 516 tracks the amplitude of analog
modulating baseband signal 210, illustrating that the infor—
mation contained in the analog modulating baschand signal
210 is retained in the analog AM carrier signal 5t6.

FIG. 6A illustrates the digital modulatingbmeband signal
310. FIG. 6B illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. 6C
illustrates a digital AM carrier signal 616, which is gt: nerated
when the carrier signal 411} is amplitude modulated using the
digital modulating baseband signal 310. As used herein, the
term “digital AM carrier signal” is used to indicate that the
modulating hasehand signal is a digital signal.

The digital AM carrier signal 616 oscillates at the fre-
quency of carrier signal 410. The amplitude of the digital
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AM carrier signal 6l6 tracks the amplitude of digital modu-
lating baseband signal 310. illustrating that the information
contained in the digital modulating baseband signal 310 is
retained in the digital AM signal 616. As the digital modu—
lating baseband signal 310 changes states, the digital AM
signal 616 shifts amplitudes. Digital amplitude modulation
is often referred to as amplitude shift keying (ASK) , and the
two terms are used interchange ably throughout the specifi-
cation.

1 .l 2 Frequency Modulation
In frequency modulation (FM), the frequency of the

modulated carrier signal Fm. varies as a function of the
amplitude of the modulating baseband signal PM. FIGS.
7A—7C illustrate example timing diagrams for frequency
modulating the carrier signal 410 with the analog modulat—
ing baseband signal 210. FIGS. SA-SC illustrate example
timing diagrams for frequency modulating the carrier signal
410 with the digital modulating baseband signal 310.

FIG. 7A illustrates the analog modu lating haseband signal
210. FIG. 73 illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. TC -
illustrates an analog FM carrier signal 716. which is gene r-
ated when the carrier signal 410 is frequency modulated
using the analog modulating baseband signal 210. As used
herein, the term “analog [7M carrier signal" is used to
indicate that the modulating huseband signal is an analog _-
signal.

The frequency of the analog FM carrier signal 716 varies
as a function of amplitude changes on the analog baseband
signal 210. In the illustrated exa mple. the frequency of the
analog FM carrier signal 716 varies in proportion to the
amplitude of the analog modulating baseband signal 210.
Thus, at time t1, the amplitude of the analog baseband signal
210 and the Frequency of the analog 17M carrier signal 716
are at maximums. At time if}. the amplitude of the analog
haseband signal 210 and the frequency of the analog AM
carrier signal 716 are at minimums.

The frequency of the analog FM carrier signal 716 is
typically centered around the frequency of the carrier signal
410. Thus.at lime I2, for example.when the amplitude nl'the
analog baseband signal 210 is at a mid—point. illustrated here-
as zero voth. the frequency of the analog FM carrier signal
716 is substantially the same as the frequency of the carrier
signal 410.

FIG. SAillustrales the digital modulating baseband signal
310. FIG. SB illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG. 8C
illustrates a digital FM carrier signal 816, which is generated
when the carrier signal 410 is frequency modulated using the
digital baseband signal 310.As used herein. the term “digital
FM carrier signal" is used to indicate that the modulating
baseband signal is a digital signal.

The frequency of the digital FM carrier signal 816 varies
as a Function of amplitude changes on the digital modulating
bitscband signal 310. in the illustrated example. the fre—
quency of the digital FM carrier signal 816 varies in pro—
portion lo the amplitude of the digital modulating basebnnd .
signal 310. Thus, between times t0 and 11. and between
times [2 and t4. when the amplitude of the digital haseband
signal 310 is at the higher amplitude second state, the
frequency of the digital FM carrier signal 816 is at a
maximum. Between times 11 and 12. when the amplitude of
the digital hasehand signal 310 is at the lower amplitude first
state, the frequency of the digital PM carrier signn1816 is at
a minimum. Digital frequency modulation is often referred
to as frequency shift keying (1"SK), and the terms are used
interchangeably throughout the specification.

Typically, the frequency of the digital FM ean'ier signal
816 is centered about the frequency of the carrier signal 410.
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and the maximum and minimum frequencies are equally
olIset from the center frequency. Other variations can be
employed but. for ease. ofilluslration, this convention Will he.
followed herein.
1.1.3 Phase Modulation

In phase modulation (PM), the phase of the modulated
carrier signal Fm. varies as a function of the amplitude of
the modulating baseband signal I’m. lI‘IGS. 9A—9C illustrate
example timing diagrams for phase modulating the carrier
signal 410 with the analog modulating hascluand signal 210.
FIGS. lflA—IIIC illustrate example timing diagrams for
phase modulating the carrier signal 410 with the digital
modulating baseband signal 310.

FIG. 9A illustrates the analog modulating baseband signal
210. FIG. 9B illustrates the carrier signal 411]. FIG. 96‘.
illustrates an analog PM carrier signal 916, which is ge ner—
alert by phase modulating the carrier signal 410 with the
analog baseband signal 210. As used herein, the term
“analog PM carrier signal" is used to indicate that the
modulating hasehand signal is an analog signal.

Generally, the frequency of the analog PM carrier signal
916 is substantially the same as the frequency of carrier
signal 410. But the phase of the analog PM carrier signal 916
varies with amplitude changes on the analog modulating
basehand signal 211]. For relative comparison. the carrier
signal 411] is illustrated in FIG. 96‘ by a dashed line.

The phase of the analog PM carrier signal 916 varies as
a function of amplitude changes of tilt: analog basebantl
signal 210. In the illustrated example, tlte phase of the
analog PM signal 916 lags by a varying amount as deter—
mined by the amplitude of the baseband signal 210. For
example, at time tl. when the amplitude of the analog
baseband signal 210 is at a maximum, the analog PM carrier
signal 916 is in phase with the carrier signal 410. Between
times t1 and 13, when the amplitude of the analog basehand
signal 210 decreases to a minimum amplitude, the phase of
the analog PM carrier signal 916 lags the phase of the carrier
signal 410, until it reaches a maximum out of phase value at
time I3. In the illustrated example. the phase change is.
illustrated as approximately 180 degrees. Any suitable
amount of phase change, varied in any manner that is a
function of the baseband signal, can be utilized.

FIG. 10A illustrates the digital modulating basehand
signal 310. FIG. IDB illustrates the carrier signal 410. FIG.
10C illustrates a digital PM carrier signal 1016, which is
generated by phase modulating the carrier signal 410 with
the digital baseband signal 310. As used herein, the term
“digital PM carrier signal" is used to indicate that the
modulating baseband signal is a digital signal.

The frequency of the digital PM carrier signal 1016 is
substantially the same as the frequency of carrier signal 410.
The. phase of the digital PM carrier signal 1016 varies as a
function of amplitude changes on the digital basebant] signal
310. in the illustrated example, when the digital basebancl
signal 310 is at the first state 312. the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 is out of phase with the carrier signal 410. When
the digital baseband signal 310 is at the second state 314. the
digital PM carrier signal 11116 is in—phase with the carrier
signal 410. Thus, hettwcn times ti and [2, when the ampli-
tude of the digital baseband signal 310 is at the first state
312. the digital PM carrier signal 1016 is out of phase with
the carrier signal 410. Between times 10 and ll, and between
times 12 and [4, when the amplitude of the digital baseband
signal 310 is at the second state 314, the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 is in phase with the carrier signal 410.

In the illustrated example, the out of phase value between
times 11 and [3 is illustrated as approximately 180 degrees
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out of phase. Any suitable amount of phase change. varied
in any manner that is a function of the baseband signal, can
be utiliZEd. Digital phase modulation is often referred to as
phase shift keying (PSK) , and the terms are used later—
changeably throughout the specification.
1.2 Demodulation

When the modulated carrier signal PM. is received, it can
be demodulated to extract the modulating baseband signal
FMB. Because of the typically high frequency of modulated
carrier signal IiMc., however, it is generally impractical to
demodulale the baseband signal FMEI directly from the
modulated carrier signal FMC. Instead, the modulated carrier
signal Fur. must be down—converted to a lower frequency
signal that contains the original modulating hasehand signal.

When a modulated carrier signal is down—converted to a
lower frequency signal, the lower frequency signal is
referred to herein as an intermediate frequency (11’) signal
F”. The IF signal pr oscillate-s at any frequency, or fre-
quency hand, below the frequency of the modulated carrier
frequency Fm». Down—conversion of F,“ to F},- is illus— -
trated as:

For"For

After IiMC is down-converted to the IF modulated carrier
signal Fm, Fm can he demodulated to a haseband signal _-
17mm. as illustrated by:

Far” Foam

FDMB is intended to be substantially similar to the modu—
lating haseband signal FMB. illustrating that the modulating '
baseband signal Faw- can be substantially recovered.

It will be emphasized throughout the diaclosurc that the
present invention can be, implemented with any type of [EM
signal, including, but not limited to, modulated carrier
signals and unmodulated carrier signals. The above
examples of modulated carrier signals are provided for
illustrative purposes only. Many variations to the examples
are possible. For example, a carrier signal can be modulated
with a plurality of the modulation types described above. A
carrier signal can also be modulated with a plurality of
basehand signals, including analog baseband signals, digital
baseband signals. and combinations of both analog and
digital l‘iaseband signals.

2. Overview of the invention

Conventional signal processing techniques follow the
Nyquist sampling theorem, which states that, in order to
faithfully reproduce a sampled signal, the signal must be
sampled at a rate that is greater than twice the frequency of
the signal being sampled. When a signal is sampled at less
than or equal to twice the frequency of the signal. the signal
is said to be under—sampled, or aliased. Conventional signal
processing thus teaches away from under—sampling and
aliasing, in order to Iaitltlttlly reproduce- a sampled signal.
2.1 Aspects of the Invention

Contrary to Conventional wisdom, the present invention is
a method and system {or down—converting an electromag—
netic (EM) signal by aliasing the EM signal. Aliasing is
represented generally in FIG. 45A as 4502.

By taking a carrier and aliasing it at an aliasing rate, the
invention can down—convert that carrier to lower frequen—
cies. One aspect that can be exploited by this invention is
realizing that the carrier is not the item of interest, the lower
baseband signal is of interest to reproduce sufliciently. This
basehand signal's frequency content, even though its carrier
may he aliusod, does satisfy the Nyquist criteria and as a
result, the baseband information can he sufliciently repro-
duced.
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FIG. 12A depicLs a flowchart 1201 that illustrates a
method for aliasing art 13M signal to generate a down—
eonverted signal. The process begins at step 12112, which
includes receiving the EM signal. Step 1204 includes receiv—
ing an aliasing signal having an aliasing rate. Step 1206
includes aliasing the EM signal to downconvcn the EM
signal. The term aliasing, as used herein, refers to both
clowu-wnverting an IiM signal by under-sampling the [3M
signal at an aliasing rate and to down—converting an EM
signal by transterring energy from the EM signal at the
aliasing rate. These concepts are described below.

FIG. 13 illustrates a block diagram of a generic aliasing
system 1302, which includes an aliasing module 1306. In an
embodiment, the aliasing system 1302 operates in accor—
dance with the flowchart 1201. For example, in step 1.202,
the aliasing module 1306 receives an EM signal 1304. In
step 1204, the aliasing module 1306 receives an aliasing
signal 1310. In step 1206, the aliasing module 1306 down-
converts the EM signal 1304 to a down-converted signal
1308. The generic aliasing system 1302 can also he used to
implement any of the flowcharts 1207. 1213 and 1219.

In an embodiment, the invention down—converts the EM

signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) signal. FIG. 12B
depicts a [lowehart 1207 that illustrates a method for under—
sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate to down-convert
the EM signal to an 117 signal. The process begins at step
12011, which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1210
includes receiving an aliasing signal having an aliasing rate
FAR. Step 1212 includes under—sampling the EM signal at
the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to an IF
signal.

In another embodiment, the toyention down-converts the
1.3M signal to a demodulated baseband information signal.
FIG. 12C depicts a flowchart 1213 that illustrates a method
for down-converting the EM signal to a demodulated has:-
hand signal. The process hegins at step 1214, which includes
receiving an EM signal. Step 1216 includes receiving an
aliasing signal having an aliasing rate FAR. Step 1218
includes down-converting the EM signal to a demodulated
basehand signal. The demodulated haseband signal can be
processed without further down-conversion or demodula-
tion.

In another embodiment, the EM signal is a frequency
modulated (FM) signal, which is down~converted to a non—
FM signaL such as a phase modulated (PM) signal or an
amplitude modulated (AM) signal. FIG. 12D depicts a
flowchart 1219 that illustrates a method For down—converting
the FM signal to a non-I‘M signal. The process begins at step
1220, which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1222
includes receiving an aliasing signal having an aliasing rate.
Step 1224 includes down—converting the FM signal to a
non—FM signal.

The invention down—converts any type of EM signal.
including, but not limited to, modulated carrier signals and
unmodutated carrier signals. For ease of discussion, the
invention is further described herein using modulated carrier
signals for examples. Upon reading the disclosure and
examples therein, one skilled in the relevant art(s) will
understand that the invention can be implemented to down-
convert signals other than carrier signals as well. The
invention is not limited to the example embodiments
described above.

In an embodiment. down~conversion is accomplished by
under-sampling an EM signal. This is described generally in
Section 1.2.2. below and in detail in Section II and its

sub-sections. In another cmhodin‘tent, down-conversion is

achieved by transferring non—negligible amounts of energy
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from an EM signal. This is described generally in Section
1.2.3. below and in detail in Section III.

2.2 Down-Converting by Under-Sampling
The term aliasing, as used herein. refers both to clown—

eonverting an EM signal by under—sampling the EM signal
at an aliasing rate and to down—convening an EM signal by
tra nsforring energy from the EM signal at the aliasing rate.
Methods for under-sampling an EM signal to dowu-convert
the EM signal are now described at an overview level. FIG.
14A depicts a [Iowa-hart 1401 that illustrates a method for
undor~sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate to down—
eonvert the EM signal. The process begins at step 1402,
which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1404 includes
receiving an under—sampling signal having an aliasing rate.
Stop 1406 includes under—sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal.

Down-converting by under-sampling is illustrated by
4504 in FIG. 45A and is described in greater detail in Section
[1.

2.2.1. Down—Converting to an Intermediate Frequency (IF) .
Signal

In an embodiment. an EM signal is under—sampled at an
aliasing rate to dowmconvert the EM signal to a lower, or
intermediate frequency (11") signal. The EM signal can be u
modulated carrier signal or an unmodulated carrier signal. In 1
an exemplary example. a modulated carrier signal FMC is
down-converted to an IF signal F”...

lf.tvr”["rr

1.~'IG. 1413 depicts a [IUWehart 1407 that illustrates a
method for under—sampling the EM signal at an aliasing rate
to down-convert the EM signal to an IE signal. The process
begins at step 1408, which includes receiving an EM signal.
Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rare. Step 1412 includes undersampling
the EM signal at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM
signal to an IF signal.

This embodiment is illustrated generally by 4508 in FIG.
4513 and is described in Section 11.1.

2.3.2 Direct-to-Data Down-Converting
In another embodiment. an EM signal is directly down-

converted to a demodulated basebaan signal (direct—ro-datu
dowu-conversion). by under-sampling the EM signal at an
aliasing rate. The EM signal can be a modulated EM signal
or an unmodulated EM signal. In an exemplary embodiment,
the EM signal is the modulated carrier signal ENC. and is
directly down-converted to a demodulated baschand signal
['IJMB‘

[Part—’I‘IDMa

FIG. 14C depicLs a flowchart 1413 that illustrates a
method for under«sampting the EM signal at an aliasing rate
to directly down—convert the EM signal to .1 demodulated
baseband signal. The process begins at step 1414, which
includes receiving an EM signal. Step 1416 includes receiv- ‘
ing an under-sampling signal having an aliasing rate. Step
1418 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the aliasing
rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to a haseband
information signal.

This embodiment is illustrated generally by 4510 in FIG.
4513 and is described in Section 11.3
2.23 Modulation Conversion

In another embodiment. a frequency modulated (FM)
carrier signal FFm. is converted to a non-FM signal FWOM
Fltfi, by under-sampling the FM carrier signal lip—MC.

l‘ F.|4'C_. l‘ moat FM}
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FIG. 14D depicts a flowchart 1419 that illustrates a
method for under-sampling an [M signal to convert it to a
non-FM signal. The process begins at step 1420. which
includes receiving the FM signal. Step [422 includes receiv—
ing an under—sampling signal having an aliasing rate. Step
1424 includes under—sampling the FM signal at the aliasing
rate to convert the FM signtd to a non—FM signal. For
example, the lI'M signal can be under-sampled to convert it
to a [M signal or an AM signal.

This embodiment is illtternted generally by 4512 in FIG.
453, and described in Section 11.3
2.3 Down-Converting by Transferring Energy

The term aliasing, as used herein, refers both to down—
convcrtjng an EM signal by under—sampling the EM signal
at an aliasing rate and to down—converting an EM signal by
transferring non—negligmle amounts energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate. Methods for transferring energy
from an EM signal to down-convert the EM signal are now
described at an overview level. More detailed descriptions
are provided in Sect ion 111.

FIG. 46A depicts a floweh art 4601 that illustrates a
method for transferring energy from the EM signal at an
aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal. The process
begins at step 4602, which includes receiving an EM signal.
Step 4604 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate. Step 4606 includes transferring
energy from the EM signal at the aliasing rate to down-
convert the EM signal.

Down«converting by transferring energy is illustrated by
4506 in FIG. 45A and is described in greater detail in Section
111.

2.3.1 Down-Converting to an Intermediate Frequency (11")
Signal

In an embodiment, EM signal is down-converted to a
lower. or intermediate frequency (11“) signal, by transferring
energy from the EM signal at an aliasing rate. The EM signal
can be a modulated carrier signal or an unmodulared carrier
signal. In an exemplary example. a modulated carrier signal
1-"ch is clown-converted to an H" signal 1:”.

FN‘I." ' FH‘

FIG. 461-1 depicts a flowchart 4607 that illustrates a
method for transferring energy from the EM signal at an
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to an IF signal.
The process begins at step 4608, which includes receiving an
EM signal. Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer
signal having an aliasing rate. Step 4612 includes transfer—
ring energy from the EM signal at the aliasing rate to
down-convert the EM signal to an 11‘” signal.

This embodiment is illustrated generally by 4514 in FIG.
4513 and is described in Section "1.1.

2.3.2 Direct—to—Data Down—Converting
In another embodiment, an EM signal is down—converted

to a demodulated baseband signal by tramst'c-rring energy
from the EM signal at an aliasing rate. ‘this embodiment is
referred to herein as direct-to-datu down-conversion. The

EM signal can be a modulated EM signal or an unmodulaterl
EM signal. In an exemplary embodiment, the EM Signal is
the modulated carrier signal Pm. and is directly down—
convurterl to a demodulated baseband signal I‘bMB.

Farr‘d‘vous

FIG. 46C depicts a flowchart 4613 that illustrates a
method for transferring energy from the EM signal at an
aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM signal to a
demodulated baseband signal. The process begins at step
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4614, which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 4616
includes receiving an energy transfer signal having an alias-
ing rate. Step 4618 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM
signal to a baseband signal.

This embodiment is illustrated generally by «1516 in FIG.
4515 and is described in Section 111.2
2.3.3 Modulation Conversion

In another embodiment. a frequency modulated (17M)
carrier signal Farr: is converted to a non-FM Signal FWUM
Fm. by transferring energy from the FM carrier signal 17mm
at an aliasing rate.

FD.HC"’1‘rNo.\- Far;-

The PM carrier signal 17mm. can be converted to, for
example, a phase modulated (PM) signal or an amplitude
modulated (AM) signal. FIG. 46D depicts a flowchart 4619
that illustrates a method for transferring energy from an I‘M
signal to convert it to a non—FM signal. Step 4620 includes
receiving the FM signal. Step 4622 includes receiving an
energy transfer signal having an aliasing rate. In FIG. 46]).
step 4612 includes transferring energy from the FM signal to
convert it to a non—[TM signal. For example, energy can be
transferred from an FSK signal to convert it to a PSK signal
or an ASK signal.

This embodiment is illustrated generally by 4518 in FIG.
4511, and described in Section 111.3
2.4 Determining the Aliasing rate

In accordance with the definition of aliasing, the aliasing
rate is equal to, or less than, twice the frequency of the EM .
carrier signal. Preferably, the aliasing rate is much less than
the frequency of the carrier signal. The aliasing rate is
preferably more than twice the highest frequency component
of the modulating baseband signal Fm, that is to he repro-
duced. The above requirements are illustrated in E0. (1).

ZiF'Mcszsl-(Highcst Freq. Component of Fm]! 1720. (1 |

In other words, by taking a carrier and aliasing it at an
aliasing rate, the invention can down-convert that carrier to
lower frequencies. One aspect that can be exploited by this
invention is that the carrier is not the item of interest; instead
the lower basebnnd signal is of interest to be reproduced
sufficiently. The haseband signal’s frequency content, even
though its carrier may he aliased, satisfies the Nyquist
criteria and as a result, the hasehand information can be

sufficiently reproduced, either as the intermediate modulat—
ing carrier signal F“r or as the demodulated direct—todata
baseband signal Fm”.

In accordance with the invention, relationships between
the frequoncy of an EM carrier signal, the aliasing rate, and
the intermediate frequency of the down-mnverted signal.
are illustrated in E0. (2).

IllFir—""1"":midi-1'.”

Where:

FL. is the frequency of the EM carrier signal that is to be
aliasc-d;

Fm is the aliasing rate;
n identifies a harmonic or sub~harmonic of the aliasing

rate (generally. n=fl.5, I, 2, 3, 4, . . J; and
Fm is the intermediate frequency of the down~oonvertcd

signal.
Note that as (of/m.) approaches 110 1in approaches zero.

'th is is a special case where an EM signal is directly
down-converted to a demodulated basehand signal. This
special case is referred to herein as Direct-to—Data down—
conversion. Direct-to-Data down-conversion is described in
later sections.
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High level descriptions, exemplary embodiments and
exemplary implementations of the above and other embodi~
ments of the invention are provided in sections below.

3. Benefits of the Invention Using an Example Conven—
tional Receiver for Comparison

FIG. 1 illustrates an examplc conventional receiver sys—
tem 1102. The conventional system .1102 is provided both to
help the reader to understand the functional differences
between conventional systems and the pro-wilt invention,
and to help the reader to understand the benefits of the
present invention.

The example conventional receiver system 1102 receives
an electromagnetic (EM) signal 1104 via an antenna 1106.
The EM signal 1104 can include a plurality of EM signals
such as modulated earlier signals. For example, the. EM
signal 1104 includes one or more radio frequency (RF) EM
signals, such as a 9011 MI 12 modulated can'ier signal. Higher
frequency RF sign als, such as 900 MHZ signals, generally
cannot be directly processed by conventional signal proces-
sors. Instead, higher Frequency RF signals are typically
down—converted to lower intermediate frequencies (IF) for
processing. The receiver system 1102 down—converts the
EM signal 1104 to an intermediate frequency (1F) signal
1108n, which can be provided to a signal processor 1110.
When the EM signal 1104 includes a modulated carrier
signal, the signal processor 1110 usually includes a demodu-
lator that demodulates the IF signal 1108:: to a baseband
information signal {demodulated basebaod signal).

Receiver system 1102 includes an RF stage 1112 and one
or more IF stages 1114. The RF stage 1112 receives the EM
signal 1104. The RF stage 111.2 includes the antenna 1106
that receives the EM signal 1104.

The one or more 1.1" stages lll4o—lll4rr down-convert the
EM signal 1104 to consecutively lower intermediate fre-
quencies. Each of the one or more 11: sections 1114n—1114rt
includes a mixer tllfirr—lllthr that dowmcnnverts an input
13M signal 1116 to a lower frequency 11" signal 1106. By
cascading the one or more mixers 1118n—1118n, the EM
signal 1104 is incrementally down-converted to a desired lI'I'
signal 1108”.

In operation, each of the one or more mixers 1118 mixes
an input EM signal 1116 with a local oscillator (LO) signal
1119, which is generated by a local oscillator (1.0} 1120.
Mixing generates sum and difference signals from the input
EM signal 1116 and the LO signal 1119. For example.
mixing an input EM signal 1116a, having a frequency of‘JUO
MHZ, with 21 LO signal 1119a, having a frequency of 830
MIIZ. resulLs in a sum signal. having a frequency of 9110
MIIZ+83U MIIZ=1.73 6112, and a diflerence signal, having
a frequency of 900 Null—830 MHZ=70 MIIZ.

Specifically. in the example of FIG. 11. the one or more
mixers 1118 generate a sum and ditt'erencc signals for all
signal components in the input EM signal 1116. For
example, when the EM signal 1116c includes a second EM
signal, having a frequency of 7'60 M112, the mixer 1118::
gene-rates a second sum signal, having a frequency of 7130
MIIZ+83U MIIZ=I .59 GI 12, and it Second difference signal,
having a frequency of R30 MHZ—761] MHZ=70 MHZ in
this example. therefore, mixing two input EM signals,
having frequencies of 900 MHZ and 760 MHZ, respectively.
with an [.0 signal having a frequency of 83ft MHZ, results
in two IF signals at 70 MIIZ.

Generally. it is very ditficult, if not impossible, to separate
the two 7ft) MIIZ signals. Instead. one or more filters 1122
and 1123 are provided upstream from each mixer 1118 to
filter the unwanted frequencies, also known as image fre-
quencies. The filters 1122 and 1123 can include various filter
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topologies and arrangements such as bandpass tillers, one or
more high pass filters, one or more low pass filters, combi-
nations thereof, etc.

Typically, the one or more mixers 1118 and the one or
more filters 1122 and 1123 attenuate or reduce the strength
of the EM signal 1104. For example, a typical mixer reduces
the EM signal strength by 8 to 12 dB. A typical filter reduces
the EM signal strength by 3 to 6 dB.

As a result, one or more low noise amplifiers (LNAs)
1121 and 1124a—1124rr are provided upstream of the one or
more filters 1123 and llZZn—llZZn. The LNAs and filters

can be in reversed order. The INAs compensate for losses
in the mixers 1118, the filters 1122 and 1123, and other
components by increasing the EM signal strength prior to
filtering and mixing. Typically, for example, each LNA
contributes 15 to 30 dB of amplification.

However, INAs require substantial power to operate.
Higher frequency INN; require more power than lower
frequency [.NAs. When the receiver system 1102 is intended
to be portable, such as a cellular telephone receiver. for
example, the LNAs require a substantial portion of the total
power.

At higher frequencies, impedance mismatches between
the various stages further reduce the strength of the EM
signal 1104. In order to optimize: power transferred through _
the receiver system 1102, each component should be imped-
ance matched with adjacent components. Since no two
components have the exact same impedance characteristics,
even [or components that were manufactured with high
tolerances, impedance matching must often be individually
fine lulled for each receiver system 1102. As a result,
impedance matching in conventional receivers tends to be
labor intensive and more art than science. Impedance match-
ing requires a significant amount of added time and expense
to both the design and manufacture of conventional receiv-
ers. Since many of the components, such as LNA, filters, and
impedance matching circuits, are highly frequency
dependent, a receiver designed for one application is gen—
erally not suitable for other applications. Instead. a new
receiver must be designed, which requires new impedance
matching circuits between many of the components.

Conventional receiver components are typically posi-
tioned over multiple IC substrates instead of on a single 1C
substrate. This is partly because there is no single substrate
that is optimal for both RF, IF, and baseband frequencies.
Other factors may include the sheer number of components,
their various sizes and rlifl'erent inherent impedance
characteristics, etc. Additional signal amplification is often
required when going from chip to chip. Implementation over
multiple substrates thus involves many costs in addition to
the cost of the [Cs themselves.

Conventional receivers thus require many components,
are cliflieull and time consuming to design and manufacture.
and require substantial external power to maintain sutficient
signal levels Conventional receivers are thus expensive to .
design. build. and use.

In an embodiment, the present invention is implemented
to replace many, if not all, of the components between the
antenna 1106 and the signal processor 1110, with an aliasing
module that includes a universal frequc ncy translator (UFI')
module. The UFT is able to down—convert a wide range of
[5M signal frequencies using very few components. The
UFT is easy to design and build, and requires very little
extemal power. The UV!" design can be easily tailored for
d ifi'erent frequencies or Frequency ranges. For example, UFT
design can be easily impedance matched with relatively little
tuning. In a direct—to—data embodiment of the invention,
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where art EM signal is directly down-converted to a
demodulated baseband signal, the invention also eliminates
the need for a demodulator in the signal processor 1110.

When the invention is implemented in a receiver system,
such as the receiver system [102, power consumption is
significantly reduced and signal to noise ratio is significantly
increased.

In an embodiment, the invention can be implemented and
tailored for specific applications with easy to calculate and
easy to implement impedance matching circuits. As a result,
when the invention is implemented as a receiver, such asthe
receiver 1102, specialized impedance matching experience
is not required.

In conventional receivers, components in the [F sections
comprise roughly eighty to ninety percent of the total
components of the receivers. The UF'l' design eliminates the
llisection(s) and thus eliminatesthc roughly eighty to ninety
percent of the total components of conventional receivers.

Other advantages of the invention include, but are not
limited to:

The invention can be implemented as a receiver with only
a single local oscillator:

The invention can be implemented as a receiver with only
a single, lower frequency, local oscillator;

The invention can be implemented as a receiver using few
filters;

The invention can be implemented as a receiver using unit
delay tillers;

The invention can be irnple mt: nted as a receiver that can
change frequencies. and receive different modulation formats
with no hardware changes,

The invention can be also be implemented as frequency
up-converter in an EM signal transmitter;

The invention can he also be implemented as a combi-
nation up-converter (transmitter) and down-converter
(receiver), referred to herein as a transceiver;

The invention can be implemented as a method and
system for ensuring reception of a communications signal,
as disclosed in co-pending patent application titled, "Method
and System for Ensuring Reception of a Communications
Signal ," Attorney Docket No. 1744.0030000, incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety;

The invention can be implemented in a differential
configuration, whereby signal to noise ratios are increased;

A receiver designed in accordance with the invention can
be implemented on a single IC substrate, such as a silicon-
based [(7 substrate;

A receiver designed in accordance with the invention and
implemented on a single 1C substrate, such as a silicon-
based lC substrate, can down-convert EM signals from
frequencies in the giga Hertz range;

A receiver built in accordance with the invention has a

relatively flat response over a wide range of fi‘equencics. For
example, in an embodiment, a receiver built in accordance
with the invention to operate around 800 MHZ has it
substantially flat response {i.e., plus or minus a low dB of
power) from 100 Ml IZ to l (3112.. This is referred to herein
as a wide-«band receiver; and

A receiver built in accordance with the invention can

inc]ude multiple, user~selectable, Impedance match
modules, each designed for a different wide—hand of
frequencies, which can be user] to seen an ultra—widc—band
of frequencies.
11 Down-Converting By Under-Sampling
'l. Down—Converting an EM Carrier Signal to an EM Inter—
mediate Signal by Under-Sampling the EM Carrier Signal at
the Aliasing Rate
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In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an EM

signal to an IF signal by under-sampling the EM signal. This
embodiment is illustrated by 4508 in FIG. 453.

This embodiment can be implemented with modulated
and unmodulated EM signals. This embodiment is described
herein using the modulated carrier signal Faro in FIG. 1, as
an example. In the example, the modulated carrier signal
PM. is down—converted to an 11" signal F”: The IF signal F”.
can then be demodulated. with any conventional demodu-
lation technique to obtain a demodulated baseband signal
Firms Upon reading the disclosure and examples therein,
one skilled in the relevant arl{s) will understand that the
invention can be implemented to down—convert any EM
signal, including but not limited to, modulated carrier sig-
nals and unmoduhted carrier signals.

The following sections describe example methods for
down-mnverting the modulated carrier signal lim— to the llT
signal lino according to embodiments of the invention.
Exemplary structural embodiments for implementing the
methods are also described. It should be understood that the

invention is not limited lo the particular embodiments -
described below. Equivalents, extensions, variations,
deviations. ctc._. of the following will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant artis} based on the teachings container]
herein. SJch equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations,
etc., are within the scrape and spirit of the present invention. 1

The following sections include a high level discussion.
example embodiments, and implementation examples.
1.1 High Level Description

This section (including its subsections) provides a high—
level description of down—converting an EM signal to an IF
signal 1“”,— according to the invention. In particular. an
operational process of under-sampling a modulated carrier
signal 17”.: to down-convert it to the 11-" signal 1"”, is
described at a high-level. Also, a structural implementation
for implementing this process is described at a high-level.
This strucntral implementation is described herein for illus—
trative purposes, and is not limiting. In particular, the
process described in this section can be achieved using any
number of structural implementations. one of which is
described in this section. The details of such structural

implementations will be apparent to persons skilled in the
relevant art{s} based on the teachings contained herein.
1.1.1 Operational Description

FIG. 14B depicts a flowchart 1407 that illustrates an
exemplary method for under—sampling an EM signal to
down-convert the EM signal to an intermediate signal Fm.
'l'he exemplary method illustrated in the flowchart 1407 is an
embodiment of the flowchart 1401 in FIG. I4A.

Any and all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease ol‘ discussion. the digital
AM carrier signal 616 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequent sec—
tions provide detailed floweharts and descriptions for AM.
FM and PM example embodiments. Upon reading the dis—
closure and examples therein. one skilled in the relevant .
art(s) wi]l understand that the invention can be implemented
to doWn-convert any type ol‘ EM signal, including any form
of modulated carrier signal and unmodulated carrier signals.

The method illustrated in the flowchart 1407 is now

described at a high level using the digital AM carrier signal
616 of FIG. fit“. The digital AM carrier signal 616 is
rc—illustrated in FIG. 15A for convenience. MG. 1513 illus~

tratos a portion 1510 of the AM carrier signal 616, between
time 11 and t2. on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 1408, which includes receiving
an EM signal. Step 1408 is represented by the digital AM
carrier signal 616.
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Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 15B illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 1502. which includes a train of pulses
1504 having negligible apertures that tend toward zero time
in duration. The pulses 1504 repeat at the aliasing rate, or

pulse repetition rate. Aliasirtg rates are discussed below.

Step 1412 includes under-sat mpling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down convert the EM signal to the interme—
diate signal 17”,. When down-converting, an LTM signal to an
IF signal, the frequency or aliasing rate of the pulses 1504
sets the IF.

FIG. 15C illustrates a stair step AM intermediate signal

1506. which is generated by the down—conversion process.
The AM intcrrrtcdittte signal 1506 is similar to the AM
carrier signal 616 exaept that the AM intermediate signal
1506 has a lower frequency than the AM carrier signal 616.
The AM carrier signal 616 has thus been down-converted to
the AM intermediate signal 1506. The AM intermediate
signal 1506 can be generated at any frequency below the
frequency of the AM carrier signal 616 by adjusting the
aliasing rate.

FIG. 15].) depicts the AM intermediate signal 1506 as a
filtered output signal [508. In an alternative embodiment.
the invention outputs a stair step, non—filtered or partially
filtered output signal. The choice between filtered, partially
filtered and non—filtered output signals is generally a design
choice that depends upon the application of the invention.

The intermediate frequency of the down-converted signal
Fm which in this example is the AM intermediate signal
[506, can be determined from 1120(2), which is reproduced
below for convenience.

lit-”'Emfllln E0 {3}

A suitable aliasing rate It;m can be determined in a variety
of ways. An example method for determining the aliasing
rate FAR, is provided below. After reading the description
herein. one Skilled in the relevant art(s) will understand how
to determine appropriate aliasing rates for EM signals,
including ones in addition to the modulated carrier signals
specifically illustrated herein.

In FIG. 17. a flowchart 1701 illustrates an example
process for determining an aliasing rate [are But a designer
may choose, or an application may dictate, that the values be
determined in an order that is dill'crent than the. illustrated

order. The process begins at step 1702, which includes
determining, or selecting, the frequency of the EM signal.

The frequency of the FM carrier signal 616 can be, for
example, 901 MHZ

Step 1704 includes determining, or selecting. the inter—
mediate frequency. This is the frequency to which the EM
signal will be down-converted. The intermediate Frequency
can be determined, or selected, to match a frequency
requirement of a down—stream demodulator. The intermedi—
ate frequency can be, for example, 1 MHz.

Step 1706 includes determining the aliasing rate or rates
that will down-convert the EM signal to the 11’ specified in
step 1704.

E0. (2) can be rewritten as ED. (3):

ri'f"_m=FczF,p 1:30. {3)
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Which can be rewritten as ISO. (4):

F _F(--”rr
f Fe 1 F". EQ. 14] w ‘ n

I :
F4..- vtn Mirb 1 MW. tutu MHZ _

5 F... = ————6———- = = lattlvtt-IZ

or as E0. [5}: _ p _
In other words, under-sampling a 9tlt MI'IZ L'M earner

F F _ signal at 150 MHZ generates an intermediate. signal at l, :2 rr r12- 151 . . .
hu= m MHZ. When the under-sampled EM carrier signal is a

(Foil—“”3 can be defined as a difference value Form-"i as
illustrated in E0. ((1):

 

modulated carrier signal, Lhc intermediale signal will also
substantially include the modulation. The modulated inter—
mediate signal can be demodulated through any conven—
tional demodulation technique.

Alternatively, instead of starting, from a desired aliasing
rate, a list of suitable aliasing rates can be determined from

 

tfi‘fl‘mH'fin- liQ- if“ the modified form of E0. (5), by solving for various values
of n. Example solutions are listed below.

['10. {4} can he rewritten as E0. (7}:

. F _ ch-r... _ FD.” _ am one: MHZ ~ nuthlZ
n = Fen-r EQ- tij ‘0 M - n '— n ‘- n - nFor

From E0. (7), it can be seen that, for a given it and a
constant PM, l-‘Dm, is constant. For the case of [I'D,,,.,__=lic.— —'

For? and for a constant Form-'1 as Fr increases, F“.— neces-
sarily increases. For the case of l-‘mFF=l-‘C.+lim and for a
constant Fwy-F, as Ft. increases, F“; necessarily decrcases. In
the latter case of an—wl‘r-+Fm, any phase or frequency
changes on FL. correspond to reversed or inVerted phase or

frequency changes on F“... This is mentioned to teach the
reader that if limrf=lic+Fw is used. the above ctIect will
affem the phase and frequency response of the modulated
intermediate signal P”:—

EQs. [2) through (7) can be solved for any valid In. A
suitable n can be determined for any given difference
frequency FD,” and for any desired aliasing rate FM
tDrsr'n'J). EQS. (2) through (7) call be utilized to identify a
specific harmonic closest to a desired aliasing rate PM
”Jan-mi) that will generate the desired intermediate signal
Fm.

An example is no“r provided for determining a suitable n
for a given rlitlerenee frequency F9,” and for a desired

aliasing rate Funnel-min- Fnr case of illustration, only the
case of (Tic—FH?) is illustrated in the example below.

Fc—I'"irn = —-— =

*3 “wanna

t‘unrr :-

f-‘wtnrumri

The desired aliasing rate lump..-.-mg can be, for example.
140 MHZ. Using the previous examples. where the carrier _
frequency is 901MHz and the II" is 1 MHZ, an initial value
of n is determined as:

out MHZ—I MHZ eon
H = ——-—— = —— = Gil

l4thH7. 140

The initial value 5.4 can be rounded up or down to the valid
nearest n, which was detincd above as including [11.5,
1,2,3, . . J. In this example, 6.4 is rounded down to 6.0,
which is inserted into ED. (5) for the case of (FC— I”):
born":
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Solving for n=U.5, l. 2. 3, 4, 5 and 6:
900 MI'IZIU5=] .8 GllZ (i.e., second harmonic, illustrated in

FIG. 25A as 2502);
900 MIIZE1=900 MIIZ (i.e., fundamental frequency, illus-

trated in FIG. 25]} as 2504];
900 MHZ/2:450 MHZ (i.e., second sub—harmonic, illus—

trated in FIG. 251: as 2506);
000 MH213=300 MHZ (i.e., third sub—harmonic, illustrated

in FIG. 250 as 2508);
900 MllZf4=225 MIlZ(i.e., fourth sub-harmonic, illustrated

in FIG. 251i as 2510);
900 MI-IZfi: [80 MIlZ(i.e,, fifth sub-harmonic, illustrated in

FIG. 25F as 2512); and
900 MHZ."IS=ISO MI-lZ(i.e., sixth sub—harmonic, illustrated

in FIG. 256 as 2514).
The steps described above can be performed for the case

of (14:41:11?) in a similar fashion. The results can be com—
pared to the results obtained from the case of (FC—t'fl.) to
determine which provides better result for an application.

In an embodiment, the inVenlion down-converts an EM
signal to a relatively standard llr in the range of, for example.
100 KHZ to 200 MHZ. In another embodiment, referred to
herein as a small olf~set implementation, the invention
down—converts an EM signal to a relatively low frequency
of, for example, less than 100 K] l2. In another embodiment,
referred to herein as a large oil—set implementation, the
invention down-converts an UM signal to a relatively higher
IF signal, such as, for example, above 200 MHZ.

The various off-set implementations provide selectivity
for different applications. Generally, lower data rate appli—
cations can operate at lower intermediate frequencies. But
higher intermediate frequencies can allow more information
to be supponed for a given modulation technique.

In accordance with the invention, a designer picks an
optimum information bandwidth for an application and an
optimum intermediate frequency to support the baseband
signal. The intermediate frequency should be high enough to
support the bandwidth of the modulating baseband signal
FMS.

Generally. as the aliasing rate approaches a harmonic or
sub—harmonic frequency of the EM signal, the frequency of
the down-converted IF signal decreases. Similarly, as the
aliasing rate moves away from a harmonic or sub-harmonic
frequency of the EM signal, the IF increases.

Aliased frequencies occur above and below every har-
monic ofthe aliasing frequency. In order to avoid mapping
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other aliasing frequencies in the band of the aliasing [rc-
queney (11") of interest, the [F of interest is preferably not
near one half the aliasing rate.

As described in example implementations below, an alias—
ing module, including a universal frequency translator
(UFI‘) module built in accordance with the invention, pro—
vides a wide range of flexibilityr in frequency selection and
can thus be implemented in a wide range of applications.
Conventional systems cannot easily otter. or do not allow.
this level of flexibility in frequency selection.
1.1.2 Structural Description

FIG. 16 illustrates a block diagram of an under-sampling
system 1602 according to an embodiment of the invention.
The under—sampling system 1602 is an example embodiment
of the generic aliasing system 1302 in FIG. 13. The under—
sampling system 1602 includes an under—sampling module
1606. The under-sampling module 1606 receives the EM
signal 13114 and an under-sampling signal 1604, which
includes under-sampling pulses having negligible apertures
that tend towards 7cm time. occurring at a frequency equal
to the aliasing rate FM. The under—sampling signal 1604 is
an example embodiment of the aliasing signal 1310. The
under—sampling module 1606 under—samples the EM signal
1304 at the aliasing rate FAR of the under—sampling signal
[604. The under-sampling system 1602 outputs a down- ;
converted signal 1303A.

Preferably. the under-sampling module 1606 under-
samples the EM signal 1304 to down-convert It lo the
intermediate signal 13,.Jr in the manner shown in the opera—
tional flowchart 1407 of FIG. 14B. But it should be under—

stood that the scope and spirit of the invention includes other
structural embodiments for performing the Steps of the
flowchart 1407. The specifics of the other structural embodi-
ments will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
arl(s) based on the discossion contained herein. In an
embodiment, the aliasing rate FM of the under—sampling
signal 1604 is chosen in the manner diseusscd in Section
[1.1.1.] so that the under—sampling module 1606 under—
samples the EM carrier signal 1304 generating the interme-
diate frequency It”.

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1407 and to the

timing diagrams in FIGS. 15A D. In step 1408, the under—
sampling module 1606 receives the AM signal 616 (FIG.
15A). In step 1410. the under~sampling module 1606
receives the under-sampling signal 1502 (FIG. 1513). In step
1412, the under-sampling module 1606 under—samples the
AM carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate of the under-
sarnpling signal 1502.ora multiple thereof, to down-convert
the AM carrier signal 616 to the intermediate signal 1506
(FIG. 15D}.

Example implementations of the under—sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
1.2 Example Embodiments

Various embodiments related to the method(s) and
structure(s) described above are presented in this section
(and its subsections]. These embodiments are described
herein for purposes of illustration], and not limitation. The
invention is not limited to these embodiments. Alternate

embodiments (including equivalents, extensions, variations,
deviations. etc, of the embodiments described herein} will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the teachings contained herein. The invention is intended
and adapted to include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down—converting the EM Signal 1304 to
the intermediate signal Fon illustrated in the tlowehan 1407
of FIG. 14B, can be implemented with any type of BM
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signal. including unmodulated EM carrier signals and modu-
lated carrier signals including, but not limited to, AM. FM,
PM, etc., or any combination thereof. Operation of the
flowchart 1407 of FIG. 14B is described below for AM, FM

and PM carrier signals. The exemplary descriptions below
are intended to facilitate an understanding of the present
invention. The present invention is not limited to or by the
exemplary embodiments below.
1.2.] First Example Embodiment: Amplitude Modulation
1.2.1.1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 1407
in F10. 1411 is described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C. and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616, illustrator] in FIG. 6C.
1.2.1.1.] Analog AM Cartier Signal

A process for down—converting the analog AM carrier
signal 516 in FIG. 5? to an analog AM intermediate signal
is now described with reference to the flowchart 1407 in

FIG. 1413. The analog AM carrier signal 516 is rte-illustrated
in FIG. 1 9A for convenience. For this example. the analog
AM carrier signal 516 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ.
In Flt]. 193, an analog AM carrier signal 1904 illustrates a
portion of the analog AM carrier signal 516 on an expanded
time scale.

The process begins at step [403, which includes receiving
the [ELM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516 in FIG. 19A.

Step 1410 includes receiving an wider-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate Em. FIG. 19C illustrates an example
under—samplj ng signal 1906 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. [93. The under—sampling signal 1906 includes
a train of pulsEs 1907 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The puLses 190'}' repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally. when down-
converting to an intermediate signal. the aliasing rate FM is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically. a
sub—harmonic of the difference frequency FEW-F. For this
example, the aliasing rate is approximately 4511 M112.

Stop 1412 includes under—sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down -eonvert the EM signal to the interme-
diate signal FF Ste-p 1412 is illustrated in FIG. 1911 by
under-sample points 1905.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is otf-sel from the.
AM carrier signal 516, the under—sample points 1905 “walk
through” the analog/\M carrier signal 516. In this example,
the under—sample points 1905 "walk through” the analog
AM carrier signal 516 at approximately a one megahertz
rate. In other words, the under-sample points 1905 occur at
different locations on subsequent cycles of the AM carrier
signal 516. As a result, the under—sample points 1905 capture
varying amplitudes of the analog AM signal 516. For
example, under—sample point 1905A has a larger amplitude
than under—sample point 19053.

In FIG. 191), the under-sample points 1905 correlate to
voltage points 1908. In an cmbodimcnl. the voltage points
1908 form an analog AM intermediate signal 1910. This can
be accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 1908 can be held at a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. this results in a stair—step
output which can he smoother] or filtered if desired. as
discussed below.

In FIG. 1911', an AM intermediate signal 1912 represents
the AM intermediate signal 1910. after filtering, on a com-
pressed time scale. Although FIG. 19E illustrates the AM
intermediate signal 1912 as a filtered output signal, the
output signal does not need to be filtered or smoothed to be
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within the scope of the invention. Instead. the output signal
can be tailored for diflcrenl applications.

The AM intermediate signal 1912 is substantially similar
to the AM carrier signal 516, except that the AM interme—
diate signal 1912 is at the l MHZ intermediate frequency.
The AM intermediate signal 1912 can be demodulated
through any conventional AM demodulation technique.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate frequency
downwonve-rsion in accordance with the invention. For

example. the AM intermediate signal 1910 in FIG. 15”) and
the AM intermediate signal 1912 in FIG. I9E illustrate that
the AM carrier signal 516 was successfully down-converted
to an intermediate signal by retaining enough baseband
information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.11.1.3 Digital AM Carrier Signal
A process for down—converting the digital AM carrier

signal 616 in FIG. 6C In a digital AM inten'nediate signal is
now described with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG.

[413. The digital AM can'ier signal 616 is re-iIIUStrated in
FIG. ISA for convenience. For this example, the digital AM
carrier signal 616 oscillates an approximate ty 901. MHZ. In
FIG. 1813, an AM carrier signal 1804 illustrates a portion of
the AM signal 616. from time It! to 11, on an expanded time
scale.

The process begins at step 1408. which includes receiving _-
an LI‘M signal. This is represented by the AM signal 616 in
FIG. 18A.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 18C illustrates an example
undersampting signal [806 on approximately the same time '
scale as FIG. 18B. The under—sampling signal 1806 includes
a train of pulses 180’? having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 1807 repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-
converting to an intermediate signal. the aliasing rate FAR is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a
sub—harmonic of the difference frequency Fm”. For this
example. the aliasing rate is appmximttlely 450 MHZ.

Step 1412 includes under—sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the interrrte-
diate signal Fm. Step 1412 is illustrated in FIG. 1313 by
under-sample points 1805.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is oH—set from the
AM carrier signal 616. the under—sample points 1805 walk
through the AM carrier signal 616. In other words, the
under—sample points 1805 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the AM signal 616. As a result. the.
under-sample points 1805 capture various amplitudes of the
AM signal 616. In this example, the under-sample points
1805 walk through the AM carrier signal 616 at approxi—
mately :1 I MHZ rate. For example. under—sample point
1805A has a larger amplitude than under—sample point
180513.

In FIG. 181), the undersamplc points 1805 correlate to
voltage points 1803. In an embodiment, the voltage points
1805 form an AM intermediate signal 1811]. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 1808 can he held at a relatively constant leveluntil the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair—step
output which can be smoothed or filtered if desired, as
discussed below.

In FIG. 1815. an AM intermediate signal 1812 represents
the AM intermediate signal 1810. after filtering, on a com-
pressed time scale. Although FIG. 18E illustrates the AM
intermediate signal 1812 as a filtered output signal. the
output signal does not need to be filtered or smoothed to be
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within the scope of the invention. Instead. the output signal
can be tailored for dill'erent applications.

The AM intennediale signal [812 is substantially similar
to the AM earrier signal 616, except that the AM interme—
diate signal 1812 is at the 'l MHZ intermediate frequency.
The AM intermediate signal 1812 can he demodulated
through any conventional AM demodulation technique.

The drawings reterred to herein illustrate frequency
clown—conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the AM inlen‘t‘tediate signal 1810 in FIG. 18]) and
the AM intermediate signal 1812 in FIG. 18E illustrate that
the AM carrier signal 616 was successfully down-converted
to an intermediate signal by retaining enough baseband
information for suFficient reconstruct ion.

1.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the undersampling system 1602 is now

descnlted for the analog AM can'ier signal 516, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1407 and to the timing diagrams of
FIGS. l9A—E. In step 1408, the under-sampling module
1606 receives the AM carrier signal 516 (FIG. 19A}. In step
1410. the under—sampling module [606 receives the under—
sampling signal 1906 (FIG. 19C}. In step 1412, the under—
sampling module 1606 under—samples the AM carrier signal
516 at the aliasing rate of the under—sampling signal 1906 to
doWn-eonvm it in the AM intermediate signal 1912 (FIG.
19E).

The operation of the under—sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital AM carriers signal 616, with
reference to the flowchart 1407 and to the timing diagrams
of FIGS. ISA—E. In step 1408, the under—sampling module
1606 receives the AM carrier signal 616 (FIG. 13A). lnstep
1410, the under-sampling module 16116 receives the under-
sampling signal 1806 (FIG. 18C). Instep 1412, the under-
sampling module 1606 under-samples the AM carrier signal
616 at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 1806 to
down—convert it In the AM intermediate signal 1812 (FIG.
1813).

Example implementations of the tinder—sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
1.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Frequency Modulation
1.2.3.1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 140’?
in FIG. 14B is described below for the analog FM carrier
signal 716, illustrated in FIG. 7C. and for the digital FM
carrier signal 816, illustrated in FIG. 8C.
l.2.".l.l Analog FM Carrier Signal

A process for downconvening the analog FM carrier
signal 716 to an analog FM intermediate signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. 1413.

The analog FM carrier signal 716 is re-illustrated in FIG.
20A for convenience. For this example. the analog FM
carrier signal 716 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In
FIG. 2013, an FM carrier signed 2004 illustrates n portion of
the analog FM carrier signal 716. from time I] to t3. on an
expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 1403. which include-s receiving
an EM signal This is represented in FIG. 20A by the FM
carrier signal 716.

Stop 1410 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FAR. FIG. 20C illustrates an example
under—sampling signal 21106 on approximately the same time
settle as FIG. 2013. The under—sampling signal 2006 includes
a train of pulses 2007 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The puLses 2007 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down-
converting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate FMe is
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substantially equal to a harmonic or. more typically, a
sub~hannonic of the difference frequency Form:- For this
example, where the FM carrier signal 716 is centered around
901 MHZ. the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1412 includes under—sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal to the interme—
diate signal F”. Stop 1412 is illustrated in FIG. 20B by
under-sample points 2005.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is olI—sct from the
FM carrier signal 716, the under-sample points 2005 occur
at dilfercnt locations of subsequent cycles of the under—
sampled signal 716. In other words, the under-sample points
2005 walk through the signal 716. As a result. the under—
samplo points 2005 capture various amplitudes of the FM
carrier signal 716.

In FIG. 201], the undersample points 2005 correlate to
voltage points 2008. In an embodiment, the voltage points
2005 form an analog FM intermediate signal 2010. This can
be accomplished in many ways. For example. each voltage-
point 2008 can be held at a relatively constant level until the -
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair—step
output which can be smoothed or filtered if desired. as
discussed below.

In FIG. 201i, an FM intermediate signal 2012 illustrates
the FM intermediate signal 2010, after filtering, on a com- ;
pressed time scale. Although FIG. 20E; illustrates the FM
intermediate signal 2012 as a filtered output signal. the
output signal does ttot need to ht:- filtered Ltr smoothed to be
within the scope of the invention. Instead, the otttput signal
can be tailored for dill‘erent applications.

The PM intermediate signal 2012 is substantially similar
to the FM carrier signal 716, except that the FM intermediate
signal 2012 is at the 1 MI 12 intermediate frequency. The [M
intermediate signal 2012 can he demodulated through any
conventional I’M demodulation technique.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate frequency
dowmconversion in accordance with the invention. For

example. the FM intermediate signal 2010 in 116.201] and
the FM intermediate signal 2012 in FIG. 20E. illustrate that
the FM carrier signal 716 was successfully down—converted
to an inten‘nedjate signal by retaining enough hasebartd
information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.2.].2 Digital FM Carrier Signal
A process for down—converting the digital FM carrier

signal 816 to a digital FM intermediate signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. I413.

The digital FM carrier signal 816 is re—illustrated in FIG.
21A for convenience. For this example. the digital I'M
carrier signal 316 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In
FIG. 2113. art FM carrier signal 2104 illustrates a portion of .
the FM carrier signal 816. from time 11 to 13, on an expanded
time scale.

The process begins at step 1408. which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented in FIG. 21A, by the PM
carrier signal 816.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under—sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 21(.‘ illustrates an example
under—sampling signal 2106 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 21B. The under-sampling signal 2106 includes
a train of pulses 2107 having negligible apertures that tend
toward zero time in duration. The pulses 210‘? repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate, which is delennirted or
selected as previously described. Generally, when down—
converting to an intermediate signal. the aliasing rate I<'_m is
substantially equal to a harmonic or. more typically, a
sub-han'nonic of the difference frequency Fume. In this
example. where the FM carrier signal 816 is centered around
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90] MIIZ, the aliasing rate is selected as approximately 450
MHZ, which its a sub-harmonic of 900 M112, which is oil-set

by 1 MI [2 from the center frequency of the FM carrier
signal 816.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal to an interme—
diate signal F”... Step 1412 is illustrator] in FIG. ZIB by
under—sample points 2105.

Because a harmonic ol‘ the aliasing rate is off-set from the
I’M carrier signal 816, the under-sample points 2105 occur
at different locations of subsequent cycles of the FM carrier
signal 816. In other words, the under-sample points 2105
walk through the signal 8I6. As a result, the under—sample
points 2105 capture various amplitudes of the signal 816.

In FIG. 211), the under—sample points 2105 correlate to
voltage points 2108. In an embodiment, the voltage points
2103 form a digital FM intermediate signal 2110. This can
be accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point2108 can he held at a relatively constant level urttil the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step
output which can be smoothed or filtered if desired. as
described below.

In FIG. 21E. an FM intermediate signal 2112 represents
the FM intermediate signal 2110, after filtering, on a com-
pressed time scale. Although FIG. 211i illustrates the FM
intermediate signal 2112 as a filtered output signal, the
output signal does not need to be filtered or smoothed to be
within the scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal
can be tailored for dill'crcnt applications.

The PM intermediate signal 2112 is substantially similar
to the 1M carrier signal 816, except that the FM in tennediate
signal 2112 is at the 1 MHz intermediate frequency. f'hc FM
intermediate signal 2112 can be demodulated through any
conventional FM demodulation technique.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate frequency
down—conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the FM intermediate signal 2110 in FIG. 210 and
the FM intermediate signal 2112 in FIG. 211$ illustra It: that
the FM carrier signal 816 was successfully down-converted
to an intermediate signal by retaining enough baseband
information for sufficient reconstruction.

1.2.2.2 Structural Description

The ope ration of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described for the analog FM carrier signal 716. with refer—
ence to the flowchart 1407 and the timing diagrams of FIGS.
20191—15. In step 1403, the under—sampling module 1606
receives the FM carrier signal 716 (FIG. 20A). In step 1410,
the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 2006 (FIG. 20C}. In step 1412, the under—
sampling module 1606 under-samples the FM carrier signal
716 at the aliasing rate of the under—sampling signal 2006 to
down—convert the FM carrier signal 716 to the FM interme—
diate signal 2012 (FIG. 20E).

The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital FM carrier signal 8.16, with refer—
ence to the flowchart 1407 and the timing diagrams of FIGS.
21A—lj. In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the FM carrier signal 816 (FIG. 21A). In step 1410,
the under—sampling module 1606 receives the under—
sampling signal 2106 (FIG. 210. In step 1412. the under—
sampling modtde 1606 under-samples the I‘M carrier signal
816 at the aliasing rate of the under—sutttpling signal 2106 to
down-woven the FM carrier signal 816 to the I: M intenne-
diale signal 2112 (FIG. 2115).

Exam ple implementations of the under-sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
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1.23 third Example Lmhorlitncnt: Phase Modulation
l.3. .1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process. of the flowchart 1407
in FIG. 14B is described below for the analog PM carrier
signal 916, illustrated in FIG. 9C, and for the digital PM
carrier signal 1016. illustrated in FIG. 10C.
1.23.1.1 Analog PM Carrier Signal

A process for down-converting the analog PM carrier
signal 916 to an analog PM intermediate signal is now
described with reference to the llchhart 1407 in MG. 1411.

The analog PM carrier signal 916 is re—illustrated in FIG.
23A for convenience. For tltis example, the analog PM
carrier signal 916 oscillates at approximately 9111 MHZ. In
FIG. 2313, a PM carrier signal 2304 illustrates a portion of
the analog PM carrier signal 916, from lime U to 13, on an
expanded time scale.

The process nfdnwn-convcrling the PM carriersigna1916
to a PM intermediate signal begins at step 1408, which
includes receiving an EM signal. This is represented in FIG.
23A, by the analog PM carrier signal 916.

Step 1410 includes receiving an under—sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FAR. FIG. 23C.“ illustrates an example
under—sampling signal 2306 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 2251!. The under—sampling signal 2306 includes
a train of pulses 2301' having negligible apertures that tend _-
towards zero Lime in duration. The pulses 2307 repeat at the
aliasing rate, or pn]se repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally. when down-
converting to an intermediate signal. the aliasing rate PM is
substantially equal to a harmonic or. more typically, a
sub«l1arntonic of the difference frequency PM“; In this
example. the aliasing rate is approximately 4511 M112.

Step I412 includes under-sampling the [EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to the interloc-
diate signal It”. Step 1412 is illustrated in FIG". 2311 by
unde r—sample points 2305.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is olI—set from the
PM carrier signal 916, the under—sample points 2305 occur
at rlill'erent locations of subsequent cycles of the PM carrier
signal 916. As a result. the under—sample points capture
various amplitudes of the PM carrier signal 916.

In FIG. 231). voltage points 2308 correlate to the under-
sample points 2305. In an embodiment. the voltage points
2308 form an analog PM intermediate signa] 2310. This can
be accomplished in many ways. For example. each voltage
point 2308 can be held at a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair—step
output which can be smoothed or littered if desired, as
described below.

In FIG. 23E, an analog PM iulerl'nediate signal 2312
illustrates the analog PM intermediate signal 2310, after
filtering. on a compressed time scale. Although FIG. 23E
illustrates the PM intermediate signal 2312 as a filtered
output signal. the output signal does not need to be filtered
or smoothed to be within the scope of the invention. Instead. .
the output signal can be tailored for different applications.

The analog PM intermediate signal 2312 is substantially
similar to the analog PM carrier signal 916, except that the
analog PM intermediate signal 2312 is at the l MIIZ
intermediate frequency. The analog PM intermediate signal
2312 can be demodulated through any conventional PM
demodulation technique.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate frequency
down-conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the analog PM intermediate signal 2310 in FIG.
231) and the analog PM intermediate signal 2.312 in FIG.
23E illustrate that the analog PM carrier signal 2316 was
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successfully down-converted to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough baseband information for sufficient recon-
struction.

1.2.3.1.2 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process for dowrt-conVerting the digital PM can'ier

signal 1016 to a digital PM intermediate signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1407 in FIG. MB.

The digital PM carrier signal 1016 is re—illustrated in FIG.
22A for convenience. For this example, the digital PM
carrier signal 1016 oscillates at approximately 901 MIIZ. 1n
116.2213, a I’M carrier signal 2204 illustrates a portion of
the digital PM carrier signal 10I6, from time 11 to 13 on an
expanded time scale

The process begins at step 1408. which includes receiving
an EM signal. 'lhis is represented in FIG. 22Ahy the digital
PM carrier signal 1016.

Step 1408 includes receiving an under—sampling signal

having an aliasing rate I'm. [10. 22(‘ illustrates example
under—sampling signal 2206on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 2215leJt! under--satnpling signal 2206 includes
a train of pulses 2207 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 2207 repeat at the
aliasing rate, or a pulse repetition rate, which is determiner]
or selector] as previously described. Generally, when down—
converting to an intermediate signal, the aliasing rate FAR is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a
sub-harmonic of the dillerence frequency Pm”. In this
example. the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MIIZ.

Step 1412 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to an interme-
diate signal FE. Step 1412 is illustrated in 1710.221} by
under«sarnple points 2205.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is otf-set from the
PM carrier signal 1016, the under-sample points 2205 occur
at diJIerent locations of subsequent cycles of the PM carrier
signal 1016.

In FIG. 221), voltage points 2208 correlate to the under-
sample points 2205. In an embodiment, the voltage points
22th form a digital analog PM intermediate signal 2210.
This can be accomplished in many ways. For example each
voltage point 2208 can be held at a relatively constant level
until the next voltage point is received This results in a
stair——step output which can be- smoothed or filtered if
desired. as described below.

In If1G. 2215, a digital PM intermediate signal 2212
represents the digital PM intermediate signal 2210 on a
compressed time scale. Although FIG. 22E illustrates the
PM intermediate signal 2212 as a filtered output signal, the
output signal does not need to be filtered or smoothed to be
within the scope of the invention. Instead, the output signal
can be tailored for dill'ercnt applications.

The digital PM intermediate signal 2212 is substantially
similar to the digital PM carrier signal [016, except that the
digital PM intermediate signal 2212 is at the 1 Ml-IZ
intermediate frequency. The digital PM carrier signal 2212
can be demodulated through any conventional PM demodu-
lation technique.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate frequency
dorm—conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the digital PM intermediate signal 2210 in FIG.
22D and the digital PM intermediate signal 2212 in FIG.
22E illustrate that the digital PM earlier signal 1016 was
successfully down-converted to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough basehand information for sutftcient recon-
struction.

1.2.3.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under—sampling system 1602 is now

described for the analog PM carrier signal 916, with refer—
ence to the flowchart 1407 and the timing diagrams of FIGS.
23A—li. In step 1408, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the PM carrier signal 916 (F1 G. 23A). in step 1410,
the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 2306 (FIG. 236“]. In step 1412, the under—
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sampling module 1606 under-samples the PM carrier signal
916 at the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 23116 to
down-convert the PM carrier signal 916 to the PM interloc-
diate signal 2312 (FIG. 2313).

The operation of the undersampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital PM carrier signal 1016, with
reference to the [lowcbttrl 14117 and the timing diagrams of
FIGS. 2211—15. In step 1408, the under—sampling module
1606 receives the PM carrier signal 1016(1"IG. 22A). In step
1410, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the under-
sampling signal 22116 (FIG. 22C). In step [412, the under-
sampling module 1606 under-samples the PM carrier signal
11116 at the aliasing rate of the under—sampling signal 2206
to down—convert the PM carrier signal 11116 to the PM
intermediate signal 2212 (FIG. 22E).

Example irnple mentalions of the under—sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
1.2.4 Other Embodiments.

The embodiments described above are provided l~or pur-
poses of illustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments, differing -
slightly or substantially from those described herein, will be
apparent to persons skilled in the relevant 2111(5) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate embodiments fall
within the scope and spirit of the present invention. Example-
irnplemcntations of the under-sampling module 1606 are ;
provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
13 Implementation Examples

Exemplary operational and,'or structural implementations
related to the methodts), structure(s). anchor embodiments
described above are presented in SecLiorts 4 and 5 below.
The implementations are presented for purposes of
illustration, and not limitation. The invention is not limited
to the particular implementation examples described therein.
Alternate impletrtentations (including equivalents,
extensions, Variations, deviations. etc., of those described

herein] will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
arl(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter—
nate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
2. Directly Down—Converting an 12M Signal to a Baseband
Signal ('Direct-to-Uata)

In an embodiment, the invention directly down-converts
an EM signal to a lmseband signal, by under-sampling the
EM signal. This embodiment is referred to herein as direct—
to—data down—conversion and is illustrated in FIG. 45B as
4510.

This embodiment can be implemented with modulated
and unmodulated EM signals. This embodiment is described
herein using the modulated carrier signal Farc in FIG. 1, as
an example. In the example, the modulated carrier signal
Fm— is directly downconvertcd to the demodulated base—
band signal FEMS. Upon reading the disclosure and
examples therein, one skilled in the relevant art(s) will
understand that the invention is applicable to downconvert
any EM signal. including but not limited to, modulated .
carrier signals and unmodulalcd carrier signals.

The Following sections describe example methods for
directly down—converting the modulated carrier signal FMC
to the demodulated baseband signal Foam Exemplary struc-
tural embodiments for implementing the methods are also
described. It should he understood that the invention is not

limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of the
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained here in. Such
equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations. etc, are
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.
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The following sections include a high level discussion.
example embodiments, and implementation examples.
3.1 High level Description

This section (including its subsections) provides a high—
level description ofdirectly dotvoconvening the modulated
carrier signal FM: to the demodulated baseband signal
FDME. according to the invention. In particular, an opera—
tional process 01' directly down-convenhig the modulated
carrier signal FMr. to the demodulated bascband signal Fwas
is described at a high-level. Also, a structural implementa-
tion for implementing this process is. described at a high—
level. The structural implementation is described herein for
illustrative purposes, and is not limiting. In particular, the
process described in this section can be achieved using any
number of structural implementations, one of which is
described in this section. The details of such structural

implementations will be apparent to persons skillet] in the
relevant ants) based on the teachings contained herein.
2.1.] Operational Description

FIG. 14C depicts a flowchart 1413 that illustrates an
exemplary method for directly down—converting an EM
signal to a demodulated baseband signal FDMB. The exem—
plary method illustrated in the flowchart 1413 is an embodi—
ment of the llowehart 14111 in FIG. 14A.

Any and all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease of discussion, the digital
AM carrier signal 616 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequent sec-
tions provide detailed descriptions for AM and PM example
embodirnents. FM presents special considerations that are
dealt with separately in Section [1.3, below. Upon reading
the disclosure and examples therein, one skilled in the
relevant art(s) will understand that the invention can be
implemented to down-convert any type of EM signal,
including any form of modulated carrier signal and unmodu-
l:Ited carrier signals.

The method illustrated in the liowehart 1-113 is no“.r

described at a high level using the digital AM carrier signal
616, from FIG. 6C. The digital AM carrier signal 616 is
rte—illustrated in FIG. 33A for convenience.

The process; of the flowchart 1413 begins at step 141-1,
which includes receiving an LiM signal. Step 1414 is rep-
resented by the digital AM carrier signal 616 in FIG. 33A.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under—sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FAR. FIG. 33B illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3302 which includes a train of pulses
3303 having negligible apcnu res that tend towards zero time
in duration. The pulses 303 repeat at the aliasing rate or
pulse repetition rate. The aliasing rate is determined in
accordance with ED. {2], reproduced below [or conve-
nience.

e. wrist-st E0- to

When directly down—converting an EM signal to baseband
(i.e., zero It"), 110. (2) becomes:

FL. =n'F..." RQ. (NJ

Thus, to directly down-convert the AM signal 616 to a
demodulated baseband signal, the aliasing rate is substan—
tially equal to the frequency of the AM signal 616 or to a
harmonic or sub—harmonic thereof. Although the aliasing
rate is too low to permit reconstruction of higher frequency
components of the AM signal 616 (Le, the carrier
frequency), it is high enough to permit substantial recon—
strttcliou of the lower frequency modulating basehand signal
311).
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Step 1418 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to the demodulated
baseband signal Fem,“ FIG. 33C illustrates a stair step
demodulated baseband signal 3304, which is generated by
the direct down—conversion process. The demodulated base—
baud signal 3304 is similar to the digital modulating base—
band signal 310 in FIG. 3.

FIG. 33D depicts a filtered demodulated baseband signal
3306, which can bi:- generated from the stair stcp demodu—
lated hasehand signal 3304. The invention can thus generate
a filtered output signal, a partially filtered output signal, or
a relatively unfiltered stair step output signal. The choice
between liltered, partially filtered and non—littered output
signals is generally a design choice that depends upon the
application of the invention.
2.l.3 Structural Description

FIG. 16 illustrates the block diagram of the tinder-
sampling system 1602 according to an embodiment of the
invention. The under-5am pling system 1602 is an example
cmhodimentof the generic aliasing system 1302 in FIG. 13.

In a direct to data embodiment. the frequency of the
under—sampling signal 1604 is substantially equal to a har—
monic of the EM signal 1304 or, more typically, a sub—
harntonic thereof Preferably, the under—sampling module-
1606 under-samples the EM signal [304 to directly dowu- .-
convcrt it to the demodulated basoband signal ITWB. in the
manner shown in the operational. flowchart 1413. But it
should Ix: understood that the scope and spirit of the inven-
tion includes other structural embodiments for performing
the steps of the flowchart 1413. The specifics of the other
structural embodiments will be apparent to persons skillcd in
the relevant art(s] based on the discussion contained herein.

The operation of the aliasing system 1602 is. now
described for the digital AM carrier signal 616, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1413 and to the timing diagrams in
FIGS. 33A—D. In step 1414, the under—sampling module
1606 receives the AM carrier signal 616 (FIG. 33A). In Stop
1416, the under—sampling module 1606 receives the under—
sampling signal 302 (FIG. 33B). In step [413. the under-
sarnpling module 1606 under—samples the AM carrier signal
616 at the aliasing rate ofthe under-sampling signal 3302 to
directly down-convert the AM carrier signal 616 to the
demodulated hasehand signal 3304 in FIG. 33C or the
filtered demodulated baseband signal 3306 in FIG. 33D.

Example implementations of the under—sampling module
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
2.2 Example Embodiments

Various embodiments related to the method(s} and
structuretls) described above are presented in this section
(and its subsections). These embodiments are described
herein for purposes of illustration, and not limitation. The
invention is not limited to these embodiments. Alternate

embodiments (including equivalents, extensions, variations.
deviations. etc.. of the embodiments described herein} will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on .
the teachings contained herein. The invention is intended
and adapted to include such alternate embodiments.

The method for down—converting the EM signal 1304 to
the demodulated baschand signal Fm”, illustrated in thc
flowchart 1413 of FIG. 14C, can be implemented with any
type EM signal, including modulated carrier signals. includ—
ing but not limited to, AM. PM, etc.. or any combination
thereof. Operation of the flowchart 1413 of FIG. 14C is
described below for AM and PM carrier signals. The exem-
plary descriptions below are intended to facilitate an under—
standing of the present invention. The present invention is
not limited to or by the exemplary embodiments below.
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2.2.] First Example Embodiment: Amplitude Modulation
2.2.1.1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 1413
in FIG. 14C is described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616. illustrated in FIG. 6C.
2.2.1.1.1 Analog AM Carrier Signal

A process for directlyr down-converting the analog AM
carrier signal 516 to a demodulated haseband signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The analog AM carrier signal 516 is rte-illustrated in 35A for
conven ienee. For this example, the analog AM carrier signal
516 oscillates at approximatelyr 900 MHZ. In FIG. 35B, an
analog AM carrier signal 3504 illustrates a portion of thc
analog AM carrier signal 516 on an remanded time scale.

The process begins at step 1414. which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate 17,, R. FIG. 35C. illustrates an example
tinder—sampling signal 3506 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 3513. The under-sampling signal 3506 includes
a train of pulses 3507 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero lime in duration. The pulses 350'? repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate. which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally. when directly
down-convening to a demodulated haseband signal. the
aliasing rate FM is substanfially equal to a harmonic or.
more typically. a sub-harmonic ol' the under-sampled signal.
In this example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1418 includes under—sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to Ihc demodulated
baseband signal FDMB- Step 1418 is illustrated in FIG. 3513
by under-sample points 3505. Because a harrrtonic of the
aliasing rate is substantially equal to the frequency of the
signal 516, essentially no IF is produced. The only substan-
tial aliased component is the haseband signal.

In FIG. 35D, voltage points 3508 correlate to the under—
samplc points 3505. In an embodiment, the voltage points
35081orm a demodulated haseband signal 3510. This can be
accomplished in many ways. l-"or example, each voltage
point 3508 can be held at a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step
output which can be smoothed or filtered if desired. as
described below.

In FIG. 35E. a demodulated baseband signal 3512 repre—
sents the demodulated baseband signal 3510, alter filtering,
on a compressed time scale. Although FIG. 351:; illustrates
the demodulated haseband signal 3512 as a filtered output
signal, the output signal does not need to be filtered or
smoothed to be within the scope o!" the invention. Instead.
the output signal can be tailored for different applications.

The demodulated basehand signal 3512 is substantially
similar to the modulating baseband signal 210. The demodu—
lated baseband signal 3512 can be processed using any
signal processing lechnique(s) without further down-
conversion or dcrncxlulation.

The aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal is prefer-
ably cont rolled to optimize the demodulated hasehand signal
for amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under-sample points 3505 occur
at positive locations of the AM carrier signal 516.
Alternatively, the under—sample points 3505 can occur at
other locations including negative points of the analog AM
carrier signal 516. When the under-sample points 3505
occur at negative locations of the AM carrier signal 516, the
resultant demodulated haseband signal is inverter] relative to
the modulating base-band signal 210.
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The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct to data
down-conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the demodulated hasehand signal 3510 in FIG.
350 and the demodulated baseband signal 3512 in FIG. 35E
illustrate that the AM carrier signal 516 was successfully
downconverted to the demodulated haseband signal 3510
by retaining enough hasehand information for suflicient
reconstruction.

22.1.1.2 Digital AM Carrier Signal
A process [or directly down-converting the digital AM

carrier signal 616 to a demodulated basebtmd signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The digital AM carrier signal 616 is re—illustrated in FIG.
36A for convenience. For this example, the digital AM
carrier signal 616 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In
FIG. 3613, a digital AM carrier signal 3604 illustrates a
portion of the digital AM earlier signal 616 on an expanded
time scale.

The process begins at step 1414-, which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital AM carrier -
signal 616.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under—sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 36C illustrates an example
under—sampling signal 3606 on approximately the same time-
scale as FIG. 361?. The under-sampling signal 3606 includes _-
a train oi" pulses 3607 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero Lime in duration. The pulses 3607 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse rechiLiort rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally. when directly
down—converLing to a demodulated hasehand signal. the '
aliasing rate FAR is substantially equal to a harmonic or,
more typically, a sub-harmonic of the under-sampled signal.
In this example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MIIZ.

Step 1418 includes under-sampling the EM signal at the
aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to the demodulated
baseba nd signal FEW. Step 1418 is illustrated in FIG. 36B
by under—sample points 3605. Because the aliasing rate is
substantially equal to the AM carrier signal 616. or to a
harmonic or sub-harmonic thereof, essentially no IF is
produced. The only substantial atiascd component is the
baseband signal.

In FIG. 36D. voltage points 3608 correlate to the under-
sample points 3605. In an embodiment, the voltage points
3608 form a demodulated baseband signal 3610. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 3608 can be held at a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair—step
output which can be smoothed or littered if desired, as
described below.

In FIG. 36E, a demodulated haseband signal 36.12 repre-
sents the demodulated hascband signal 3610, after filtering.
on a compressed time scale. Although FIG. 36E illustrates
the demodulated baseband signal 3612 as a Filtered output
signal. the output signal does not need to be filtered or
smoothed to be within the scope of the invention. Instead. .
the output signal can be tailored for different applications.

The demodulated basnhand signal 3612 is substantially
similar to the digital modulating hasehand signal 310. The
demodulated analog baseband signal 3612 can be processed
using any signal processing techniquets) without further
down—conversion or demodulation.

The aliasing rate of the under~sampling signal is prefer—
ably controlled to optimize the demodulated baseband signal
for amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under-sample points 3605 occur
at positiVe locations of signal portion 3604. Alternatively,
the under—sample points 3605 can occur at other locations
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including negative locations of the signal portion 3604.
When the under-sample points 3605 occur at negative
points. the resultant demodulated baseband signal is inverted
with respect to the modulating baseband signal 310.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate frequency
down—conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the demodulated bascband signal 3610 in FIG.
36]) and the demodulated baseband signal 3612 in FIG. 36E
illustrate that the digital AM carrier signtd 616 was success—
l’ully down-converted to the demodulated baseband signal
3610 by retaining enough basehand information for suffi—
cient reconstruction.

2.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under~sampling module 1606 is now

described for the analog AM carrier signal 516, with refer—
ence to the flowchart 1413 and the timing diagrams of FIGS.
BSA-Li. In step [414, the under-sampling module 1606
receives the analog AM carrier signal 516 (FIG. 35A). in
step [416, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
under—sampling signal 3506 (FIG. 35C}. In step 1-118. the
under—sampling module 1606 under—samples the analog AM
carrier signal 516 at the aliasing rate of the under—sampling
signal 3506 to directly to down~convert the AM carrier
signal 516 to the demodulated analog baseband signal 3510
in FIG. 351) or to the filtered demodulated analog baseband
signal 3512 in FIG. 35E.

The operation of the under—sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital AM carrier signal 616, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 1413 and the timing diagrams of FIGS.
36A-E. In step 1414, the under—sampling module 1606
receives the digital AM carrier signal 616 (FIG. 36A). In
step 1416, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
under-sampling signal 3606 (FIG. 366‘). In step 1418, the
under-sampling module 1606 under-samples the digital AM
carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate oi" the under-sampling
signal 3606 to downconvert the digital AM carrier signal
616 to the demodulated digital baseband signal 3610 in FIG.
361] or to the filtered demodulated digital baseband signal
3612 in FIG. 3613.

Example implementations of the under—sampling modu 1c
1606 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
2.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Phase Modulation
2.2.2.1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 1413
in FIG. 14C is described below for the analog PM carrier
signal 916, illustrated in Ir'IG. 9C. and for the digital PM
carrier signal 1016, illustrated in FIG. 106‘.
2.2.2.1.] Analog PM Carrier Signal

A process for directly down-converting the analog PM
carrier signal 916 to a demodulated haseband signal is now
described with reference to the flowchart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The analog PM carrier signal 916 is re—illustrated in 37A for
convenience. For this example. the analog I’M carrier signal
916 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ. In FIG. 37B, an
analog PM carrier signal 3704 illustrates a portion of the
analog PM carrier signal 916 on an expanded time scidc.

The process begins at step 1414. which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog PM signal
916.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under—sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 37C illustrates an example
under—sampling signal 3706 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 3713. The under—sampling signal 3706 includes
a train of pulses 3707 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero lime in duration. The pulses 3707 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate, which is determined or
selected as previously described. Generally, when directly
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down-converting to a demodulated basehand signal. the
aliasing rate "an is substantially equal to :1 harmonic or,
more typically, a sub-harmonic of the under-sampled signal.
In this example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1418 includes under—sampling the analog PM carrier
signal 916 at the aliasing rate to directly down—convert it to
a demodulated hascband signal. Step 1418 is illustrated in
MG. 3711 by under-sample points 3705.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to the frequency at the signal 916, or substantially
equal to a harmonic or sob—harmonic thereof, osmotially no
IF is produced. The only substantial aliased component is
the baseband signal.

In FIG. 37D, voltage points 3708 correlate to the under—
samplc points 3705. In an embodiment, the voltage points
3708 form a demodulated beset-rand signal 3710. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 3708 can be held at a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair-step
output which can he smoothed or filtered if desired, as -
described below.

In FIG. 3715.. a demodulated baseband signal 3712 repre—
sents the demodulated haseband signal 3710. after filtering,
on a compressed time scale. Although FIG. 37E illustrates
the demodulated haseband signal 3712 as a filtered output _-
signal. the output signal does not need to be filtered or
smoothed to be within the scope of the invention. Instead.
the output signal can be tailored for different applications.

The demodulated haseband signal 3712 is substantially
similar to the analog modulating baseba nd signal 210. The '
demodulated haseband signal 3712 can be processed without
further down-conversion or demodulation.

The aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal is prefer-
ably controlled to optimize the demodulated husehand signal
for amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under—sample points 3705 occur
at positive locations of the analog I’M carrier signal 916.
Alternatively, the under—sample points 3105 can occur at
other locations include negative points ot‘ the analog PM
carrier signal 916. When the under—sample- points 3705
occur at negative locations of the analog PM carrier signal
916, the resultant demodulated haseband signal is inverted
relative to the modulating haschand signal 210.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct to data
down—conversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the demodulated baseband signal 3710 in FIG.
37!) and the demodulated baseband sigoa13712 in FIG. 37E
illustrate that the analog I’M carrier signal 916 was success-
fully down-converted to the demodulated baseband signal
3710 by retaining enough baseband inforl'nation l’or sulf-
eie-nt reconstruction.

2.2.11.2 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process [or directly down—converting the digital PM

carrier signal 1016 to a demodulated baseband signal is now
described with reference to the flowehart 1413 in FIG. 14C.

The digital PM carrier signal 1016 is re—illustrate-d in 38A for
convenience. For this example, the digital PM carrier signal
[016 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ. In FIG. 38R, a
digital PM carrier signal 3804 illustrates a portion of the
digital PM carrier signal 1016 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 1414, which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital I’M signal
1016.

Step 1416 includes receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FAR. FIG. 38C illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3806 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 38B. The tinder—sampling signal 3806 includes
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a train of pulscs 3807 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The pulses 3807 repeat at the
aliasing rate or pulse repetition rate. which is determined or
selected as described above. Generally, when direetty down-

converting to a demodulated hasehand signal, the aliasing
rate Fm is substantially equal to a harmonic or. more
typically, a sub— harmonic ol the under——sa1nplcd signal. In
this example, the aliasing rate is approximately 450 MHZ.

Step 1418 includes under-sampling the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert it to
a demodulated hasehand signal. This is illustrated in FIG.
3813 by under-sample points 3705.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to the frequency of the signal 11116, essentially no 117
is produced. The only substantial aliased component is the
baseband signal.

In FIG. 38!), voltage points 3808 correlate to the under-
sample points 3805. In an embodiment, the voltage points
3808 form a demodulated basebaud signal 3810. This can be
accomplished in many ways. For example, each voltage
point 3808 can be held at a relatively constant level until the
next voltage point is received. This results in a stair—step
output which can be smoothed or littered if desired, as
described below.

In 1-10. 3812. a demodulated baseband signal 3812 repre—
sents the demodulated basehand signal 3810, alter lilterirlg,
on a compressed time scale. Although FIG. 38E illustrates
the demodulated haschand signal 3812 as a filtered output
signal, the output signal does not need to he littered or
smoothed to be within the scope of the invention. Instead,
the output signal can be tailored for different applications.

The demodulated haschand signal 3812 is Substantially
similar to the digital modulating baseband signal 310. The
demodulated basebartd signal 3812 can be processed without
further down-conversion or demodulation.

'I‘he aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal is prefer-
ably controller] to optimize the demodulated hasehand signal
for amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the under—sample points. 3805 occur
at positive locations of the digital PM carrier signal 1016.
Alternatively, the under—sample points 3305 can occur at
oLher locations include negative points of the digital PM
carrier signal 1016. When the under-sample points 3805
occur at negative locaLions of the digital PM carrier signal
1016, the resultant demodulated baseband signal is inverted
relative to the modulating baseband signal 310.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate frequency
down~eonversion in accordance with the invention. For

example, the demodulated haseband signal 3810 in FIG.
38D anti the demodulated haseband signal 3812 in FIG. 38E
illustrate that the digital PM carrier signal 1016 was sue-
cesstully down—converted to the demodulated baseband sig—
nal 3810 by retaining enough basehand information for
sufficient reconstruction

2.2.2 2 Structural Description
Ihe operation 01 the under-sampling system 1602 is now

describe-d [or the analog I’M carrier signal 916 with refer—
ence to the llowchart 1413 and the timing diagrams of FIGS.
37A—E. In step 1414 the under—sampling module 1606
receives the analog PM carrier signal 916 (FIG. 37A). In
step 1416, the under—sampling module 1606 receives the
under—sampling signal 3706 (FIG. 37C). In step 1418, the
under—sampling module 1606 under—samples the analog I’M
carrier signal 916 at the aliasing rate of the under—sampling
signa13706 to down-convert the PM can'ier signal 916 to the
demodulated analog basehand signal 3710 in FIG. 37D or to
the filtered demodulated analog hasehand signal 3712 in
FIG. 37E.
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The operation of the nude r-sampling system 1602 is now
described for the digital PM can'ier signal 1016, with
reference to the flowchart 1413 and the timing diagrams of
FIGS. SBA—E. In step 1414, the under—sampling module
[606 receives the digital PM carrier signal 1016 (FIG. 38A).
to step 1416, the under—sampling module 1606 receives the
under—sampling signal 3806 (FIG. 38C). In step 1418, the
under-sampling module 1606 under-samples the digital PM
carrier signal 1016 at the aliasing rate of the under—sampling
Signal 3306 to down-convert the digital PM carrier signal
[016 to the demodulated digital baseband signal 3810 in
FIG. 381) or to the filtered demodulated digital hasebartd
signal 3512 in FIG. 381i.
2.2.3 Other Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur—
poses of illustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alten‘tale embodiments, dillering
slightly or substantially from those described herein, will be
apparent to persons skilled in the relevant ants) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate embodiments fall
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.
3.3 Implementation Examples

Exemplary operational andmr structural implementations
related to the me-thod(s). slrttctttre(s), andz‘or embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below. _-
These implementations are presented for purposes of
illustration, and not limitation. The invention is not limited
to the particular implementation examples described therein.
Alternate implementations (including equivalents,
extensions, variations. deviations. etc., of those described '

herein) will be apparent to persons skilled it] the relevant
arl(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter-
nate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
3. Modulation Conversion

In an embodiment. the invention down—converts an FM

carrier signal Franc to a non—IiM signal ['"LNOME , by
under—sampling the FM carrier signal FEW: . This em iodi—
ment is illustrated in lift}. 4513 as 4512.

In an example embodiment, the I’M carrier signal 1-'Hm is
down-converted to a phase modulated (PM) signal FPu. In
another example embodiment, the FM carrier signal l-‘Fm. is
down—converted to an amplitude modulated {AM} signal
FAM. The invention is not limited to these embodiments. 'lhe
down—converted signal can be demodulated with any con—
ventional demodulation technique to obtain a demodulated
basebaod signal Foun-

The invention can be implemented with any type of 1M
signal. Exemplary embodiments are provided belowr for
down-woverting a frequency shift keying [FSKJ signal to a
non—FSK signal. FSK is a sub—set of FM. wherein an FM
signal shifts or switches between two or more frequencies.
FSK is typicidly use-d for digital modulating baseband
signals, such as the digital modulating basehand signal 310
in FIG. 3. For example, in FIG. 8, the digital FM signal 816 .
is an FSK signal that shifts between an upper frequency and
a lower frequency. corresponding to amplitude shifts in the
digital modulating hasehnnd signal 310. The FSK signal 816
is used in example embodiments below.

In a first example embodiment, the liSK signal 816 is
under—sampler] at an aliasing rate that is based on a mid—
point between the upper and lower frequencies of the 135K
signal 816. When the aliasing rate is based on the mid—point,
the 173K. signal 816 is down-converted to a phase shift
keying (PSK) signal. PSK is a sub—set of phase modulation,
wherein a PM signal shifts or switches between two or more
phases. PSK is typically used for digital modulating base-—
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hand signals. For example. in FIG. '10. the digital PM signal
1016 is a PSK signal that shifts between two phases. The
PSK signal 1016 can he demodulated by any conventional
PSK demodulation teehniquets).

In a second example embodiment, the FSK signal 816 is
under—sampled at an aliasing rate that is based upon either
the Upper frequency or the lower frequency of the FSK
signal 816. When the aliasing rate is based upon the upper
frequency or the Inner frequency of the FSK signal 816, the
175K signal 816 is down-converted to an amplitude shift
keying (ASK) signal. ASK is a sub-set of amplitude
modulation, wherein an AM signal shifts or switches
between two or more amplitudes. ASK is typically used for
digital modulating baseband signals. For example, in FIG. 6,
the digital AM signal 616 is an ASK signal that shifts
between the first amplitude and the second amplitude. The
ASK signal 616 can he demodulated by any conventional
ASK demodulation technique(s).

The following sections describe methods for under-
sampling an FM carrier signal FEW. to down-convert it to

the non—FM signal FrmN-mn- Exemplary structural embodi—
ments for implementing the methods are also described. It
should be understood that the invention is not Limited to the

particular embodiments described below. Equivalents.
extensions, variations, deviations. etc., of the following will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant ants} based on
the teachings contained herein. Such equivalents,
extensions, variations, deviations, etc., are within the scope
and spirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.
3.1 High Level Description

This section (including its subsections) provides a high-
lcveI description of under-sampling the FM carrier signal
1"”, to down-convert it to the non-FM signal Flfiomgm,
according to the invention. In particular, an operational
process for down-converting the F M carrier signal F”, to
the non—I'M signal 1",“,me is described at a high—level.
Also. a structural implementation for implementing this
process is described at a high-level. The structural imple-
mentation is described herein for illustrative purposes, and
is not limiting. In particular, the process described in this
section can be achieved using any number of structural
implementations, one of which is described in this section.
The details of such structural implementations will be appar—
ent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein.
3.1.1 Operational Description

FIG. 14D depicts a flowchart 1419 that illustrates an
exemplary method for down-converting the I'M can'ier

signal 17“,:- to the non-FM signal FWONJ-m The exemplarymethod illustrated in the flowchart 1419 is an embodiment
of the flowchart 1401 in FIG. 14A.

Any and all forms of frequency modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease of discussion, the digital
PM carrier (125K) signal 816 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequent sec—
tions provide detailed floweharls and descriptions for the
FSK signal 816. Upon reading the disclosure and examples
therein, one skilled in the relevant artts) will understand that
the invention can be implemented to down—eonven any type
of FM signal.

The method illustrated in the flowehttrt 1419 is described

below at a high level for down—converting the [48K signal
816 in FIG. SC to a l‘SK signal. ‘Ihe IJSK signal 816 is
rte-illustrated in FIG. 39A for convenience.

The process of the flowchart 1419 begins at step 1420,
which includes receiving an FM signal. This is represented
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by the ["561 signal 816. The FSK signal 816 shifts between
an upper frequency 3910 and a lower frequency 3912. In an
exemplary embodiment, the upper frequency 3910 is
approximately 901 MHZ and the lower frequency 3912 is
approxitn ately 899 MHZ.

Step 1422 includes receiving an under—sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FAR. FIG. 39E illustrates an example
under-sampling signal 3902 which includes a train of pulses
3903 having negligible apertures that tend towards zero time
in duration. The pulses 3903 repeat at the aliasing rate or
pulse rcpetiLion rate.

When down-converting an FM carrier signal fir-3w. to a
non-14M signal 1~‘l ivvam: the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to a frequency contained within the FM signal, or
substantially equal to a harmonic or sub—harmonic thereof.
In this example overview embodiment. where the FSK
signal 816 is to be down-ennvened In a PSK signal, the.
aliasing rate is based on a mid-point beIWeen the upper
frequency 3910 and the lower frequency 3912. For this
example, the mid—point is approximately 900 MHZ. In -
another embodiment described below, where the FSK signal
816 is to be down«eonverted to art ASK signal, the aliasing
rate is based on either the upper frequency 3910 or the lower
frequency 3912. not the mid—point.

Step 1424 includes under-sampling the FM signal Fi-‘m‘: at _-
the aliasing rate to down-convert the FM carrier signal 17”“.
to the non-FM signal 13‘EareJw- FM, Stop 1424 is illustrated in
FIG. 39C, which illustrates a stair step PSK signal 3904.
which is generated by the modulation conversion process.

When the upper frequency 3910 is under—sampled. the '
l’SK signal 3904 has a [requcncy of approximately I MHZ
and is used as a phase reference. When the lower frequency
3912 is under-sampled, the PSKsignal 3904 has a frequency
of 1 MIIZ and is phase shifted 180 degrees from the phase
reference.

FIG. 39D depicts a PSK signal 3906, which is a filtered
version of the PSI: signal 3904. The invention can thus
generate a filtered output signal. a partially filtered output
signal, or a relatively unfiltered stair step output signal. "ll'te
choice betvveen filtered. partially filtered and non—filtered
output signals is generally a design choice that depends upon
the application of the invention.

The aliasing rate of the under—sampling signal is prefer—
ably controlled to optimize the down—converted signal for
amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

Detailed exemplary embodiments for down-converting an
FSK signal to a I’SK signal and for down—converting an FSK
signal to an ASK signal are provided below.
3.1.2 Structural Description

FIG. 16 illustrates tlte block diagram of the uttder- .
sampling system 1602 according to an embodiment of the
invention. The under—sampling system 1602 includes the
under—sampling module 1606. The under—sampling system
1602 is an example embodiment of the generic aliasing
system 1302 in FIG. 13.

In a modulation conversion embodiment. the EM signal
1304 is an FM carrier signal and the under-sampling module
1606 under—samples the FM carrier signal at a frequency that
is substantially equal to a harmonic of a frequency within the
EM signal or, more typically, substantially equal to a sub—
harmonic of a frequency within the FM signal. Preferably,
the under—sampling module 1606 under—samples the FM
carrier signal [firmT to (lown«eonvert it to a non~FM signal
lihoofi_,.-M, in the manner shown in the operational flowchart
1419. But it should be understood that the scope and spirit
of the intention includes other structural embodiments for

performing the steps of the flowchart 1419. The specifics of
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the other structural embodiments will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant nrl(s] based on the discussion con—
tained herein.

The operation of the under—sampling system 1602 shall
now be described with reference to the flowchart 1419 and

the timing diagrams of FIGS. 39A—39D. In step 1420. the
under—sampling module 1606 receives the FSIC signal 816.
In step 1422, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
under—sampling signal 3902. In step 1424, the under—
sampling module 1606 under-samples the [“5K signal 816 at
the aliasing rate of the under«sampling signal 3902 to
down-convert the FSK signal 816 to the PSK signal 3904 or
3906.

Etta mplc implementations of the under«s.ampling module
1606 are provided in Section 4 below.
3.2 Example Embodiments

Various embodiments related to the melhod(s) and
structurc(s) described above are presented in this section
{and its subsections). These embodiments are described
herein for purposes oi~ illustration, and not limitation. The
invention is not limited to these embodiments. Alternate

embodiments {including equivalents, extensions, variations.
deviations. ete.. of the embodiments described herein) will

lie apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the teachings contained herein. The invention is intended
and adapted to include such alternate embodimc an.

The method for down-converLing an FM carrier signal

FFMC to a non-FM signal. FtNoiv-r-‘mi illustrated in the
flowchart 1-119 of FIG. 14D, can be implemented with any
type of FM carrier signal including, but not limited to. FSK
signals. 'Ilte flowehart 1-119 is described in detail below for
down-converting an ITSK signal to a PSK signal and for
down-converting a PSK signal to an ASK. signal. The
exemplary descriptions below are intended to facilitate an
understanding of the present invention. The present inven-
tion is not limiter] to or by the exemplary embodiments
below.

3.2.] First Example Embodiment: Down—Converting an FM
Signal to a PM Signal
3.2.1.1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 1419
in FIG. 14!) is now described for down-converting the FSK
signal 816 illustrated in FIG. SC to a PSK signal. The FSK
signal 816 is re~illustrated in FIG. 40A for convenience.

The FSK signal 816 shifts between a first frequency 4006
and a second frequency 4008. In the exemplary
embodiment, the first frequency 4006 is lower than the
second frequency 4008. In an alternative embodiment, the
first frequency 4006 is higher than the second frequency
4008. For this example, the first frequency 4006 is approxi-
mately 899 MHZ and the second frequency 4008 is approxi—
mately 901 MHZ.

FIG. 4013 illustrates an FSK. signal portion 4004 that
represents a portion of the F511 signed 816 on an expanded
time scale.

The process of down—converting the FSK signal 816 to a
PSK signal begins at step [420, which includes receiving an
FM signal. This is represented by the FSK signal 816.

Step 1422 include-s receiving an under-sampling signal
having an aliasing rate Em. FIG. 40C illustrates an example
under—sampling signal 400? on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 4013. The under—sampling signal 4007 includes
a train of pulses 4009 having negligible apertures that tend
towards zero time in duration. The puLses 4009 repeat at the
aliasing rate, which is determined or selected as described
above. Generally, when down converting an FM signal to a
non—FM signal, the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a
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harmonic or, more typically. a sub-harmonic of a frequency
contained within the I’M signal.

In this example, where an FSK signal is being down-
converted to a PSK signal, the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to a harmonic of the mid-point betwaen the frequen—
cies 4006 and 4008 or. more typically, substantially equal to
a sub—harmonic of the mid—point between the frequencies
4006 and 4008. In this example, where the first frequency
4006 is 89.9 MHZ and second frequency 4008 is 901 MHZ.
the mid-point is approximately 900 MIIZ. Suitable aliasing
rates include 1.8 GHZ, 900 MHZ, 450 MHZ, etc. In this
example, the aliasing rate of the under-sampling signal 4008
is approximately 450 MHZ.

Stop 1424 includes under—sampling the FM signal at the
aliasing rate to down—convert it to the non—HUI signal 1'] New;
FM). Step 1424 is illustrated in FIG. 4013 by under—sample
points 4005. The under-sample points 4005 occur at the.
aliasing, rate of the pulses 4009.

In FIG. 40D, voltage points 4010 correlate to the under-
sample points 4005. In an embodiment, the voltage points
4010 form a PSK signal 4012. This can be accomplished in
many ways. For example, each voltage point 4010 can be
held at a relatively constant level until the next voltage point
is received. This results in a stair—step output which can be
smoothed or filtered if desired, as described below.

When the lirst frequency 4006 is under-sampled, the I’SK
signal 4012 has a frequency of approximately I MHZ and is
used as a phase reference. When the second frequency 4008
is undersampled, the PSK signal 4012 has a frequency of l
MHZ and is phase shifted 180 degrees from the phase
reference.

In FIG. 4011, a PSK signal 4014 illustrates the PSK signal
4012, after filtering, on a compressed time scale. Although
FIG. 40E illustrates the PSK signal 4012 as a filtered output
signal 4014, the output signal does not need to be filtered or
smoothed to he within the some of the invention. Instead,
the output signal can be tailored for dillcrcnt applications.
The PSK signal 4014 can be demodulated through any
conventional phase demodulation technique.

The aliasing rate of the under—sampling signal is prefer—
ably controlled to opLimi’ne the down-converted signal for
amplitude output and polarity, as desired.

In the example above, the undo r-sarnplo points 4005 occur
at positive locations of the FSK. signal 816. Alternatively. the
under—sample points 4005 can occur at other locations
including negative points of the ITSK signal 816. When the
under—sample points 4005 occur at negative locations of the
liSK signal 816, the resultant PSK signal is inverted relative
to the PSK signal 4014.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate modulation
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example.
the PSK signal 4014 in FIG. 40E illustrates that the FSK
signal 816 was successfully down—converted to tlte PSK
signal 4012 and 4014 by retaining enough baseband infor—
mation for sullicient reconstruction.

3.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the under-sampling system 1602 is nowI

described for down—converting the PSK signal 816 to a PSK
signal.vvith relercnce to the flowchart 1419 and to the timing
diagrams of FIGS. 40A—b'. In step 1420, the undersempting
module 1606 receives the FSK signal 016 (FIG. 40A). In
step 1422, the under-sampling module 1606 receives the
under—sampling signal 400'! (FIG. 40C). to step 1424. the
under-sampling module 1606 under-samples the FSK signal
816 at the aliasing rate ofthe under—sampling signal 400’? to
down-convert the FSK signal 816 to the PSK signal 4012 in
FIG. 401) or the PSK signal 4014 in FIG. 40E.
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3.2.2 Second [Example Embodiment: Down-Converting an
FM Signal to an AM Signal
3.2.21 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of FIG. 14D is now
described for down-converting the FSK signal 816, illus—
trated in FIG. SC, to an ASK signal. The [-‘SK signal 816 is
rc—iIlustrated in FIG. 41A for convenience.

The FSK signal 816 shifts between a first frequency 4106
and a second frequency 4108. In the exemplary
embodiment, the first frequency 4106 is lower than the
second frequency 4108. In an alternative embodiment, the
first frequency 4106 is higher than the second Frequency
4108. For this example, the tirst frequency 4106 is approxi—
mately 899 MHZ and the second frequency 4108 is approxi—
mately 901 MHZ.

MG. 4113 illustrates an FSK signal portion 4104 that
represents a portion of the [‘5K signal 816 on an expanded
time settle.

The process of down-converting the FSK signal 816 to an
ASK signal begins at step 1420, which includes receiving an
FM signal. This is represented by the FSK signal 816.

Step 1422 includes receiving an under—sampling signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 41C illustrates an example
under—sampling signal 4107 illustrated on approximately the
same time scale as FIG. 4213. The under-sampling signal
4107 includes a train of pulses 4109 having negligible
apertures that tend towards zero time in duration. The pulses
4109 repeat at the aliasing rate, or pulse repetition rate. The
aliasing rate is determined or selected as described above.

Generally, when down—converting an FM signal an a
non—FM signal, the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a
harmonic of a frequency within the IM signal or. more
typically, to a sub-harmonic of a [requency within the [TM
signal. When an FSK signal 816 is being down-converted to
an ASK signal, the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a
harmonic of the first frequency 4106 or the second fre—
quency 4108 or, more typically, substantially equal to a
sub—harmonic of the first frequency 4106 or the second
frequency 4008 . In this example, Where the that frequency
4106 is 899 M112 and the second frequency 4108 is 901
MHZ, the aliasing rate can be substantially equal to a
harmonic or sub-harmonic of 899 MIIZ or Qttt MIIZ. In this

example the aliasing rate is approximately 449.5 MHZ,
which is a sub—harmonic of the first frequency 4106.

Step 1424 includes under~sampling the FM signal at the

aliasing rate to down—convert it to a non-FM signal I",N01“
rm. Step 1424 is illustrated in FIG. 413 by under—sample
points 4105. The under-sample points 4105 occur at the
aliasing rate of the pulses 4109. When the first frequency
4106 is under-sampled. the aliasing pulses 4109 and the
under—sample points 4105 occur at the same location of
subsequent cycles of the FSK signal 816. This generates a
relatively constant output level. But when the second fre—
quency 4108 is under—sampled. the aliasing pulse-s 4109 and
the under-sample points 4005 occur at dilIerent locations of
subsequent cycles of the FSK signal 816. This generates an
oscillating pattern at approximately (901 MHZ—899
MH2)=2 MHZ.

In FIG. 41]), voltage points 4110 correlate to the under-
sample points 4105. In an embodiment, the voltage points
4110 form an ASK signal 4112. This can be accomplished in
many ways. For example, each voltage point 4110 can be
held at a relatively constant level until the next voltage point
is received. This results in a stair-step output which can be
smoothed or filtered if desired, as described below.

In FIG. 4113, an ASK signal 4114 illustrates the ASK
signal 4112, after littering. on a compressed time scale.
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Although FIG. 411". illustrates the ASK signal 4114 as a
filtered output signal, the output signal does not need to be
filtered or smoothed to be within the scope of the invention.
Instead, the output signal can be tailored for different
applications. The ASK signal 4114 can be demodulated
through any conventional amplitude demodttlation tech—
nique When down~converting from FM to AM, the aliasing
rate of the under-sampling signal is preferably controlled to
optimize the demodulated bascband signal [or amplitude
output andt'or polarity. as desired.

In an alternative embodiment, the aliasing rate is based on
the second frequency and the resultant ASK signal is
reversed relative to the ASK signal 411-1.

The drawings referrer! to herein illustrate modulation
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the ASK signal 4114 in FIG. 41E illustrates that the FSK
carrier signal 816 was successfully down-converted to the
ASK signal 4114 by retaining enough baseband information
for sufficient reconstruction.

3.2.3.2 Structural Description
The operation of the undo r‘sampling system 1602 is now

described for down—converting the FSK signal 816 to an
ASK. signal. with reference to the flowchart 1419 and to the
timing diagrams of FIGS. 41A—Ii. In step 1420, the under—
ttampling module 1606 receives the FSK signal 816 (FIG. _-
41A). In step 1422. the under-sampling module 1606
receives the under-sampling signal 4107 (FIG. 41C). In step
[424, the under-sampling module 1606 under-samples the
FSK signal 816 at the aliasing of the under—sampling signal
4101I to down—convert the FSK signal 816 to the ASK signal
4112 of FIG. 411) or the ASK signal 4114 in FIG. 41E.
3.2.9- Olher Example Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur-
poses of illustration. These eml'iodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments, ditl'ering
slightly or substantially from those described herein, will be
apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) base-d on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate embodiments fall
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.
3.3 Implementation Examples

EXemplary operational and,’or structural implementations
related to the method(s), sli'ucturet's). andfor embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
'l'hese implementations are presented for purposes of
illustration, and not limitation. The invention is not limited
to the particular implementation examples described therein,
Alternate implementations (including equivalents,
extensions. variations, deviations, etc._. of those described
herein] will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter-
nate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
4. Implementation Examples

Exemplary operational andfor structural implementations
related to the method(s), structurc(s). andJ'or embodiments .
described in the Sub~Sections above are presented in this
section {and its subsections). These implementations are
presented herein for purposes of illustration, and not limi—
tation. The invention is not limited to the particular imple-
mentation examples described herein. Alternate implemen—
tations [including equivalents, extensions, variations,
deviations, etc., of those described herein) will be apparent
to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teach—
ings onntained herein. Such alteniate implementations fall
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.

FIG. [3 illustrates a generic aliasing system 1302. includ-
ing an aliasing module 1306. FIG. 16 illustrates an under—
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sampling system 1602. which includes an under-sampling
module 1606. The under-sampling module 1606 receives an
under-sampling signal 1601- haviug an aliasing rate FA“. The
tinder—sampling signal 1604 includes a train of pulses having
negligible apertures that tend towards zero time in duration.
The pulses repeat at the aliasing rate FM. The under—
sampting system 1602 is an example implementation ofthe
generic aliasing system 1303. The under-sampling system
1602 outputs a down—converted signal 1303A.

FIG. 26A illustrates an exemplary sample and hold sys-
tem 2602, which is an exemplary implementation of the
under-sampling system 1602. The sample and hold system
2602 is described below.

FIG. 26H. illustrates an exemplary inverted sample and
hold system 2606, which is an alternative example imple—
mediation of the under~sampling system 1602. The inverted
sample and hold system 2606 is described below.
4.1 The Under-Sampling System as a Sample and Ilold
System

FIG. 26A is a block diagram of a the sample and hold
system 2602. which is an example embodiment of the
under—sampling module 1606 in FIG. 16. which is an
example embodiment o't‘the generic aliasing module 1306 in
FIG. 13.

The sample and hold sysrem 2602 includes a sample and
hold module 2604, which receives the EM signal 1304 and
the under—sampling signal 1604. The sample and hold mod—
ule 2604 under-samples the EM signal at the aliasing rate of
the under—sampling signal 1604, as described in the sections
above with respect to the lloweharts 1401 in FIG. 14A, 1407
it] FIG. 14B, 1413 in FIG. 14C and 1419 in FIG. 14D. The

under-sampling system 1602 outputs a down-converted sig-
nal 1308A.

FIG. 27 illustrates an under-3am pling system 2701 as a
sample and hold system, which is an example implementa-
tion of the under—sampling system 2602. The under—
sampling system 2701 includes a switch module 2702 and a
holding module 2706. The under—sampling system 2701 is
described below.

FIG. 24A illustrates an under—sampling system 2401 as a
break before make under-sarn pting system. which is an
alternative implementation of the under-sampling system
2602. The break before make undersampling system 2401
is described below.

4.1.1 The Sample and Hold System as a Switch Module and
a “0chng Module

FIG. 27 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the
sample and hold module 2604 from FIG. 26A. In the
exemplary embodiment, the sample and hold module 2604
includes a switch module 2702, and a holding module 2706.

Preferably. the switch module 2702 and the holding
module 2706 under—sample the EM signal [304 to down—
convert it in any 01‘ the manners shown in the operation
flowcharts 1401, 1407. 1413 and 1419. For example, the
sample and hold module 2604 can receive and under-sample
any 01' the modulated carrier signal signals described above,
including, but not limited to, the analog AM signal 516, the
digital AM signal 616, the analog FM signal 716, the digital
FM signal 816, the analog PM signal 916, the digital PM
signal 1016, etc, and any combinations thereof.

The switch module 2702 and the holding module 2706
dowmconvert the EM signal 1304 to an intermediate signal,
to a demodulated baseband or to a different modulation

scheme. depending upon the aliasing rate.
For example, operation of the switch module 2702 and the

holding module 2706 are now described for down-
converting the EM signal 1304 to an intermediate signal,
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with reference to the flowchart 1407 and the example liming
diagrams in FIG. 79A—F.

In step 1408, the switch module 2702 receives the EM
signal 1304 (FIG. 79A). In step 1410. the switch module
2702 receives the under—sampling signal 1604 (FIG. 79C).
to step 1412, the switch module 2702 and the holding
module 2706 cooperate to under—sample the EM signal 1304
and down-convert it to an intermediate signal. More
specifically, during step 1412, the switch module 2702
closes during each under-Slimming pulse to couple the EM
signal 1304 to the holding module 2706. In an embodiment,
the switch module 2702 closes on rising edges of the. pulses.
In an alternative embodiment, the switch modtde 2702
closes on falling edges of the pulses. When the EM signal
1304 is coupled to the holding module 2706, the amplitude
of the EM signal 1304 is captured by the holding module
2706. The holding module 2706 is designed to capture anti
hold the amplitude of the EM signal 1304 within the short
time frame of each negligible aperture pulse. FIG. 7913
illustrates the EM signal 1304 after under—sampling.

The holding module 2706 substantially holds or maintains
each under—sampled amplitude until a subsequent under—
sample. (FIG. 791)}. The holding module 2706 outputs the
under—sampled amplitudes as the down—converted signal
1308A. The holding module 2706 can output the rtowu- ;
converted signal 1308A as an unfiltered signal, such as at
stair step signal (FIG. 79E), as a filtered down—converted
signal (FIG. 79F) or as a partially littered LIIJWt'I-(ltl'wct'lcd
signal.
4.1.2 The Sample and Hold System as Break«Before—Malee '
Module

FIG. 24A illustrates a hreak-before-make under-sampling
system 2401, which is an alternative implementation of the
u nder—sampling system 2602.

Preferably, the hreak-before-make under-sampling sys-
tem 2401 under—samples the EM signal 1304- to down—
conve-rt it in any of the manners shown in the operation
floweharts 1401, 1407, 141.3 and 1419. For example, the
sample and hold module 2604 can receive and under-sample
any of the unmodulatcd or modulated carrier signal signals
described above, including. but not limited to, the analog
AM signal 516, the digital AM signal 616, the analog FM
signal 716, the digital FM signal 816,1he analog PM signal
916, the digital PM signal 1016, etc., and combinations
thereof.

The break~before-make under—sampling system 2401
down—converts the EM signal 1304 to an intermediate
signal, to a demodulated baseband or to a ditTerent modu-
lation scheme, depending upon the aliasing rate.

FIG. 24A includes a break-before-tualte switeh 2402. The '

break«before—makc switch 2402 includes a normally open
switch 2404 and a normally closed switch 2406. The nor—
mally open switch 2404 is controlled hy the under—sampling
signal 1604, as previously described. The normally closed
switch 2406 is controlled by an isolation signal 2412. In an
embodiment. the isolation signal 2412 is gene rate-d from the
under-sampling signal 1604. Alternatively, the under-
sampling signal 1604 is generated from the. isolation signal
2412. Alternatively, the isolation signal 2412 is generated
independently from the under—sampling signal 1604. 111::
hreak—hefnre-make module 2402 substantially isolates a
sample and hold input 2408 from a sample and hold output
2410.

FIG. 24B illustrates an example timing diagram of the
uncle r—sampling signal 1604 that controls the normally open
switch 2404. FIG. 24C illustrates an example timing dia-
gram of the isolation signal 2412 that controls the normally
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closed switch 2406. Operation of the break-before-make
module 2402 is described with reference to the example
timing diagrams in FIGS. 2413 and 24C.

Prior to time 10, the normally open switch 2404 and the
normally closed switch 2406 are at their normal state-s.

At time [0, the isolation signa12412 in FIG.24C opensthe
normally closed switch 2406. Then, just after time- t0, the
normally open switch 2401 and the normally closed switch
2406 are open and Lhe input2408 is isolated from the output
2410.

At time 11, tltc under-sampling signal 1604 in FIG. 2413
briefly closes the normally open switch 2404. This couples
the EM signal 1304 to the holding module 2416.

Prior to 12, the under—sampling signal 1604 in FIG. 24B
opens the normally open switch 2404. 'Iliis die—couples the
EM signal 1304 from the holding module 2416.

At time 12, the isolation signal 2412 in FIG. 240 closes
the normally closed switch 24-06. This couples the holding
module 2416 to the output 2410.

The break-before-make under-sampling system 2401
includes a holding module 2416, which can be similar to the
holding module 2706 in FIG. 27. The break-before-make
under—sampling system 2401 down converts the EM signal
1304 in a manner similar to that described with reference to

the under-sampling system 2702 in FIG. 27.
4.1.3 Example Implementations of the Switch Module

The switch module 2702 in FIG. 27 and the switch

modules 2404 and 2406 in FIG. 24A can be any type of
switch device that preferably has a relatively low impedance
when closed and a relatively high impedance when open.
Tlte switch modules 2702, 2404 artd 2406 can be imple—
mented with normally open or normally closed switches.
The switch device need not be an ideal switch device. I TI G.
2813 illustrates the switch modules 2702, 2404 and 2406 as.

for example, a switch module 2810.
The switch device 2810 (cg, switch modules 2702, 2404

and 2406) can be implemented with any type of suitable
switch device, including, but not limited to mechanical
switch devices and electrical switch devices, optical switch
devices, etc.. and combinations thereof. Such devices
include, but are not limited to transistor switch devices,
diode switch devices, relay switch devices, optical switch
devices, micro-machine switch devices, cte..

In an embodiment, the switch module 2810 can be imple-
mented as a transistor, such as, for example, a field effect
transistor {PET}, a hi—polar transistor, or any other suitable
circuit switching device.

In FIG. 28A, the switch module 2810 is illustrated as a
FET2802. The FEI'2802 can be any type of liliT, including,
but not limited to, a MOSI‘E’I', a .113 ET, :1 GaAsFIi‘I‘. etc. The
FET 2802 includes a gate 2804, a source 2806 and a drain
2808. The gate 2804 receives the under-sampling signal
1604 to control the- switching action between the source
2806 and the drain 2808. Generally, the source 2806 and the
drain 2808 are interchangeable.

It should be understood that the illustration of the switch

module 2810 as a II'ET 2802 in 1-16. 28A is for example
purposes only. Any device having switching capabilities
could be used to implement the switch module 2810 (e.g.,
switch modules 2702,2404 and 2406), as will be apparent to
persons skilled in the relevant ar1(s) based on the discussion
contained herein.

In FIG. 28C, the switch module 2810 is illustrated as a
diode switch 2812, which operates as a two lead device
when the under-sampling signal 1604 is coupled to the
output 2813.

In FIG. 281), the switch module 2810 is dIUstrated as a
diode switch 2814, which operates as a two lead device
when the under-sampling signal 1604 is coupled to the
output 2815.
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4.1.4 Example Implementations of the Ilolding Module
The holding modules 2706 and 2416 preferably captures

and holds the amplitude of the original, unalFecled, EM
signal 1304 within the short time frame of each negligible
aperture under—sampling signal puLse.

In an exemplary embodiment, holding modules 2706 and
2416 are implemented as a reactive holding module 2901 in
FIG. 29A, although the invention is not limited to this
embodiment. A reactive holding module is a holding module
that employs one or more reactive elechical components to
preferably quickly charge to the amplitude of the EM signal
1304. Reactive elechical components include, but are not
limited to, capacitors and inductors.

In an embodiment. the holding modules 2706 and 2416
include one or more capacitive holding elements, illustrated
in FIG. 295 as a capacitive holding module 2902. In FIG.
29C. the capacitive holding module 2902 is illustrated as one
or more capacitors illustrated generally as capacitods) 2904.
Recall that the preferred goal of the holding modules 2706
and 2416 is to quickly charge to the amplitude of the EM -
signal 1304. In accordance with principles ot'capacitors, as
the negligible aperture of the under—sampling pulses tends to
zero time in duration, the capacitive value of the capacitor
2904 can tend towards zero liarads. Example values for the-
capacitor 2904 can range from tens of pico Farads to ;
fractions of pico liarads. A terminal 2906 serves as an output
ofthe sample and hold module 2604. The capacitive holding
module 2902 provides the under-samples at lltt: terminal
2906, where they can be measured as a voltage. FIG. 29F
illustrates the capacitive holding module 2902 as including
a series capacitor 2912, which can be utilized in an inverted
sample and hold system as described below.

In an alternative embodiment, the holding modules 2706
and 2416 include one or more inductive holding elements,
illustrated in [’10. 29D as an inductive holding module 2903.

In an alternative embodiment, the holding modules 2706
and 2416 include a combination of one or more capacitive
holding elements and one or more inductive holding
elements, illustrated in FIG. 2912 as a capacitive/inductive
holding module 2910.

FIG. 29G illustrates an integrated under-sampling system
that can be implemented to down-conven the EM signal
[304 as illustrated in, and described with reference to, FIGS.
79A~Ii

4.1.5 Optional Underfiampling Signal Module
FIG. 30 illustrates an under-sampling system 3001, which

is an example embodiment of the under—sampling system
[602. The under-sampling system 3001 includes an optional
under-sampling signal module 3002 that can perform any of
a variety of Functions or combinations of functions,
including, but not limited to, generating the under—sampling
signal 1604.

In an embodiment, the optional under—sampling signal
module 3002 includes an aperture generator. an example of
which is illustrated in 1716. 29.1 as an aperture generator .
2920. The apetture generator 2920 gene-rates negligible
aperture pulses 2926 from an input signal 2924. The input
signal 2924 can be any type ofperiodic signal, including, but
not limited to, a sinusoid. a square wave, a saw-tooth wave.
ete. Systems for generating the input signal 2924 are
described below.

The Width or aperture of the pulses 2926 is determined by
delay through the branch 2922 of the aperture generator
2920. Generally. as the desired pulse width decreases, the
tolerance requirements of the aperture generator 2920
increase. In other words. to generate negligible aperture
pulses for a given input EM frequency, the components
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utiliaed in the example aperture generator 2920 require
greater reaction times, which are typically obtained with
more expensive elements, such as gallium arsenide [GaAsL
etc.

The example logic and implementation shown in the
aperture generator 29le are provided for illustrative pur—
poses only, and are not limiting. The actual logic employed
can take many forms. The example aperture generator 2920
includes an optional inverter 2923, which is shown [or
polarity consistency with other examples provided herein.
An example implementation ol‘ the aperture generator 2920
is illustrated in FIG. 29K.

Additional examples of aperture generation logic is pro—
vided in FIGS. 29H and 291. FIG. 29H illustrates a rising
edge pulse generator 2940, which generates pulses 2926 on
rising edges of the input signal 2924. FIG. 291 illustrates :1
Falling edge pulse generator 2950, which generates pulses
2926 on falling edges of the input signal 2924.

In an embodiment, the input signal 2924 is generated
externally of the under—sampling signal module 3002, as
illustrated in 100.30. Alternatively, the input signal 2924 is
generated internally by the under—sampling signal module
3002. The input signal 292-1- can be generated by an
oscillator. as illustrated in FIG. 29L by an oscillator 2930.
The oscillator 2930 can be internal to the under-sampling
signal module 3002 or external to the under-sampling signal
module 3002. The oscillator 2930 can be external to the

under-sampling system 3001.
The type of downconvcrsion performed by the under—

sampling system 3001 depends upon the aliasing rate of the
under-sampling signal 1604, which is determined by the
frequency of the pulses 2926. The frequency ol‘ the pulses
2926 is determined by the frequency of the input signal
2924. For example, when the frequency of the input signal
2924 is substantially equal to a harmonic or a sub-harmonic
of the EM signal 1304, line EM signal 1304 is directly
down—converted to baseband (eg. when the EM signal is an
AM signal or a I’M signal), or converted from FM to a
non-FM signal. When the frequency oI'lhc input signal 2924
is substantially equal to a harmonic or a sub—harmonic of a
difference frequency, the EM signal 1304 is down-convened
to an intermediate sigma].

The optional under—sampling signal module 3002 can be
implemented in hardware, software firmware, or any com—
bination thereof.

4.2 'I'he Under~SampIing System as an Inverted Sample and
Hold

1’11}. 260 illustrates an exemplary inverted sample and
hold system 2606, which is an alternative example imple-
mentation of the under-sampling system 1602.

FIG. 42 illustrates an inverted sample and hold system
4201, which is an example implementation of the inverted
sample and hold system 2606 in FIG. 263. The sample and
hold system 4201 includes a sample and hold module 4202.
which includes a switch module 4204 and a holding module
4206. The switch module 4204 can be implemented as
described above with reference to FIGS. 28A—D.

The holding module 4206 can be implemented as
described above with reference to FIGS. 29A—F, for the
holding modules 2706 and 2416. In the illustrated
embodiment, the holding module 4206 includes one or more
capacitors 4208. 'lhc capacitor(s) 4208 are selected to pass
higher frequency components of the EM signal 1304
through to a terminal 4210. regardless of the state of the
switch module 4204. The capacitor 4202 stores charge front
the EM signal 1304 during aliasing pulses of the under-
sampling signal 1604 and the signal at the terminal 4210 is
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thereafter oil-set by an amount related to the charge stored
in the capacitor 4206.

Operation ofthe inverted sample and hold system 4201 is
illustrated in FIGS. 34A—F. FIG. 34A illustrates an example
EM signal 1304. F10. 34B illustrates the EM signal 1304
after under—sampling. FIG. 34C illustrates the under—
sampling signal 1606, which includes a train of aliasing
pulses having negligible apertures.

FIG. 34D illustrates an example down—converted signal
1308A. FIG. 34E illustrates the down-converted signal
1308A on a compressed time scale. Since the holding
module 4206 is series element, the higher frequencies (e.g..
RF) of the EM signal 1304 can be seen on the down—
converted signal. This can be filtered as illustrated in FIG.
341-”.

The inverted sample and hold system 4201 can be used to
down-convert any type of [EM signal, including modulated
carrier signals and unmodulaled carrier signals, to IF signals
and to demodulated baseband signals.
4.3 Other Implementations

The implementations described above are provided for
purposes of illustration. These implementations are not
intended to limit the invention. Alternate implementations,
ditt‘ering slightly or substantially from those described
herein, will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant ;
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter-
nate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.

5. Optional Optimizations of Under-Sampling at an Alias—
ing Rate

The methods and systems described in sections above can
be optionally optimized with one or more of the optimiza-
tion methods or systems described below.
5.] Doubling the Aliasing Rate (FAR) of the Under-
Sampling Signal

In an embodiment, the optional under—sampling signal
module 3002 in FIG. 30 includes a pulse generator module
that generates aliasing pulses at a multiple of the frequency
of the oscillating source, such as twice the frequency of the
oscillating source. The input signal 2926 may be any suit—
able oscillating source.

148.31 A illustrates an example circuit 31m that gener-
ates a doubler output signal 3104 (FIG. 31 and 433) that
may be used as an under—sampling signal 1604. The example
circuit 3102 generates pulses on rising and falling edges of
the input oscillating signal 3106 of FIG. 31B. Input oscil-
lating signal 3106 is one embodiment of optional input
signal 2926. The circuit 3102 can be implemented as a pulse
generator and aliasing rate (FAR) doubler, providing the
under-sampling signal 1604 to under-sa mpling module 1606
in FIG. 30.

The aliasing rate is twice the frequency of the input
oscillating signal F050 3106, as shown by HQ. [9} below.

so. (9:Esfz'Frltr

The aperture width of the aliasing pulses is determined by
the delay through a first inverter 3108 of FIG. 31. As the
delay is increased, the aperture is increased. A second
inverter 3112 is shown to maintain polarity consistency with
examples described elsewhere. In an alternate embodiment
inverter 3112 is omitted. Preferably, the pulses have negli—
gible aperture widths that tend toward zero time. The
doubler output signal 3104 may be further conditioned as
appropriate to drive a switch module with negligible aper-
ture pulses. The circuit 3102 may be implemented with
integrated circuitry, discretely, with equivalent logic
circuitry, or with any valid fabrication technology.
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5.2 Dill‘erential Implementations
The invention can be implemented in rt variety of dimer—

enlial configurations. Differential configurations are useful
for reducing common mode noise. This can be very useful
in receiver systems where common mode interference can
be caused by intentional or unintentional radiators such as
cellular phones. CB radios, electrical appliances etc. Dii'fer—
enlial configurations are also useful in reducing any corn-
tnon mode noise due to charge injection of the switch in the
switch module or due to the design and layout of the system
in which the invention is used. Arty spurious signal that is
induced in equal magnitude and equal phase in both input
leads of the invention will be substantially reduced or
eliminated. Some differential configurations, including some
of the configurations below, are also useful [or increasing the
voltage andror for increasing the power of the down
converted signal 1308A. While an example of a ditlerentirtl
under-sampling module is shown below, the example is
shown for the purpose of illustration, not limitation. Alter-
nate embodiments (including equivalents, extensions.
variations, deviations, etc.) of the embodiment described
herein will be apparent to those skilled in the relevant art
based on the teachings contained herein. The invention is
intended and adapted to include such alternate embodi—
merits.

FIG. 44A illustrates an example rlill'erential system 4402
that can be included in the under-sampling module 1606.
The dillerential system 4202 includes an inverted under-
sampling design similar to that described with reference to
FIG. 42. The differential system 4402 includes inputs 4404
and 44-06 and outputs 4408 and 4410. The diflcrcntial
system 4402 includes a tirst inverted sample and hold
module 4412. which includes a holding module 4414 and a
switch module 4416. The differential system 4402 also
includes a second inverted sample and hold module 4418,
which includes a holding module 4420 and the switch
module 4416, which it shares in common with sample and
hold module 4412.

One or both of the inputs 4404 and 4406 are coupled to
an 13M signal source. For example, the inputs can be coupled
to an EM signal source, wherein the input voltages at the
inputs 4404 and 4406 are substantially equal in amplitude
but 1 80 degrees out of phase with one another. Alternatively,
where dual inputs are unavailable, one of the inputs 4404
and 4406 can be coupled to ground.

In operation, when the switch module 4416 is closed, the
holding modules 4414 and 4421) are in series and, provided
they have similar capacitive values, they charge to equal
amplitudes but opposite polarities. When the switch module
4416 is open, the voltage at the output 4408 is relative to the
input 4404. and the voltage at the output 4410 is relative to
the voltage at the input 4406.

Portions of the voltages at the outputs 4408 and 4410
include voltage resulting from charge stored in the holding
modules 4414 and 4420, respectively, when the switch
module 4416 was closed. The portions of the voltages at the
outputs 4408 and 4410' resulting from the stored charge are
generally equal in amplitude to one another but [80 degrees
out of phase.

Portions of the voltages at the outputs 4408 and 4410 also
include ripple voltage or noise resulting born the switching
action of the switch module 4416. But because the switch

module is positioned between the two outputs, the noise
introduced by the switch module appears at the outputs 4408
and 4410 as substantially equal and iii—phase with one
another. As a result1 the ripple voltage can be substantially
filtered out by inverting the voltage at one of the outputs
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4408 or 4410 and adding it to the other remaining output.
Additionally. any noise that is impressed with substantially
equal amplitude and equal phase onto the input terminals
4404 and 4406 by any other noise sources will tend to be
canceled in the same way.

The differential system 4402 is efl'ective when used with
a cliflemntial front end (inputs) and a cliflcrcntial back end
(outputs). It can also be utilized in the following
configurations. for example:

a) Asingle-input front end and a diflcrenlial back end; and
b) A differential front end and single-output back end.

Examples of these system are provided below.
5.11 Differential Input—to—Dift'erential Output

FIG. 44B illustrates the difl‘erential system 4402 wherein
the inputs 4404 and 4406 are coupled to equal and opposite
EM signal sources. illustrated here as dipole antennas 4424
and 4426. In this embodiment, when one ol‘ll‘te outputs 4408
or 4410 is inverted and added to the other (tutpul, the
common mode noise due to the switching module 4416 and
other common mode noise present at the input terminals
4404 and 4406 tend to substantially cancel out.
5.2.2 Single Input-to-Diffcrcntial Output

FIG. 44C illustrates the differential system 4402 wherein
the input 4404 is coupled to an EM signal source such as a
monopole antenna 4428 and the input 4406 is coupled to
ground.

FIG. 44E. illustrates an example single input to tiiII'erentiaI
output receiverfdown-converter system 4436. The system
4436 includes the differential system 4402 wherein the input
4406 is coupled to ground. The input 4404 is coupled to an
EM signal source 4438.

The outputs 4408 and 4410 are coupled to a diflcrential
circuit 4444 such as a tiller, which preferably inverts one of
the outputs 4408 or 4410 and adds it to the other output 4408
or 4410. This substantially cancels common mode noise
generated by the switch module 4416. The difl'erential
circuit 4444 preferably filters the. higher frequency compo—
nents of the [EM signal 1304 that paSs through the holding
modules 4414 and 4420. The resultant littered signal is
output as the down-convened signal 1308A.
5.2.3 Dilfcrcntia] Input—to—Single Output

FIG. 44f) illustrates the differential system 4402 wherein
the inpuLs 4404 and 4406 are coupled to equal and opposite
EM signal murces illustrated here as dipole antennas 4430
and 4-432 The output is taken from terminal 4408.
5.3 Smoothing the Down—Converted Signal

The down-converted signal 1308A may be smoothed by
filtering as desired. The ditferential circuit 4444 imple—
mented as a filter in FIG. 441i illustrates but one example.
Filtering may be accomplished in any of the described
embodiments by hardware, lirrnware and software imple-
mentation as is well known by those skilled in the arts.
5.4 Load Impedance and Inputz'Output Bufl'ering

Some of the characteristics of thc down—converted signal
1308A depend upon characteristics of a load placed on the
down-converted signal 1308A. For example. in an
embodiment. when the down—converted signal 1308A is
coupled to a high impedance load, the charge that is applied
to a holding module such as holding module 2706 iii FIG. 27
or 2416 in FIG. 24A during a pulse generally remains held
by the holding module until the next pulse. This results in a
substantially stairstcp—like representation of the down—
converted signal 1308A as illustrated in [FIG 15C. for
example. A high impedance load enables the undersampling
system 1606 to accurately represent the voltage of the
original unaffected input signal.

The down-converted signal 1308A can he hufl'ered with a
high impedance amplifier, if desired.
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Alternatively. or in addition to hollering the down-
converted signal 1308A. the. input EM signal may be hulf~
erect or amplified by a low noise amplifier.
5.5 Modifying the Undchampling Signal Utilizing Feed—
back

FIG. 30 shows an embodiment of a system 3001 which
uses down—converted signal 1308A as feedback 3006 to
control various characteristics of the under-5am pling module
1606 to modify the down—converted signal 1308A.

Generally, the amplitude of the down-converted signal
1303A varies as a function of the frequency and phase
differences between the EM signal 1304 and the under-
sampling signal 1604. In an embodiment, the down—
converted signal 1308A is used as the feedback 3006 to
control the frequency and phase relationship between the
EM signal 1304 and the under—sampling signal 1604. This
can be accomplished using the example block diagram
shown in FIG. 32A. The example circuit illustrated in FIG.
32A can be included in the under-sampling signal module
3002. Alternate implementations will be apparent to persons
skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained
herein. Alternate implementations fall within the scope and
spirit of the present invention. In this embodiment a state—
machine is used for clarity, and is not limiting.

In the example of FIG. 32A. a state machine 3204 reads
an analog to digital converter. All) 3202. and controls a
digital to analog converter (DAC) 3206. In an embodiment,
the state machine 3204 includes 2 memory locations, Pre-
vious and Current. to store and recall the results of reading
ND 3202. In an embodiment. the state machine 3204

utilizes at least one memory flag.
DAL“ 3206 controls an input to a voltage controlled

oscillator, VCO 3208. VCO 3208 controls a [requency input
of a pulse generator 3210, which, in an embodiment, is
substantially similar to the pulse generator shown in FIG.
29]. The pulse generator 3210 generates the under—sampling
signal 1604.

In an embodiment. the state machine 3204 operates in
accordance with the state machine Howehart 3220 in Flfi.

320. The result of this Operation is to modify the frequency
and phase relationship between the under-sampling signal
1604 and the EM signal 1304. to substantially maintain the
amplitude of thc down—converted signal 1303/\ at an opti—
mum level.

The amplitude of the down—converted signal 1303A can
he made to vary with the amplitude of the under-sampling
signal 1604. In an embodiment where Switch Module 2702
is a Fli'l‘ as shown in FIG. 28A. wherein the gate 2804
receives the under-sampling signal 1604, the amplitude of
the under-sampling signal 1604 can determine the "on"
resistance of the PET. which affects the amplitude of down—
convcrtcd signal 1308A. Under—sampling signal module
3002., as shown in FIG. 32C, can be an analog circuit that
enables an automatic gain control function. Alternate 'melc—
mentations will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art{s} based on the teachings contained here-in. Alternalc
implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
III. Down-Converting by Transferring Energy

The energy transfer embodiments of the invention provide
enhanced signal to noise ratios and sensitivity In very small
signals. as well as permitting the down—converted signal to
drive lower impedance loads u nassisted. The energy transfer
aspecLs of the invention are represented generally by 4506 in
FIGS. 45A and 458. Fundamental descriptions of how this
is accomplished is presented step by step beginning with a
comparison with an under—sampling system.
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0.1 Energy Transfer Compared to Under-Sampling
Section II above disclosed methods and systems for

down-converting an FM signal by under-sampling. The
under—sampling systems utilize a sample and hold system
controlled by an under—sampling signal. The under—sampling
signal includes a train of pulses having negligible apertures
that tend towards zero time in duration. The negligible
aperture pulses minimize the amount of energy transferred
from the EM signal. This protects the under-sampled EM
signal from distortion or destruction. The negligible aperture
pulses also make the sample and hold system a high imped—
ance system. An advantage of under-sampling is that the
high impedance input allows accurate voltage reproduction
ofthe under—sampled EM signal. The melhorls and systems
disclosed in Section II are thus useful for many situations
including, but not limited to, monitoring EM signals without
distoning or destroying them.

Because the under-sampling systems disclosed in Section
[1 transfer only negligible amounts of energy, they are not
suitable for all situations. For example. in radio -
communications, received radio frequency (RF) signals are
typically very weak and must be amplified in order to
distinguish them over noise. The negligible amounts of
energy transferred by the under—sampling systems disclosed
in Section II may not be sufficient to distinguish received RF _-
signals over noise.

In accordance with an aspect of the invention, methods
and systems are disclomd below for down-converting EM
signals by transferring non—negligible amounts of energy
from the EM signals. The resultant down—converted signals '
have sullicicnt energy to allow the down«converted signals
to he distinguishable from noise. The resultant down-
converted signals also have sufficient energy to drive lower
impedance circu its. without bufi'ering.

Down-converting by transferring energy is introducad
below in an incremental fashion to distinguish it from
under—sampling. The introduction begins with further
descriptions of under—sampling.
0.1 .1 Review of Under-Sampling

FIG. 78A illustrates an exemplary under—sampling system
7802 for down-converting an input EM signal 7804. The
under-sampling system 7802 includes a switching module
7806 and a holding module shown as a holding capacitance
7808. An under—sampling signal 7810 controls the switch
module 7806. The under—sampling signal 7810 includes a
train of pulses having negligible pulse widths that tend
toward zero time. An example of a negligible pulse width or
duration can he in the range of 1-10 psec [or under-sampling
a 900 MHZ signal. Any other suitable negligible pulse
duration can he used as well, where accurate reproduction of
the original unaffected input signal voltage is desired with—
out substantially affecting the original input signal voltage.

In an under—sampling environment, the holding capaci—
tance 7808 preferably has a small capacitance value. This
allows the holding capacitance 7808 to substantially charge .
to the voltage of the input EM signal 7804 during the
negligible apertures of the under-sampling signal pulses. For
example, in an embodiment, the holding capacitance 7808
has a value in the range of l pF. Other suitable capacitance
values can be used to achieve substantially the voltage of the
original unaffected input signal. Various eapaeitances can he
employed for certain effects, which are described below.

The under-sampling system is coupled to a load 781.2. In
FIG. 781%, the load 7812 ofFlG. 78A is illustrated as a high
impedance load 7818. A high impedance load is one that is
relatively insignificant to an output drive impedance of the
system for a given output frequency. The high impedance
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load 7818 allows the holding capacitance 7808 to substan-
tially maintain the charge accumulated during the under—
sampling pulses.

FIGS. 79A—F illustrate example timing diagrams for the
under—sampling system 7802. FIG. 79A illustrates an
example input EM signal 7804.

FIG. 79C illustrates an example under—sampling signal
7810, including pulses 7904 having negligible apertures that
tend towards zero time in duration.

[318.7913 illustrates the negligible eileets to the input EM
signal 7804 when under-sampled, as measured at a terminal
7814 of the under-sampling system 7802. In FIG. 79B,
negligible distortions 7902 correlate with the pulses of the
under~sampling signal 7810. In this embodiment, the neg—
ligible distortions 7902 occur at mill-rent locations of sub—
sequent cycles of the input EM signal 7804. As a result, the
input EM signal will he down-converted. The negligible
distortions 7902 represent negligible amounts of energy, in
the form of charge that is transferred to the holding capaci-
tance 7808.

When the load 7812’. is a high impedance load. the holding
capacitance 7808 does not significantly discharge between
pulses 7904. As a result, charge that is transferred to the
holding capacitance 7808 during a pulse 7904 tends to
“hold“ the voltage value sampled constant at the terminal
7816 until the next pulse 7904. When voltage of the input
EM signal 7804 changes between pulses 7904, the holding
capacitance 7808 substantially attains the new voltage and
the resultant voltage at the terminal 7816 forms a stair step
pattern, as illustrated in FIG. 79D.

FIG. 79E illustrates the stair step voltage of FIG. 79D on
a compressed time scale. The stair step voltage illustrated in
FIG. 791.7 can be filtered to produce the signal illustrated in
FIG. 79F. The signals illustrated in FIGS. 79D, E, and F
have substantially all of the baseband characteristics of the
input EM signal 7804 in FIG. 79A, except that the signals
illustrated in FIGS. 79l), E, and 1" have been successfully
down—converted.

Note that the voltage level of the down-converted signals
illustrated in FIGS. 7912' and 79C are substantially close to
the voltage level of the input EM signal 7804. The under-
sampling sysrern 7802 thus down-converts the input EM
signal 7804 with reasonable voltage reproduction, without
substantially affecting the input EM signal 7804. But also
note that the power available at the output is relatively
negligible (cg. :VZJR; «5 mV and l MOhm), given the input
EM signal 7804 would typically have a driving impedance,
in an RF environment, of 5t] 0th (e.g.: V‘U’R; ~5 mV and
50 Ohms}.
0.1.1.1 Effects of Lowering the Impedance of the Load

Efiects of lowering the impedance of the load 7812 are
now descrihcd. FIGS. BOA—E illustrate example timing
diagrams for the under—sampling system 7802 when the load
7812 is a relatively low impedance load, one that is signifi—
cant relative to the output drive impedance of the system [or
a given output frequency.

FIG. 80A illustrates an example input EM signal 7804.
which is substantially similar to that illustrated in FIG. 79A.

FIG. 80C illustrates an example under-sampling signal
7810, including pulses 8004 having negligible apertures that
tend towards 7cm time in duration. The example under—
sampling signal 7810 illustrated in FIG. 80C is substantially
similar to that illustrated in FIGS. 79C.

FIG. 800 illustrates the negligible effects to the input EM
signal 7804 when under-sampled, as measured at a terminal
7814 of the under-sampling system 7802. In FIG. 8013,
negligible distortions 8002 correlate with the pulses 800-1 of
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the under-sampling signal 78l0 in FIG. 80C. In this
example, the negligible distortions 80m occur at different
locations of subsequent cycles of the input EM signal 7804.
As a result. the input EM signal 7804 will be down—
convcrted. The negligible distortions 8002 represent negli—
gible amounts of energy, in the form of charge that is
transferred to the holding capacitance 7808.

When the load 7812 is it low impedance load, the holding
capacitance 7808 is significantly discharged by the load
between pulses 8004 (FIG. 80(7). As a result, the holding
capacitance 7808 cannot reasonably attain or "hold" the
voltage of the original EM input signal 7804, as was seen in
the case of FIG. 790. Instead, the charge appears as the
output illustrated in FIG. 8011.

FIG. 80E illustrates the. output from FIG. 801) on a
compressed time scale. The output in FIG. 801-; can be
littered to produce the signal illustrated in FIG. 80F. 'Ihe
down-converted signal illustrated in FIG. 80F is substan-
tially similar to the down-converted signal illustrated in FIG.
79F, except that the signal illustrated in FIG. 80F is sub— -
stantially smaller in magnitude than the amplitude of the
downconverted signal illustrator] in FIG. 79F. This is
because the low impedance of the load 7812 prevents the
holding capacitance 7808 from reasonably attaining or
“holding" the voltage of the original EM input signal 7804. i
As a result. the down-converted signal illustrated in FIG.
80F cannot provide optimal voltage reproduction. and has
relatively negligible power available at the output (e.g.:
Vzr'R; ~200 .n V and 2 KOhms), given the input EM signal
7804 would typically have a driving impedance, in an RF
environment, of 50 Ohms (cg; Vzt’R; ~5 111V and 50 Ohms).
0.1 .1.2 Iillects of Increasing the Value of the Ilolding
Capacitance

Effects of increasing the value of the holding capacitance
7808, while having to drive a low impedance load 7812, is
now described. FIGQ. SlA—F illustrate example tinting
diagrams for the under—sampling system 7802 when the
holding capacitance 7808 has a larger value. in the range of
18 pl" for example.

FIG. 81 A illustrates an example input 12M signal 7804.
which is substantially similar to that illustrated in FIGS. 79A
and 80A.

FIG. 81C illustrates an example under-sampling signal
7810, including pulses 810-1 having negligible apertures that
tend towards zero time in duration. The example under—
sampling signal 7810 illustrated in FIG. 81C is substantially
similar to that illustrated in FIGS. 79C and 80C.

FIG. SIB illustrates the negligible ell‘ects to the input EM
signal 7804 when under-sampled, as measured at a terminal
7814 at the under-sampling system 7802. In FIG. 81B, .
negligible distortions 8102 correlate with the pulses 8104 of
the under—sampling signal 7810 in FIG. 81C. Upon close
inspection. the negligible distortions 8102 occur at (lilIet‘ent
locations of subsequent cycles of the input EM signal 7804.
As a result. the input EM signal 7804 will be down-
converted. The negligible distortions 8102 represent negli—
gible amounts ol‘ energy, in the form of charge that is
transferred to the holding capacitance 7808.

FIG. 81D illustrates the voltage measured at the terminal
7816, which is a result of the holding capacitance 7808
attempting to attain and "hold" the original input EM signal
voltage, but failing to do so, during the negligible apertures
of the pulses 8104 illustrated in FIG. SIC.

Recall that when the load 7812 is a low impedance load.
the holding capacitance 7808 is significantly discharged by
the load between pulses 8104 (FIG. 81C}, this again is seen
in FIGS. 81!) and E. As a result, the holding capacitance
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7808 cannot reasonably attain or “hold“ the voltage of the
original EM input signal 7804, as was seen in the case of
FIG. 79D. Instead, the charge appears as the ontput illus-
trated in FIG. 811).

FIG. 81E illustrates the downcnnvcrted signal 8106 on a
compressor] time scale. Note that the amplitude of the
down—converted signal 8106 is significantly less than the
amplitude of the down-converted signal illustrated in FIGS.
80D and 8015.. This is due to the higher capacitive value of
the holding cupatjtance 7808. Generally, as the capacitive
value increases, it requires more charge to increase the
voltage for a given aperture. Because of the negligible
aperture of the pulses 8104 in FIG. 81C, there is insufficient
time to Iranstcr significant amounts of energy or charge fmm
the input 13M signal 7804 to the holding capacitance 7808.
As a result, the amplitudes attained by the holding capaci—
tance 7808 are significantly less than the amplitudes of the
down-converted signal illustrated in FIGS. 800 and 8013.

In FIGS. 8013 and 80F, the output signal, non-littered or
filtered, cannot provide optimal voltage reproduction, and
has relatively negligible power available at the output (cg:
V301; ~t50 n V and 2 KOhms}. given the input EM signal
7804 would typically have a driving impedance, in an RF
environment, of 50 Ohms (e-.g.: sz’R; —-5 mV and 50 Ohms).

In summary, under-sampling systems, such as the under-
sampling system 7802 illustrated in FIG. 78. are well suited
for down-converting EM signals with relatively accurate
voltage reproducLiott. Also. they have a negligible atTect on
the original input EM signal. As illustrated above. however.
the under—sampling systems, such as the under—sampling
system 7802 illustrated in FIG. 78, are not well suited for
transferring energy or [or driving lower impedance loads.
0.1.2 Introduction to Energy Transfer

In an embodiment, the present invention transfers energy
from an EM signal by utilizing an energy transfer signal
instead of an under—sampling signal, Unlike under—sampling
signals that have negligible aperture pulses, the energy
transfer signal includes a train of pulses having non—
negligibte apertures that tend away from zero. "I'I'Iis provides
more time to transfer energy from an llM input signal. One
direct benefit is that the input impedance of the system is
reduced so that practical impedance matching circuiLs can be
implemented to further improve energy transfer and thus
overall chicieney. The nonanegligihte transferred energy
significantly improves the signal to noise ratio and sensitiv—
ity to very small signals. as well as permitting the down~
converted signal to drive lower impedance toads unassisted.
Signals that especially henelit include low power ones
typified by RF signals. One benefit of a non-negligible
aperture is that phase noise within the energy transfer signal
does not have as drastic of an elfc-et on the down—converted

output signal as under—sampling signal phase noise or con—
ventional sampling signal phase noise does on their respec—
tive outputs.

FIG. 82A illustrates an exemplary energy transfer system
8202 for down—converting an input EM signal 8204. The
energy transfer system 8202 includes a switching module
8206 and a storage module illustrated as a storage capaci—
tance 8208. The terms storage module and storage
capacitance. as used herein, are distinguishable from the
terms holding module and holding capacitance, respectively.
Holding modules and holding capacitances, as used above.
identify systems that store negligible amounts of energy
from an under-sampled input EM signal With the intent of
“holding" a voltage value. Storage modules and storage
capacitanees, on the other hand. Peter to systems that store
non—negligible amounts of energy from an input EM signal.
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The energy transfer system 8202 receives an energy
transfer signal 8210, which controls the switch module
8206. The energy transfer signal 8210 includes a train of
energy transfer pulses having non-negligible pulse widths
that tend away from zero time in duration. The non—
negligiblc pulse widths can be any non-negligible amount.
For example, the non—negligible pulse widths can be Id of a
period of the input EM signal. Alternatively, the non—
negligihle pulse widths can be any other fraction of a period
of the input EM signal, or a multiple of a period plus a
fraction. In an example entlmdimcnt, the input EM signal is
approximately 900 M112 and the non-negligible pulse width
is approximately 550 pico seconds. Any other suitable
non—negligible pulse duration can be used.

In an energy transfer environment, the storage module,
illustrated in FIG. 82 as a storage capacitance 8208, pref—
erably has the capacity to handle the power being
transferred, and to allow it to accept a non-negligible. amount
of power during a non-negligible aperture period. This
allows the storage capacitance 8208 to store energy trans-
ferred from the input EM signal 8204, without substantial -
concern for accurately reproducing the original, unaffected
voltage level of the input EM signal 8204. For example. in
an embodiment, the storage capacitance 8208 has a value in
the range of 18 pI“. Other suitable capacitance value-s and
storage modules can he used.

One benefit of the energy transfer system 8202 is thuL
even when the input EM signal 8204 is a very small signal.
the energy transfer system 8202 transfers enough energy
from the input EM signal 8204 that the input EM signal can
bc el’ficie otly down—converted.

The energy transfer system 8202 is coupled to a load
8212. Recall front the overview blunder-sampling that loads
can be classified as high impedance loads or low impedance
loads. A high impedance load is one that is relatively
insignificant to an output drive impedance of the system for
a given output frequency. A low impedance load is one that
is relatively significant.Anothcr benefit of the energy trans—
fer system 8202 is that the non—negligible amounts of
trttnsfetTed energy permit the energy transfer system 82/02 to
ell'ectively drive loads that would otherwise be classified as
low impedance loads in under-sampling systems and con-
ventional sampling systems. In other words, the non-
negligible amounts of transferred energy ensure that, even
for lower impedance loads, the storage capacitance 8208
accepts and maintains an Eficient energy or charge to drive the
load 8202. This is illustrated below in the. timing diagrams
of FIGS. SBA-Ii.

FIGS. 83A—li illustrate example timing diagrams for the
energy transfer system 8202 in FIG. 82. FIG. 83A illustrates
an example input EM signal 8302.

FIG. 83C illustrates an example under—sampling signal
8304, including energy transfer pulses 8306 having non—
negligible apertures that tend away from zero time in
duration.

FIG. 83B illustrates the elfects to the input [EM signal .
8302, as measured at a terminal 8214 in FIG. 82A, when

non-negligible amounL‘s of energy are transfer from it. In
FIG. 833, non—negligible distortions 8308 correlate with the
energy transfbrpulsesflfiflfi in FIG. 83C. In this example, the
non—negligible distortions 8308 occur at different locations
of subsequent cycles of the input EM signal 8302. The
nonmeglig'iblc distortions 8308 represent non—negligible
amounts of transferred energy, in the form of charge that is
transferred to the storage capacitance 8208 in FIG. 82.

FIG. 83D illustrates a down—converted signal 83 [0 that is
formed by energy transferred from the input EM signal
8302.
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FIG. 83E illustrates the down-converted signal 8310 on a
compressed time. scale. The down -eonverted signal 8310 can
be filtered to produce the down-converted signal 8312
illustrated in FIG. 83F. The down—converted signal 8312 is
similar to the down—converted signal illustrated in FIG. 79F,
except that the down—converted signal 8312 has substantially
more power (cg: Vfi’R; approximately {~) 2 mV and 2K
Ohms) than the down-converted signal illustrated in FIG.
79F (cg; V3111; ~5 111V and 1M Ohms). As a result, the
down-converted signals 8310 and 8312 can etl'iciently drive
lower impedance loads, given the input EM signal 8204
would typically have a driving impedance, in an RF
environment, of 50 Ohms (VitR; ~5 mV and 50 Ohms).

The energy transfer aspecLs of the invention are repre—
sented generally by 4506 in FIGS. 45A and 45B.
1. Down—Converting an EM Signal to an 11“ EM Signal by
Transferring Energy from the ILM Signal at an Aliasing Rate

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an EM

signal to an IF signal by transferring energy from the EM
signal at an aliasing rate. This embodiment is illustrated by
4514 in FIG. 453.

This embodiment can be implemented with any type of
EM signal, including, but not limited to, modulated carrier
signals and unmoduluted carrier signals. This embodiment is
described herein using the modulated carrier signal Fm. in
FIG. 1 as an example. In the example, the modulated can‘ier
signal F‘W. is down—converted to an intermediate frequency
(IF) signal Frr- The intermediate frequency signal F”,- can he
demodulated to a baseband signal Fem; using conventional
demodulation techniques. Upon reading the disclosure and
examples therein, one skilled in the relevant arl(s) will
understand that the invention can be implemented to doom-
convert any IiM signal, including, but not limited to, modu-
lated carrier signals and uninodulated carrier signals.

The following sections describe methods for down-
converting an EM signal to an IF signal F,F by transferring
energy from the EM signal at an aliasing rate. Exemplary
structural embodiments for implementing the methods are
also described. It should be understood that the invention is

not limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc, of the
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
nrtis) based on the teachings contained herein. Such
equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc, are
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.
l.l lligh Level Description

This section {including its subsections) provides a high-
level description of down-converting an EM signal to an IF
signal F“; by transferng energy, according to the invention.
In particular, an operational process of down—converting the
modulated carrier signal Fm- to the IF modulated carrier
signal Fm by transferring energy. is described at a high—
level. Also, a structural implementation for implementing
this process is described at a high—level. This structural
implementation is described herein for illustrative purposes,
and is. not limiting. In particular, the process described in this
secLion can be achieved using any number of structural
implementations, one of which is described in this section.
The details nfsuch structural implementations will be appar—
ent to persons skilled in the relevant nrt(s) based on the
teachings contained herein.
1.1.1 Operational Description

FIG. 46B depicts a flowchart 4607 that illustrates an
exemplary method [or down-converting an EM signal to an
intermediate signal F”, by transferring energy from the EM
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signal at an aliasing rate. The exemplary method illustrated
in the floorehart 4607 is an embodiment of the flowchart
460] in FIG. 46A.

Any and all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease of discussion, the digital
AM carrier signal 616 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequent sec—
tions provide detailed flowchart-3. and descriptions for AM,
I’M and PM example embodiments. Upon reading the dis-
closure and examples therein, one skilled in the relevant
art(s) will understand that the invention can be implemented
to down-convert any type of EM signal, including any form
of modulated carrier signal and unmodulatcd carrier signals.

The method illustrated in the flowchart 4607 is new

described at a high level using the digital AM carrier signal
616 of FIG. 6C. Subsequent sections provide detailed flow—
charts and descriptions for AM, FM and PM example
embodiments. Upon reacting the disclosure and examples
therein, one skilled in the relevant art(s) will understand that
the invention can be implemented to down-convert any type
of EM signal. including any form of modulated carrier signal -
and unmodulated carrier signals.

The process begins at step 4608. which includes receiving
an EM signal. Step 4608 is illustrated by the digital AM
carrier signal 616. The digital AM carrier signal 616 of FIG.
6C is rte-illustrated in FIG. 47A for convenience. FIG. 47E ;

illustrates a portion of the digital AM carrier signal 616 on
an expanded time scale.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FM. PK]. 4713 illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 4702. The energy transfer signal 4702
includes a train of energy transfer pulses 4704 having
non-negligible apertures 4701 that tend away from zero time
duration. Generally, the apertures 4701 can be any time
duration other than the period of the EM signal. For
example, the apertures 4701 can be greater or less than a
period of the EM signal. Thus, the apertures 4701 can be
approximately 1*“ ‘-""- “a. 3:4. etc., or any other fraction of the
period of the EM signal. Alternatively, the apertures 4701
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the invention outputs a stair step, or non-littered output
signal. The choice between littered, partially filtered and
non-filtered output signals is generallyr a design choice that
depends upon the application of the invention.

The intermediate frequency of the down—mnvcrted signal
Fm, which, in this example, is the intermediate signal 4706
and 4708. can be determined front E0. (2), which is repro—
duced below for convenience.

FLwt’FANeF” 31(2)

Asuitahle aliasing rate FM can be determined in a variety
of ways. An example method for determining the aliasing
rate FM, is provider] below. After reading the description
herein, one skilled in the relevant art(s) will understand how
to determine appropriate aliasing rates for EM signals,
including ones in addition to the modulated carrier signals
specifically illustrated herein.

In FIG. 48, a flowchart 4801 illustrates an example
process for determining an aliasing rate I'M. But a designer
may choose, or an application may dictate, that the values be
determined in an order that is different than the. illustrated

order. The process begins at step 4802, which includes
determining, or selecting, the Ircqttency ol' the LCM signal.
The. frequency of the AM carrier signal 616 can be, for
example, 90] MIIZ.

Step 4804 includes determining, or selecting. the inter-
mediate frequency. This is the frequency to which the EM
signal will be down—converted. The intermediate frequency
can be detemiined, or selected, to match a frequency
requirement of a down-stream demodulator. The intermedi-
ate frequency can be, for example. 1 MIlZ.

Step 4806 includes determining the aliasing rate or rates
that Will down-convert the EM signal to the Ili specified in
step 4804.

HQ. (2) can be rewritten as HQ. (3):

 

can be approximately equal to one or more periods of the n»t~j‘,,_-.fi.ar,,. HQ, (3)
EM signal plus m“- ”t- '/a 3:4. etc, or any other fraction of a so _ _ ‘
period of the EM signal. The apertures 4701 can he opti- Whmh can be rewritten “5 [‘0' (4]:
mined based on one or more of a variety of criteria, as

described in sections belovt. " = t": * Fir '30- 141
The energy transfer pulses 4704 repeat at the aliasing rate. Farr

A suitable aliasing rate can be determiner] or selected as 45
described below. Generally, when down-converting an EM . . - .. . . . . . . or as EQ. {:3},
Signal to an intermediate sIgnal, the altastng rate is substan—

tially equal to a dillerence frequency, which is described Ft r' E ‘5
below, or substantially equal to a harmonic or, more Fan-4 ‘ “I Q I
typically, a sub-harmonic of the dillerence frequency.

Step 4-612 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal to
the intermediate signal Fm. FIG. 47C illustrates transferred
energy 4706. which is transferred from the EM signal during
the. energyr transfer pulses 4704. Because a harmonic of the .

Jr 11'!

 
fl

{Fl-:13”) can be defined as a difference value Fm“... as
illustrated in HQ. (6):

 

aliasing ratc occurs at an off—sot of the frequency of the AM (Fr'tffi‘l’fni-‘r F'Q' if”

signal 616, the pulses 4704 “walk-through” the AM signal E0. {4) can be rewritten as E0. (7):
616 at the off—set frequency. By "walking through" the AM

signal 616. the transferred energy 4706 forms an AM an- E0. tit
intermediate signal 4706 that is similar to the AM carrier an n = In” '
signal 616. except that the AM intermediate signal has a
lower frequency than the AM carrier signal 616. The AM
carrier signal 616 can be down—converted to any frequency
below the AM carrier signal 616 by adjusting the aliasing
rate FAR. as described below.

FIG. 47D depicts the AM intermediate signal 4706 as a
filtered output signal 4708. In an alternative embodiment,

65

From E0. (7), it can be seen that, for a given I] and a
constant It“, [30,]..,. is constant. For the case of II'M1_.,=l"',_——
1'”, and for a constant For“?! as 1“:— increases, 1:“.— neces—
sarily increases. For the case of l7£,,‘.,.1,=l'ir+f-Jr , and for a
oonsta nt Fm”, as F... increases. FJrJr necessarily decreases ln
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the latter case of Fwy-EFC-Him. any phase or frequency
changes on FL. correspond to reversed or inverted phasr: or
frequency changes on FyF- This is mentioned to leach the
reader that if FmFF=Fp+FJF is used, the above elTeet will
occur to the phase and frequency response of the modulated
intermediate signal Fm.

EQs. {2) through (7') can be solved for any valid Lt. A
suitable n can be determined for any given difference
frequency Fm”.- and for any desired aliasing rate I’Ml
tDcsl‘Jrrf). E05. (2) through (7] can be utilized to identify a
specific harmonic closest to a desired aliasing rate FM.
tDesr'tr’d) that will generate the desired intermediate signal
Fm

An example is now provided for determining a suitable n
for a given difference frequency FD,” and for a desired

aliasing rate meumn. For ease of illustration. only the
case of (lie-Fm) is illustrated in the example below.

Fr — Ft!it"-—:

riflfltfim'mit

Forrr

f " l"t trauma]

The desired aliasing rate FARtDmmm can be, for example,
140 MHZ. Using the previous examples, where the carrier
frequency is 901 MHZ and the [F is l MHZ, an initial value
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pared to the results obtained from the case of (Ff—Fm) to
determine which provides better result for an application.

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an EM

signal to a relatively standard IF in the range of, for example,
100 KHZ to 200 MHZ. In another embodiment, referred to

herein as a small elf—set implementation, the invention
down—converts an EM signal to a relatively low frequency
of, for example, less than 100 KHZ. In another embodiment,
referred to herein as a large off—set implementation, the
invention down-converts an EM signal to a relatively higher
IF signal, such as, for example, above 200 MHZ.

The various off-set implementations provide selectivity
for difl'erent applications. Generally, lower data rate appli—
cations can operate at lower intermediate frequencies. But
higher intermediate frequencies can allow more information
to be supported for a given modulation technique.

In accordance with the invention, a designer picks an
optimum information bandwidth for an application and an
optimum intermediate frequency to support the baseband
signal. The intermediate frequency should be high enough to
support the bandwidth of the modulating haseband signal
PM”.

Generally. as the aliasing rate approaches a harrrtonic or
sub—harmonic frequency of the [2M signal, the frequency of

ofn is determined as: 25 the down-converted IF signal decreases Similarly, as the
aliasing rate moves away from a harmonic or sub-harmonic

901 MHZ— l MHZ 9m frequency of the EM signal, the IF increases.
a = Thrill?— = E =64 Aliased frequencies occur above and below every har-

monic of the aliasing h'eqttency. In order to avoid mapping
an other aliasing frequencies in the band of the aliasing fre—

'l'hc initial value 6.4 can be rounded up or down to the valid
nearest n, which was defined above as including (0.5, l, 2,
3,. . . ). In this example, 6.4 is rounded down to 6.0, which
is inserted into E0. (5} for the case of {F(_.—F,y—)-Fmfl_:

Fr_FiF
ll

‘Jtl . __ . l, ‘Jtltl. I

lMH? lN‘II?= 2112:1505.qu

Fitt-
 

F.=—-———
an' 5

In other words, transferring energy from a 901 MHZ EM
carrier signal at 150 MHZ generates an intermediate signal
at 1 MI-IZ. When the EM carrier signal is a modulated carrier
signal, the intermediate signal will also substantially include
the modulation. The modulated intermediate signal can be
demodulated through any conventional demodulation tech-
nique.

Alternatively, instead of starting from a desired aliasing
rate, a list of suitable aliasing rates can be determined from
the modified form of E0. (5), by solving for various values
of n. Exam pie solutions are listed below.

th-Frpt FM; HUIMHZ~1MHZ GtIUMIIZ
H N H F!Mi

Solving for n=(|.5, l, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6:
900 Ml 130.5:1 .8 GIIZ (i.e., second harmonic);
900 MI—IZH=90II MHZ (Le, Fundamental frequency);
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queucy (IF) of interest, the IF of interest should not be near
one half the aliasing rate.

As described in example implementations below, an alias-
ing module, including a universal frequency translator
(UH') module built in accordance with the invention pro-
vides a wide range of flexibility in frequency selection and
can thus be implemented in a wide range of applications.
Conventional systems cannot easily offer, or do not allow,
this level of flexibility in frequency selection.
1.1.2 Structural Description

FIG. 63 illustrates a block diagram of an energy transfer
system 6302 according to an embodiment of the invention.
The energy transfer system 6302 is an example embodiment
of the generic aliasing system 1302 in FIG. 13. The energy
transfer system 6302 includes an energy transfer module
6304. The energy transfer module 6304 receives the EM
signal 1304 and an energy transfer signal 6306, which
includes a train of energy transfer pulses having non-
negligihle apertures that tend away from zero time in
duration, occurring at a frequency equal to the aliasing rate
FAR. The energy transfer signal 6306 is an example embodi—
ment of the aliasing signal 1310 in FIG. 13. The energy
transfer module 6304 transfers energy from the EM signal
.1304 at the aliasing rate FM 01" the energy transfer signal
6306.

Preferably, the energy transfer module 6304 transfers
energy from the EM signal 1304 to drove-maven it to the
intermediate signal F5 in the manner shown in the opera—
tional flowchart 4607 of FIG. 4613.. But it should be under-

, . . an stood that the sco and s irit of the invention includes other

90” [VII-12.82450 MHZ (E'c'r “Fund Sl'biharll'gul"); structural emlioriifnents pfor performing the steps of the
000 MHZ‘BEB'DD MHZ (t.e._, third SUb‘hanmC)i flowchart 4607. The specifics of the other structural embodi—
9005111354=335 MHZ (i-C—i [OI-”111 Sflb*hfil'mflflicl; merits will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
90ft Mlth5=18lJ MHZ (i-C-g Ill—lb sub-harmonic}; and art(s} based on the discussion contained herein.
900 MI—IZtfi-ISU MHZ (i.e., sixth sub—harmonic}. :55 The operation of the energy transfer system 63le is now
The steps described above can be perfonned for the case

of (FF+F,F} in a similar fashion. The results can be com—

described in detail with reference to the tlchhart 4607 and

to the timing diagrams illustrated in FIGS. 47A—E. In step
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4608, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the AM
carrier signal 616. In step 4610, the energy transfer module
6304 receives the energy transfer signal 4702. In step 4612,
the energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy from the
AM carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate to downconvert
the AM carrier signal 616 to the intermediate signal 4706 or
4708.

Example implementations of the energy transfer system
6302 are provided in Sections 4 and 5 below.
1.2 Example Embodiments

Various embodiments related to the method(s} and
structurelfs) described above are presented in this section
(and its subsections). These embodiments are described
herein for purposes of illustration, and not limitation. The
invention is not limited to these embodiments. Alternate

embodiments (including equivalents, extensions, variations,
deviations, etc., of the embodiments described herein} will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the teachings contained herein. The invention is intended
and adapted to include suclt alternate embodiments.

The method for down—converting the EM signal 1304 by
transferring energy can be intplemented with any type of EM
signal, including modulated carrier signals and unmodulated
carrier signals. For example. the method of the flowchart
4601 can be implemented to down-convert AM signals. PM ;
signals, PM signals. etc” or any combination thereof. Opera-
tion of the flowchart 4601 of FIG. 46A is described below

for dnw n-converting AM, FM and PM. The down-
conversion descriptions include down—converting to inter—
mediate signals. directly down-converting to demodulated '
baseband signals. and down~convcrting FM signals to not]—
liM signals. The exemplary descriptions below are intended
to facilitate an understanding of the present invention. The
present invention is not limited to or by the exemplary
embodiments below.

1.2.l First Example Embodiment: Amplimdc Modulation
1.2.1.] Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 4607
in FIG. 46“ is described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C, and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616, illustrated in FIG. 6C.
1.3.1.1.l Analog AM Carrier Signal

A process for down—converting the analog AM carrier
signal 516 in FIG. SC to an analog AM intermediate signal
is now described for the flowchart 4607 in FIG, 463. The

analogAM can'ier signal 516 is re-illustrated in FIG. 50A for
convenience. For this example, the analogAM carrier signal
516 oscillates at approximately 901 MIIZ. In FIG. 508, an
analog AM carrier signal 5004 illustrates a portion of the
analog AM carrier signal 516 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 4608. which includes receiving
the EM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 50C illustrates an example .
energy transfer signal 5006 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. sun. The energy transfer signal 5006 includes
a train of energy transfer pulses 5007 having non—negligible
apertures 5009 that tend away from zero time in duration.
The energy transfer pulses 5007 repeat at the aliasing rate
FAR, which is determined or selected as previously
described. Generally, when down—converting to an interme»
diate signal, the aliasing rate FM is substantially equal to a
harmonic or, more typically. a sub-harmonic of the differ-
encc frequency Fm”...

Step 4612 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal to
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an intennediale signal Fm. In FIG. 500, an alTected analog
AM carrier signal 5008 illustrates effects of transferring
energy front the analog AM carrier signal 516 at the aliasing
rate FAR. The affected analth AM carrier signal 5008 is
illustrated on substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 50B
and 50C.

FIG. 50E illustrates a down-converted AM intctutediate

signal 5012, which is generated by the down—conversion
process. The AM intermediate signal 5012 is illustrated with
an arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations
are discussed in Section 5 below.

The down-converted signal 5012 includes portions
5010A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5007
in FIG. 50C, and portions 50109. which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5007. Portions 5010A represent
energy transferred from the AM analog signal 516 to a
storage device, while simultaneously driving an output load.
The portions 5010A occur when a switching module is
closed by the energy transfer pulses 5007. Portions 50100
represent energy stored in a storage device continuing to
drive the load. Portions 50103 occur when the switching
module is opened after energy transfer pulses 5007.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is elf—set from the
analog AM carrier signal 516, the energy transfer pulses
5007 “walk through" the analog/\M carrier signal 516 at the
difference frequency Fan-2F“ In other words. the energy
transfer pulses 5007 occur at different locations of subse-
quent cycles of the AM carrier signal 516. As a result. the
energy transfer pulses 5007 capture varying amounts of
energy from the analog AM carrier signal 516, as illustrated
by portions 5010A which provides the AM intermediate
signal 5012 with an oscillating frequency F”.

In FIG. 50F. an AM intermediate signal 5014 illustrates
the AM intermediate signal 5012 on a compressed time
scale. In FIG. 506, an AM intermediate signal 5016 repre-
sean a littered version of the AM intermediate signal 5014.
The AM intermediate signal 5016 is substantially similar to
the AM carrier signal 516, except that the AM intermediate
signal 5016 is at the intermediate frequency. The AM
intermediate signal 5016 can he demodulated through any
conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unliltered AM inter-
mediate signal 5014. the filtered AM intermediate signal
5016, a partially filtered AM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down—
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the AM intermediate signals 5014 in FIG. 5017 and 5016 in
FIG. 50C- illuslrale that the AM carrier signal 516 was
successfully down—converted to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough base-band information for sufficient recon—
struction.

12.1.1.2 Digital AM Carrie-r Signal
A process for down-converting the digital AM carrier

signal 616 to it digital AM intermuliatc signal is now
described for the flowchart 4607 in FIG. 463. The digital
AM carrier signal 616 is rte—illustrated in FIG. 51A for
convenience. For this example. the digital AM carrier signal
616 oscillates at approximately 901 MHZ. In FIG. SIB, a
digital AM carrier signal 510-1 illustrates a portion of the
digital AM carrier signal 616 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 4608, which includes receiving
an LTM signal. This is represented by the digital AM carrier
signal 616.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 51C illustrates an example
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energy transfer signal 5106 on substantially the same time
scale as FIG. SIB. The energy transfer signal 5106 includes
a train of energy transfer puLscs 5107 having non-negligible
apertures 5109 that tend away from zero time in duration.
The energy transfer pulses 510'? repeat at the aliasing rate.
which is determined or selected as previously described.
Generally, when down-converting to an intermediate signal.
the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonic of the difference frequency [1:911:13

Step 4612 includes transferring energy from the 11M
signal at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to
the intermediate signal F“... In FIG. 51]), an affected digital
AM carrier signal 5108 illustrates effects of transferring
energy from the digital AM carrier signal 616 at the aliasing
rate Fair The affected digital AM carrier signal 5108 is
illustrated on substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 51B
and SIC.

FIG. 51E illustrates a down-converted AM intermediate

signal 5112, which is generated by the down-conversion
process. The AM intermediate signal 5112 is illustrated with
an arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations -
are discussed in Section 5 below.

The clown—converted signal 5112 includes portions
5110A. which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5107
in FIG. 51C, and portions 51.1013, which are between the-
energy transl'er pulses 5107. Portions 5110A represent _-
energy transferred from the digital AM carrier signal 616 to
a storage device, while simultaneously driving an output
load. The portions 5110A occur when a switching module is
closed by the energy transfer pulses 5107. Portions 5110B
represent energy stored in a storage device continuing to
drive the load. Portions 5110B occur when the switching
module is opened after energy transfer pulses 5107.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is off-set from the
frequency of the digital AM carrier signal 616. the energy
transfer pulses 510'}r “walk through" the digital AM signal
616 at the difference frequency Fm”. in other words, the
energy transfer pulse 5107 occur at difl’erent locations of
subsequent cycles of the- digital AM carrier signal 616. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 510'? capture varying
amounts of energy from the digital AM carrier signal 616, as
illustrated by portions 5110, which provides Lhe AM inter-
mediate signal 5112 with an oscillating frequency 11‘“...

In FIG. 51F, a digital AM intermediate signal 5114
illustrates the AM intermediate signal 5112 on a compressed
time scale. In FIG. 516, an AM intermediate signal 51.16
represents a filtered version of the AM intermediate signal
5114. The AM intermediate signal 5116 is substantially
similar to the AM can'ier signal 616, execpl that the AM
intermediate signal 5116 is at the intermediate frequency.
The AM intermediate signal 5116 can be demodulated
through any conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered AM inter—
mediate signal 5114, the filtered AM intermediate signal
5116. a partially filtered AM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is .
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down—
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example.
the AM intermediate signals 5114 in FIG. 51F and 5116 in
FIG. 51G illustrate that the AM carrier signal 616 was
successfully down~convcrted to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough baseband information for sufficient recon—
struction.

1.2.1.2 Structural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now

described for the analog AM carrier signal 516, with refer—
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ence to the llowehart 4607 and to the timing diagrams in
FIGS. SOA—G. In step 4608, the energy transfer module
6304 receives the analog AM carrier signal 516. In step
4610, the energy Ira nsfcr module 6304 receives the energy
transfer signal 5006. In step 4612. the energy transfer
module 6304 transfers energy from the analog AM carrier
signal 516 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal
5006, to down-convert the analog AM carrier signal 516 to
the AM intermediate signal 5012.

The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital AM carrier signal 616, with refer—
ence to the flowchart 1401 and the tinting diagrams in FIGS.
SlA-G. In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304
receives the digital AM carrier signal 616. In step 4610, the
energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy transfer
signal 5106. In step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304
transfers energy from the digital AM carrier signal 616 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5106, to down-
convert the digital AM carrier signal 616 to the AM inter-
mediate signal 5112.

Example embodiments of the energy transfer module
6304 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Frequency Modulation
1.2.2.1 Operalional Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 4607
in FIG. 46B is described below for the analog ["M carrier
signal 716, illustrated in FIG. 7C, and for the digital FM
carrier signal 815. illustrated in FIG. 81“..
1.2.2.1.] Analog FM Carrier Signal

A process for down—converting the analog FM carrier
signal 716 in FIG. 7C to an FM intermediate signal is now
described for the flowchart 4607 in FIG. 461%. litre analog
17M carrier signal 716 is re-illustraled in FIG. 52A for
convenience. For this example, the analog FM carrier signal
716 oscillates around approximately 901 MI [2. In FIG. 52 B.
an analog FM carrier signal 5204 illustrates a portion of the
analog 1" M carrier m‘gnal 716 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 4603, which includes receiving
an LI‘M signal. This is represented by the analog FM carrier
signal 716.

Stop 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate 171m. FIG. 52C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5206 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 5213. The energy transfer signal 5206 includes
a train of energy transfer pulses 5207 having nonmegligible
apertures that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 5207 repeat at the aliasing rate Fa»
which is determined or selected as previously described.
Generally, when down-converting to an intermediate signal,
the aliasing rate FM is substantially equal to a harmonic or.
more typically, a sub~harmonic of the difference frequency
Forre-

Ste-p 4612 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to down-convert the EM signal to
an intermediate signal 1‘1".“ In FIG. 52D, an affected analog
FM carrier signal 5208 illustrates effects of transferring
energy from the analog FM carrier signal 716 at the aliasing
rate R“. The affected analog FM carrier signal 5208 is
illustrated on substantially the same time male as FIGS. 52]]
and 52C.

FIG. 52E illustrates a down—converted FM intermediate

signal 5212, which is generated by the down—conversion
process The FM intermediate signal 5212 is illustrated with
an arbitrary load impedance. Load impedance optimizations
are discussed in Section 5 below.

The down-eonVerted signal 5212 includes portions
5210A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5207
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in FIG. 52C. and portions 5211111. which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5207. Portions 5210A represent
energy transferred from the analog FM carrier signal 716 to
a storage device. while simultaneously driving an output
load. The portions 5210A occur when a switching module is
closed by the energy transfer pulses 5207. l’onions 521013
represent energy stored in a storage device continuing to
drive the load. Portions 521013 occur when the switching
module is opened after energy transfer pulses 5207.

Because a harmonic ot‘the aliasing rate is elf-set from the
frequency of the analog FM carrier signal 716, the energy
transfer pulses 5207 "walk through" the analog FM carrier
signal 716 at the difl’erence frequency Fm”. In other words,
the energy transfer pulse S2117 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the analog 17M carrier signal 716. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 5207 capture varying
amounts ofenergy from the analog II'M carrier signal 716, as
illustrated by portions 5210, which provides the I'M irlte r-
mediate signal 5212 with an oscillating frequency 17”..

In FIG. 52F, an analog FM intermediate signal 5214 -
illustrates the FM intermediate signal 5212 on a compressed
time scale. In FIG. 520, an FM intermediate signal 5216
represents a filtered version of the FM intermediate signal
5214. The PM inten'ncdiate signal 5216 is substantially
similar to the analog FM carrier signal 716. etteept that the _-
FM intermediate signal 5216 is at the intermediate fre-
quency. The FM intermediate signal 5216 can be demodu-
later] through any conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention cart output the unfiltered FM inter—
mediate signal 5214. the filtered FM intermediate signal
5216, a partially filtered FM intermediate signal, a stair stcp
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the FM intermediate signals 521-1- in FIG. 52F and 5216 in
FIG. 52G illustrate that the F M carrier signal 716 was
succemd‘nlly dovvn-eonverterl to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough baseband information for sullieient recon—
struction.

1.22.1.2 Digital FM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital FM carrier

signal 816 in FIG. 8C is now described for the flowchart
460’}ll in FIG. 463. The digital FM carrier signal 816 is
re-illustrated in FIG. 53A for convenience. For this example,
the digital FM carrier signal 816 oscillates at approximately
901 MIIZ. In FIG. 538, a digital FM carrier signal 53114
illustrates a portion of the digital FM carrier signal 816 on
an expanded little male.

The process begins at step 4608. which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital FM carrier
signal 816.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 53C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 53116 on substantially the same time
scale as FIG. 53]]. The energy transfer signal 5306 includes
a train of energy transfer pulses 5307 having non—negligible
apertures 5309 that tend away from zero time in duration.
The energy transfer pulses 530? repeat at the aliasing rate,
which is determined or selected as previously described.
Generally, when down—converting to an intermediate signal,
the aliasing rate Fan is substantially equal to a harmonic or,
more typically. a sub-harmonic of the difference frequency
Four--

Step 4612 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal to
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the an intermediate signal Fm In FIG. 530, an affected
digital FM carrier signal 5308 illustrates elIects of transfer—
ring energy from the digital FM carrier signal 816 at the
aliasing rate FM. The :tfl’ectcd digital FM carrier signal 5308
is illusn-ated en substantially the same time scale as FIGS.
53B and 53C.

FIG. 53E illustrates a down—converted FM intermediate

signal 5312, which is generated by the down-conversion
process. The down—converted signal 5312 includes portions
S310A, which correlate with the. energy transfer pulses 5311’?
in FIG. 53C, and portions 53103, which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5307. Down-converted signal 5312 is
illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load imped—
ance optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

Portions 5310A represent energy transferred from the
digital FM carrier signal 816 to a storage device, while
simultaneously driving an output load. The portions 53IIIIA
occur when a switching module is closed by the energy
transfer Pulses 5307.

Portions 5310B represe nt energy stored in a storage
device continuing to drive the load. Portions 53108 occur
when the switching module is opened after energy transfer
pulses 5307.

Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is oil—set from the
frequency of the digital FM carrier signal 816, the energy
transfer pulses 53117 “walk through" the digital FM Carrier
signal 816 at the difference frequency Fm”. In other words,
the energy transfer pulse 530'? occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the digital FM carrier signal 816. As a
result. the energy transfer pulses 5307 capture varying
amounts of energy front the digital FM carrier signal 816, as
illustrated by portions $10, which provides the FM inter-
mediate signal 5312 with an oscillating frequency Fm.

In FIG. 53F, a digital FM intermediate signal 5314
illustrates the I’M intermediate signal 5312 on a compressed
time scale. In FIG. 530, an FM intermediate signal 5316
represents a filtered version of the PM intermediate signal
5314. The FM intermediate signal 5316 is substantially
similar to the. digital FM carrier signal 816, except that the
I'M intermediate signal 5316 is at the intermediate fre—
que ney. The FM intermediate signal 5316 can be demodu-
lated through any conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered FM inter—
mediate signal 5314, the filtered FM intermediate signal
5316, a partially filtered FM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
eonversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the FM intermediate signals 5314 in FIG. 53F and 5316 in
FIG. 53G illustrate that the FM carrier signal 816 was.
successfully down—converted to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough baseband information for suflicicnt recon—
strttction.

1.2.2.2 Structural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now

described for the analog FM carrier signal 716, with refer—
ence to the flowchart 4607 and the timing diagrams in FIGS.
52A—G. In step 4608. the energy transfer module 63114
receives the analog FM carrier signal 716. In step 4610, the
energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy transfer
signal 5206. In step 4612, the energy transfer module 63114
transfers energy from the analog FM carrier signal 716 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5206, to down—
convert the analog FM carrier signal 716 to the FM inter-
mediate signal 5212.
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The operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital 17M carrier signal 816, with refer
ence to the flowchart 4607 and the timing diagrams in FIGS.
SSA—Cr. In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304
receives the digital FM carrier signal 816. In step 4610. the
energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy transfer
signal 5306. In step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304
transfers energy [rom the digital 17M carrier signal 816 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5306, to down—
convert the digital FM carrier signal 816 to the [TM inter-
mediate signal 5212.

Example embodiments. of tlte energy transfer module
6304 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.2.3 Third Example Embodiment: Phase Modulation
1.3.3.1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of the flowchart 4607
in FIG. 4613 is described below for the analog PM carrier
signal 916. illustrated in FIG. 9C, and for the digital PM
carrier signal 1016. illustrated in FIG. 10C.
1.2.3.1.] Analog PM Carrier Signal

A process for down-converting the analog PM carrier
signal 916 in FIG. 9C to an analog PM intermediate signal
is now described for the flowchart 4607 in FIG. 46B. The

analog PM carrier signal 916 is re—illus-tratcd in FIG. 54A for
convenience. For this example. the analog PM carrier signal _-
916 oscillates at approximately 901 MIIZ. In FIG. 5413. an
analog PM carrier signal 5404 illustrates a portion of the
analog PM carrier signal 916 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 4608. which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog PM carrier
signal 916.

Step 4610 includes receiving.r an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate Farr FIG. 54C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 54-06 on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 5411. The energy transfer signal 5406 includes
a train of energy transfer pulses 5407 having non~negligible
apertures that tend away horn zero time in duration. ‘11]:
energy transfer pulses 5407 repeat at the aliasing rate, which
is deter-mined or selected as previously described. Gene rally.
when down—converting to an intermediate signal. the alias—
ing rate FAR is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more
typically, a sub-harmonic of the difference frequency Foo-p

Stop 4612 includes transferring cne rgy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to down«convert the EM signal to
the IF signal Fm. In FIG. 54D, an affected analog PM carrier
signal 5408 illustrates effects of transferring energy from the
analog PM carrier signal 916 at the aliasing rate PM. The
alTected analog PM carrier signal 5408 is illustrated on
substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 54B and 54C.

FIG. 54E illustrates a down-converted PM intermediate

signal 5412, which is generated by the down—conversion
process. The downconvertcd PM intermediate signal 5412
includes portions 5410A, which correlate with the energy
transfer pulses 5407 in FIG. 54C. and portions 5410B. which
are belwe en the energy transfer pulses 5411?. Down-
converted signal 5412. is illustrated with an arbitrary load
impedance. Iliad impedance optimizations are discussed in
Section 5 below.

Portions 5410A represent energy transferred from the
analog PM carrier signal 916 to a storage device, while
simultaneously driving an output load The portions 5410A
occur when a switching module is closed by the energy
transfer pulses 5407.

Portions 541013 represent energy stored in a storage
device continuing to drive the load. Portions 54103 occur
when the switching module is opened alter energy transfer
pulses 5407.
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Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is off-set from the
frequency of the analog PM carrier signal 716. the energy
transfer pulses 5407 "walk thmugh” the analog PM carrier
signal 916 at the difference frequency Fm”. In other words,
the energy transfer pulse 5-107 occur at different locations of
subsequent cycles of the analog PM carrier signal 916. As a
result, the energy transfer pulses 5407 capture varying
amounts ofenergy from the analog PM carrier signal 916, as
illustrated by portions 5-1-10, which provides the PM inter—
mediate signal 5412 with an oscillating frequency Fm.

In FIG. 561-F1 an analog PM intermediate signal 5414
illuerates the PM intermediate signal 5-112 on a compressed
time scale. In FIG. 540, an PM intermediate signal 5416
represents a filtered version of the PM intermediate signal
5414. The PM intermediate signal 5-116 is substantially
similar to the analog PM carrier signal 916, except that the
PM intermediate signal 5416 is at the intermediate fre-
quency. The PM intermediate signal 5416 can he demodu-
lated through any conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered PM inter—
mediate signal 5414, the filtered PM intermediate signal
5416, a partially filtered PM intermediate signal. a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
gene-rally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the PM intermediate signals 5414 in FIG. 54F and 5416 in
FIG. 54G illustrate that the PM carrier signal 916 was
successfully down—converted to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough baseband information for sullicicnt recon—
slruction.

1.2.3.12 Digital PM Carrier Signal
A process for down-converting the digital PM carrier

signal 1016 in [‘16. 10C to a digital PM signal is now
described for the flowchart 3607 in FIG. 4613. The digital
PM carrier signal 1016 is re—iltustrated in 1710. 55A for
convenience. For this example. the digital PM carrier signal
1016 oscillates at approximately 901 MIIZ. In FIG. 5511,51
digital PM carrier signal 5504 illustrates a portion of the
digital PM eaJTier signal 1016 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 46118. which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital PM carrier
signal 1016.

Step 4610 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate Iflm. 131G. 55C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5506 on substantially the same time
scale as l-‘IG. 5513. The energy transfer signal 5506 includes
a train of energy transfer pulses 5507 having non-negligible
apertures 5509 that tend away from zero time in duration.
The energy transfer pulses 550'? repeat at an aliasing rate.
which is determined or selected as previously described.
Generally, when downvconverling to an intermediate signal.
the aliasing rate If”, is substantially equal to a harmonic or.
more typically, a sub-harmonic of the dillerence frequency
Fun?"

Step 4612 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to down—convert the EM signal to
an intermediate signal 17“.». In FIG. 55D. an affected digital
PM carrier signal 5508 illustrates etfeets of transferring
energy from the digital PM carrier signal [016 at the aliasing
rule I‘lm- The atlectod digital PM carrier signal 5508 is
illustrated on substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 55B
and 55C.

FIG. 55E illustrates a down-converted PM intermediate

signal 5512, which is generated by the down-conversion
process. The down—converted PM intermediate signal 5512
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includes portions 5510A. which correlate with the energy
transfer pulses 5507 in FIG. 55C, and portions 55101], which
are between the energy transfer pulses 5507. Down-
convertcd signal 5512 is illustrated with an arbitrary load
impedance. [cad impedance optimizations are discussed in
Section 5 below.

Portions 5510A represent energy transferred from the
digital PM carrier signal 1016 to a storage device, while
sitnulttutcously driving an output load. The portions 5510A
Occur when a switching module is closed by the energy
transfer pulses 5507.

Portions 5510B: represent energy stored in a storage
device continuing to drive the load. Portions 551013 occur
when the switching module is opened alter energy transfer
pulses 5507.

Because a harmonic ofthe aliasing rate is oflset from the
frequency of the digital PM carrier signal 716, the energy
transfer Pulses 5507 "walk through” the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 at the difference frequency limp-F. In other
words. the energy transfer pulse 5507 occur at different -
locations of subsequent cycles of the digital PM carrier
signal 1016. As a result. the energy transfer pulses 5501‘r
capture varying amounts of energy from the digital PM
carrier signal 1016, as illustrated by portions 5510, which
provides the PM intermediate signal 5512 with an oscillating _-
frequency F”...

In FIG. 55F, a digital PM intermediate signal 5514
illustrates the PM intermediate signal 5512 on a compressed
time scale. In FIG. 55G, an PM intermediate signal 5516
represents a filtered version of the PM intermediate signal '
5514. The PM intermediate signal 5516 is substantially
similar to the digital PM carrier signal 1016, except that the
PM intermediate signal 5516 is at the intermediate fre-
quency. The PM intermediate signal 5516 can be demodu-
lated through any conventional demodulation technique.

The present invention can output the unfiltered PM i mer—
mediate signal 5514, the filtered PM intermediate signal
5516, a partially filtered PM intermediate signal, a stair step
output signal, etc. The choice between these embodiments is
generally a design choice that depends upon the application
of the invention.

The signals referred to herein illustrate frequency down-
convcrsion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the PM intermediate signals 5514 in FIG. 55F and 5516 in
FIG. 55G illustrate that the PM carrier signal 1016 was
successfully down-converted to an intermediate signal by
retaining enough baseband information for suficient recon—
struction.

1.2.3.2 Structural Description
Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now

described for the analog PM carrier signal 916. with refer—
ence to the flowchart 4607 and the timing diagrams in FIGS.
54A—G. In step 4608, the energy transfer module 6304
receives the analog PM carrier signal 916. in step 4610. the
energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy transfer
signal 5406. In step 4612, the energy transfer module 6304
transfers energy from the analog PM carrier signal 916 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5406, to down—
convert the analog PM carrier signal 916 to the PM inter-
mediate signal 5412.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital PM carrier signal 1016, with
reference to the flowchart 1401 and the timing diagrams in
FIGS. 55A~CL In step 4608. the energy transfer module
6304 receives the digital PM carrier signal 1016. In step
4610, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the energy
transfer signal 5506. In step 4612, the energy transfer
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module 6304 transfers energy from the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal
506. to down-convert the digital PM carrier signal 1016 to
the PM intermediate signal 5512.

Example onhodirnents of the energy transfer module
6304 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.
1.2.4 Other Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur-
poses of illustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments, ditt‘ering
slightly or substantially from those described herein, will be
apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art{s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate embodiments fall
within the scope and spirit ofthe present invention. Example
implementations of the energy transfer module 6304 are
disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

1.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational andior structural implementations

related to the method(s), structure(s), andior embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementations are presented for purposes of
illustration, and not limitation. The invention is not limited

to the particular implementation examples described therein.
Alternate implementations (including equivalents,
extensions, variations. deviations, etc. of those described
herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter-
note implementations full within the sampe and spirit of the
present invention.
2. Directly Down—Convufling an EM Signal to an Demodu—
latcd Bascba nd Signal by 'l‘ransferring Energy from the EM
Signal

In an embodiment, the invention directly down-converts
an EM signal to a baseband signal, by transferring energy
from the EM signal. This embodiment is referred to herein
as rlirect~to~data down~conversion and is illustrated by 4516
in FIG. 4513.

This embodiment can be implemented with modulated
and unmodu lated EM signals. This embodiment is described
herein using the modulated carrier signal Pm" in 1?1G. 1, as
an example. In the example, the modulated carrier signal
l-"MC. is directly down-converted to the demodulated base-
band signal Friars Upon reading the disclosure and
examples therein, one skilled in the relevant art(s) will
understand that the invention can be implemented to down—
convert any EM signal, including but not limited to, modu-
lated carrier signals and unmodulztted carrier signals.

The following sections describe methods for directly
down-converting the modulated carrier signal li‘m. to the
demodulated baseband signal Fema- Exemplary structural
embodiments for implementing the methods are also
described. It should be understood that the invention is not

limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations. etc, of the
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
artts) based on the teachings contained herein. Such
equivalents, extensions, variations, deviations, etc, are
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion.
example embodiments, and implementation examples.
3.] High Level Description

This section (including its subsections) provides a high—
Ievel description of transferring energy from the modulated
carrier signal Pm. to directly down-convert the modulated
carrier signal PM1r to the demodulated baseband signal
PURE. according to the invention. In particular. an opera-
tional process of directly down—converting the modulated
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carrier signal lg“. to the demodulated haseband signal Fm",
is described at a high-level. Also, a structural implementa~
tion for implementing this process is described at a high-
le-vel. The structural implementation is described herein for
illustrative purposes, and is not limiting. In particular. the
process described in this section can be achieved using any
number of structural implementations. one of which is
described in this section. The details of such structural

implementations will be apparent to persons skilled in the
relevant art{s} based on the teachings contained herein.
2.1.1 Operational Description

FIG. 46C depicts a flowchart 4613 that illustrates an
exemplary method for transferring energy from the mortu—
lated carrier signal FMC. to directly down—convert the mortu—
lated carrier signal 17”,: to the demodulated baseband signal
Finer 'lhe exemplary method illustrated in the flowchart
4613 is an embodiment of the flowchart 4601 in FIG. 46A.

Any and all combinations of modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease of discussion, the digital
AM carrier signal 616 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequent sec—
tions provide detailed flowehan's and descriptions for AM
and PM example embodiments. FM presents special con—
siderations that are dealt with separately in Section 111.3.
Upon reading the disclosure and examples therein, one _-
skilled in the relevant artts] will understand that the inven-

tion can. be implemented to down—convert any type of EM
signal, including any form of modulated carrier signal and
unmodulated carrier signals.

The high—level process illustrated in the flowchart 4613 is '
now described at a high level using the digital AM carrier
signal 616.1iorn FIG. 6C. The digital AM carrier signal 616
is rte-illustrated in FIG. 56A for convenience.

The process of the flowchart 4613 begins at step 4614,
which includes receiving an EM signal. Step 4613 is rep-
resented hy the digital AM carrier signal 616.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FM. FIG. 5613 illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 5602, which includes a train of energy
transfer pulses 5604 having apertures 5606 that are opti—
mized for energy transfer. The optimized apertures 5606 are
non-negligible and tend away from zero.

The non—negligible apertures 5606 can be any width other
than the period of the EM signed, or a multiple thereof. For
example. the non—negligible apertures 5606 can be less than
the period ofthe signal 616 such as, “7‘ V1. 122. 3-4, etc., of the
period of the signal 616. Alternatively, the non—negligible
apertures 5606 can be greater than the period of the signal
616. The width and amplitude of the apertures 5606 can be
optimized based on one or more of a variety of criteria, as
described in sections below.

The energy transfer pu Lees 5604 repeat at the aliasing rate
or pulse repetition rate. The aliasing rate is determined itt
accordance with E0. {2), reproduced below for conve—
nience.

Ftcrt-szf” E0. (2]

When directly down—converting an EM signal to hasehand
(i.e., euro Ill), 130. (2) becomes:

Fr =Ii'.F_m E0 {SI

Thus, to directly down—convert the AM signal 616 to a
demodulated haseband signal, the aliasing rate is substan-
IialLv equal to the frequency of the AM signal 616 or to a
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harmonic or sub-harmonic thereof. Although the aliasing
rate is too low to permit remnstrttction of higher frequency
components of the AM signal 616 {i.e., the carrier
frequency), it is high enough to permit substantial recon-

str‘tiction ofthe lower frequency modulating baseband signal31 .

Step 4618 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to directly down—convert the EM
signal to a demodulated haseband signal 1’0””. FIG. 56[.'
illustrates a demodulated baseband signal 5610 that is gen-
erated by the direct down-conversion process. The demodu-
lated baseband signal 5610 is similar to the digital modu-
lating hasehand signal 310 in FIG. 3.

FIG. 56D depicts a filtered demodulated basebartd signal
5612, which can be generated from the demodulated base—
band signal 5610. The invention can thus generate a filtered
output signal, a partially littered output signal, or a relatively
unfiltered output signal. The choice between filtered, par-
tially filtered and non-filtered output signals is generally a
design choice that depends upon the application of the
invention.

2.1.2 Structural Description
In an embodiment, the energy transfer system 6302 trans—

fers energy from any type of EM signal, including modu—
lated carrier signals and unmodulated carrier signal. to
directly down-convert the EM signal to a demodulated
liaseliand signal. Preferably, the energy transfer system 6302
transfers energy from the EM signal 1304 to down—convert
it to demodulated haseband signal in the manner shown in
the operational flowchart 4613. However, it should be under»
stood that the scope and spirit of the invention includes other
structural embodiments [or performing the steps of the
flowchart 4613. The specifics of the other structural embodi-
ments will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
ants} based on the discussion contained herein.

Operation of the energy transfer wetem 6302 is now
described in at a high level for the digital AM carrier signal
616, with reference to the flowehart 4613 and the Liming
diagrams illustrated in FIGS. 56A—D. In step 4614, the
energy transfer module 6304 receives the digital AM ea rrier
signal 616. In step 4616, the energy transfer module 6304
receives the energy transfer signal 5602. In step 4618, the
energy Lransler module 6304 transfers energy from the
digital AM carrier signal 616 at the aliasing rate to directly
down—convert it to the dcmodula ted baseband signal 5610.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.2 Example Embodiments
Various embodiments related to the method(s) and

structure(s) described above are presented in this section
{and its subsections). These embodiments are described
herein for purposes of illustration, and not limitation. The
invention is not limited to these embodiments. Alternate

embodiments (including equivalents, extensions, variations.
deviations. etc. of the embodiments described herein) will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant nrt{s} based on
the teachings contained herein. The invention is intended
and adapted to include such alternate embodimenL-s.

The method for down-converting the EM signal to the
demodulated hasebartd signs] Fm“, illustrated in the flow-
chart 4613 of FIG. 46C, can be implemented with various
types of modulated can'ier signals including, but not limited
to, AM, PM, etc_, or any combination thereof. The flowchart
4613 of FIG. 46C is described below forAM and PM. The

exemplary descriptions below are intended to facilitate an
understanding of the present invention. The present inven—
tion is not limited to or by the exemplary embodiments
below.
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2.2.1 First Example Embodiment: Amplitude Modulation band signal 5716. a partially filtered demodulated baseband
3.2.1.1 Operational Description signal, a stair step output signal, etc. 'lhe choice between

Operation ofthe exemplary process. of the flowchart 4613
in FIG. 46C is described below for the analog AM carrier
signal 516, illustrated in FIG. 5C. and for the digital AM
carrier signal 616. illustrated in FIG. 6C.
2.2.1.]..1 Analog AM Carrier Signal

A process for directly down-converting the analog AM
carrier signal 516 in FIG. SC to El demodulated hascb‘and
signal is now described with relcrence to the flowchart 4613
in FIG. 46C. The analog AM carrier signal 516 is
re-illustrated in 57A for convenience. For this example, the
analog AM carrier signal 516 oscillates at approximately
900 MHZ. In FIG. 5713. an analogAM carrier signal portion
S704 illustrates a portion of the analogAM carrier signal 516
on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 4614. which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog AM carrier
signal 516.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FM. In FIG. 57C. an example energy
transfer signal 5706 is illustrated on approximately the same
time scale as FIG. 57B. The energy transfer signal 5706
includes a train of energy transfer pulses 570’?' having
non-negligible apertures that tend away from 71:11) Lime in s
duration. The energy transfer pulses 5707 repeat at the
aliasing rate, which is determined or selected as previously
described. Generally, when down-converting an EM signal
to a demodulated baseband signal. the aliasing rate F” is
substantially equal to a harmonic or. more typically, a
subaharmonic of the EM signal.

Step 4618 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the [EM
signal to the demodulated baseband signal Fens In FIG.
571), an affected analog AM carrier signal 5703 illustrates
sheets of transferring energy from the analog AM carrier
signal 516 at the aliasing rate FM. The affected analog AM
carrier signal 5708 is illustrated on substantially the same
time scale as FIGS. 57B and 57C.

PEG. 5715 illustrates a demodulated baseband signal 5712.
which is generated by the down-conversion process.
Because a harmonic ofthe aliasing rate is substantially equal
to the frequency of the signal 516, essentially no IF is
produced. The only substantial aliased component is the
baseband signal. The demodulated baseband signal 5712 is
illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load imped-
ance optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

The demodulated basehand signal 5712 includes portions
S710A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5707
in FIG. 57C. and portions 571011. which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5707. Portions 5710A represent
energy transferred from the analog AM carrier signal 516 to
a storage device. while simultaneously driving an output
load. The portions 5710Aoccur when a switching module is
closed by the energy transfer pulses 5707. Portions 571013 .
represent energy stored in a storage device continuing to
drive the toad. Portions 571013 occur when the switching
module is opened after energy transfer pulses 5707.

In FIG. 57F. 21 demodulated baseband signal 5716 repre-
sents a filtered version of the demodulated baseband signal
5712, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated Itasc—
band signal 5716 is substantially similar to the modulating
baseband signal 210 and can be further processed using any
signal processing techniquets) without further down-
eonversion or demodulation.

The present invention can output the unfiltered demodu-
lated baseband signal 5712. the filtered demodulated base—
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these embodiments is generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention.

The aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the demodulated baseband signal for
amplitude output and polarity. as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down-
conversirna in accordance with the invention. For example.
the demodulated hasehand signals 5712 in FIG. 5715. and
5716 in FIG. 57F illustrate that the analogAM carrier signal
516 was directly down-converted to a demodulated base-
band signal by retaining enough baseband information for
sufficient reconstruction.

22.1.1.2 Digital AM Carrier Signal
A process for directly downconverting the digital AM

carrier signal 616 in FIG. 6(‘ to a demodulated hasehand
signal is now described for the flowchart 4613 in F10. 46C
The digital AM carrier signal 616 is re-illttstraled in 58A for
convenience. For this example. the digital AM carrier signal
616 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ. In FIG. 5813, a
digitalAM carrier signal portion 5804 illustrates a portion of
the digital AM carrier signal 616 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 4614. which include-s receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital AM carrier
signal 616.

Step 4616 interludes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate F“. In FIG. 58C, an example energy
transfer signal 5806 is illustrated on approximately the same
time scale as FIG. 5813. The energy transfer signal 5806
includes a train of energy transfer pulses 5807 having
non-negligible apertures that tend away from zero time in
duration. 'lhe energy transfer puLses 5807 repeat at the
aliasing rate, which is determined or selected as previously
described. Generally, when directly down-converting an 11M
signal to a demodulated t-tasehand signal, the aliasing rate
1:” is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically.
a sub»harmonic of the EM signal.

Step 4618 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to directly down—convert the EM
signal to the demodulated basehand signal FDME. In FIG.
581). an alfected digital AM carrier signal 5308 illustrates
effects of Lransferring energy from the digital AM carrier
signal 616 at the aliasing rate FM. The affected digital AM
carrier signal 5308 is illustrated on substantially the same
time scale as FIGS. 58B and 586‘.

FIG. 58E illustrates a demodulated baseband signal 5812,
which is generated by the down-conversion process.
Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially equal
to the frequency of the signal 616, essentially no [F is
produced. The only substantial aliased component is the
basebartd signal. The demodulated baseband signal 5812 is
illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load imped—
ance optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

The demodulated baseband signal 5812 includes portions
5310A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 580’?
in FIG. 58C, and portions 581013. which are between the
energy transfer pu Lses 5807. Portions 5810A represent
energy transferred from the digital AM carrier signal 616 to
a storage device, while simultaneously driving an output
load. The portions 5810A occur when a switching module is
closed by the energy transfer pulses 5807. Portions 5810B
represent energy stored in a storage device continuing to
drive the load. Portions 58108 occur when the switching
module is opened after energy transfer pulses 5807.

In FIG. 58F, a demodulated basehand signal 5816 repre-
sents a filtered version of the demodulated baseband signal
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5812, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated base-
band signal 5816 is substantially similar to the modulating
baseband signal 310 and can he further processed using any
signal processing techniqucts} without further down—
eonversion or dernodu lation.

The present invention can output the unfiltered demodu—
lated baseband signal 5812. the filtered demodulated base—
band signal 5816, a partially filtered demodulated haseband
signal. a stair step output signal, etc. The choice between
these embodiments is generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention.

The aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the downconverted signal for ampli—
tude output and polarity, as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down—
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the demodulated baseband signals 5812 in FIG. 5815 and
5816 in FIG. 58F illustrate that the digital r M carrier signal
616 was directly down-converted to a demodulated base-
band signal by retaining enough hasehand information for
sufficient reconstruction.

2.2.1.2 Structural Description
In an embodiment, the energy transfer module 6304

preferably transfers energy from the EM signal to directlyr
down-convert it to a demodulated baseband signal in the _-
manner shown in the operational [lowehart 4613. But it
should he understood that the scope and spirit of the inven-
tion includes other structural embodiments for performing
the steps of the flowchart 1413. The specifics of the other
structural embodiments will be apparent to persons skilled in
the relevant art(s) based on the discussion contained herein.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital AM carrier signal 516, with refer-
ence to the flowchart 4613 and the tinting diagrams in FIGS.
57/14". In step 4612, the energy transfer module 6404
receives the analog AM carrier signal 516. In step 4614. the
energy transfer module 6404 receives the energy transfer
signal 5706. In step 4618, the energy transfer module 6404
transfers energy from the analog AM carrier signal 516 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5706, to directly
down-convert the digital AM carrier signal 516 to the
demodulated hasehand signals 5712 or 5716.

The operation of the energy transfer system 6403 is now
described for the digital AM carrier signal 616, with refer—
ence to the flowchart 4613 and the timing diagrams in FIGS.
SSA—1“. In step 4614-, the energy transfer module 6404
receives the digital AM carrier signal 616. In step 4616, the
energy transfer module 6404 receives the energy transfer
signal 5806. In step 4618, the energy transfer module 6404
transfers energy from the digital AM can'ier signal 616 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5806. to directly
downconvert the digital AM carrier signal 616 to the
dctttodulated baseband signals 5812 or 5816.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are- disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.2.3 Second anmplc Embodiment: Phase Modulation
2.2.2.1 Operational Description

Operation of the exemplary process of flowchart 4613 in
FIG. 46C is described below for the analog PM carrier signal
916, illustrated in FIG. 9C and for the digital PM carrier
signal 1016, illustrated in FIG. 10C.
3.12.1.1 Analog PM Carrier Signal

A process for directly down—converting the analog PM
carrier signal 916 to a demodulated baseband signal is now
described for the flowchart 4613 in FIG. 46(.‘. The analog
PM carrier signal 916 is re-illustrated in 59A for conve-
nience. For this example, the analog PM carrier signal 916
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oscillates at approximately 900 M1 12. In FIG. 5913, an
analog PM carrier sigta] portion 5904 illustrates a portion of
the analog PM carrier signal 916 on an expanded time scale.

The process begins at step 46.14, which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the analog PM carrier
signal 916.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate It“. In 1" IG. 59C, an example energy
transfer signal 5906 is illustrated on approximately the same
time scale as FIG. 5913. The energy transfer Signal 5906
includes a Lrain of energy transfer pulses 5907 having
non-negligible apertures that tend away from Zero time in
duration. the energy transfer pulses 590? repeat at the
aliasing rate, which is determined or selected as previously
described. Generally, when directly down—converting an 13M
signal to a demodulated baseband signal, the aliasing rate
FA“ is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more. typically,
a sub-harmonic of the EM signal.

Step 4618 includes transferring energy from the EM
signal at the aliasing rate to directly down—convert the EM
signal to the demodulated baseltand signal From In FIG.
59D, an affected analog PM carrier signal 5908 illustrates
effects of transferring energy from the analog PM carrier
signal 916 at the aliasing rate F“. The ttll'ected analog PM
carrier signal 5908 is illustrated on substantially the same
time. scale as FIGS. 5911 and 59C.

FIG. 59E illustrates a demodulated baseband signal 5912.
which is generated by the down-conversion process.
Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially equal
to the frequency of the signal 516, essentially on [F is
produced. The only substantial aliascd component is the
haseband signal. The demodulated baseband signal S912 is
illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load imped-
ance optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

the demodulated baseband signal 5912 includes portions
5910A, which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 5110’?r
in FIG. 59C. and ponions 59108. which are between the
energy transfer pulses 5907. Portions 5910A represent
energy Ira nsferred from the analog PM carrier signal 916 to
a storage device, while simultaneously driving an output
load. The portions 5910A occur when a switching module is
closed by the energy transfer pulses 5907. Portions 591013
represent energy stored in a storage device continuing to
drive the load. Portions 5910B. occur when the switching
module is opened after energy transfer pulses 5907.

In FIG. 5911‘, a demodulated baseband signal 5916 reprte~
sents a filtered version of the demodulated baseband signal
5912, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated base-
band signal 5916 is substantially similar to the modulating
Irasehand signal 210 and can be further pmcessed using any
signal processing techniquetsl without further down—
conversion or demodulation. The present invention can
output the unfiltered demodulated base-band 5912. the id—
tered demodulated basehand signal 5916. a partiallyr filtered
demodulated baseband signal, a stair step output signal, etc.
The choice between these embodiments is generally a design
choice that depends upon the application of the invention.

The aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity. as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down—
oonversion in accordance with the invention. For example.
the demodulated basebancl signals 5912 in FIG. 595 and
5916 in FIG. 59F illustrate that the analog PM carrier signal
916 was successfully down—converted to a demodulated
hasehand signal by retaining enough hasehand infonnation
for sufficient reconstruction.
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I 2.2.2.12 Digital PM (.‘arrier Signal
A process for directly down-convertirtg the digital PM

carrier signal 1016 in FIG. 6C to a demodulated haseband
signal is now described for the flowchart 4613 in FIG. 46C.
The digital PM carrier signal 1016 is rc—illustratcd in 60A for
convenience. For this example. the digital PM carrier signal
1016 oscillates at approximately 900 MHZ. In FIG. 6013, a
digital PM carrier signal portion 6004 Illustrates a portion of
the digital PM carrier signal 1016 on an expanded time
scale.

The process begins at step 4614, which includes receiving
an EM signal. This is represented by the digital PM carrier
signal 1016.

Step 4616 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
PAR. In FIG. 60C, an example energy transfer signal 6006 is
illustrated on approximately the same time scale as FIG.
6013. The energy transfer signal 6006 includes a train of
energy transfer pu lses 6007 having non-negligible apertures
that tend away from zero time in duration. The energy
transfer pulses 6007 repeat at the aliasing rate, which is
determined or selected as previously described. Generally. -
when directly down—converting an EM signal to a demodu-
lated baseband signal, the aliasing rate PM is substantially
equal to a harmonic or. more typically. a sub—harmonic of the
EM signal.

MF Step 4618 includes transferring energy from the EM _-
signal at the aliasing rate to directly down-convert the EM
signal to the demodulated baseband signal FDMH. In FIG.
60!). an affected digital PM carrier signal 6008 illustrates
efiects of transferring energy from the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 at the aliasing rate FA“. The affected digital PM
carrier signal 6008 is illustrated on substantially the same
time scale as PIGS. 608 and 60C.

FIG. 601i illustrates a demodulated basebanrl signal 6012,
which is generated by the down-conversion process.
Because a harmonic of the aliasing rate is substantially equal
to the frequency of the signal 1016, essentially no IF is
produced. The only substantial aliasc-d component is the
baseband signal. The demodulated baschand signal 6012 is
illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. load imped-
ance optimizations are diseusscd in Section 5 below.

The demodulated basehand signal 6012 includes portions
6010A. which correlate with the energy transfer pulses 6007
in FIG. 60C, and portions 6010131 which are between the
energy transfer pulses 600?. Portions 6010A represent
energy transferred from the digital PM carrier signal 1016 to
a storage device, while simultaneously driving an output
load. The portions 6010A occur when a switching module is
closed by the energy transfer pulses 6007. Portions 6011!
represent energy stored in a storage device continuing to
drive the load. Portions 601013 occur when the switching .
module is opened alter energy transfer pulses 6007.

In FIG. 60F. a demodulated baseband signal 6016 repre—
sents a filtered version of the demodulated baseband signal
6012, on a compressed time scale. The demodulated Itasc—
band signal 6016 is substantially similar to the modulating .
baseband signal 310 and can be further processed using any
signal processing technique(s) without further down-
conversion or demodulation.

The present invention can output the unfiltered demodu-
lated baseband signal 6012, the littered demodulated base»
band signal 6016, a partially filtered demodulated hascband
signal, rt stair step output signal, etc. The choice between
these embodiments is generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention.

The aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.
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The drawings referred to herein illustrate direct down-
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the demodulated baseband signals 6012 in FIG. 6013 and
6016 in FIG. 60F illustrate that the digital PM carrier signal
1016 was successfully dorm—mnverted to a demodulated
bascband signal by retaining enough baseband information
for suflicient reconstruction.

2.2.2.2 Structural Description
In an embodiment, the energy transfer system 6302 pref—

erably transfers energy from an EM signal to directly
down—convert it to a demodulated baseband signal in the
manner shown in the operational flowchart 4613. But it
should be understood that the scope and spirit of the inven—
tion includes other structural embodiments for perfon'rting
the steps of the flowchart 1413. The specifics of the other
structural embodiments will be apparent to persons skilled in
lhe relevant art(s) based on the discussion contained herein.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is new
described for the analog PM carrier signal 916, with refer-
ence tothe flowchart 4613 and the timing diagrams in FIGS.
59A F. In Step 4614, the energy transfer module 6304
receives the analog PM carrier signal 916. In step 4616, the
cncrgy transfer module 6304 receives the energy transfer
signal 5906. In step 4618. the energy transfer module 6304-
transfers energy from the analog PM carrier signal 916 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 5906, to directly
down—convert the analog PM carrier signal 916 to the
demodulated baseband signals 5912 or 5916.

Operation of the energy transfer system 6302 is now
described for the digital PM carrier signal 1016, with
reference to the flowchart 4613 and to the timing diagrams
in FIGS. 60A—li. In step 4614, the energy transfer module
6404 receives the digital PM carrier signal 1016. In step
4616, the energy transfer module 64-04 receives the energy
transfer signal 6006. In step 4618. the energy transfer
module 6404 transfers energy from the digital PM carrier
signal 1016 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal
6006. to directly downconvert the digital PM carrier signal
1016 to the demodulated baseband signal 6012 or 6016.

Example implementations of the energy transfer modu 1c
6302 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.
2.2.3 Other Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur—
poses ot‘ illustration. 'Ihese embodiments are not intended to
limit the invention. Alternate embodiments, differing
slightly or substantially from those described herein, will be
apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate embodiments fall
within the scope and spirit of the present invention. Example
implementations of the energy transfer module 6302 are
disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

2.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational auditor structural implementations

related to the methodt's), structurets), auditor embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementations are presented for purposes of
illustration. and not limitation. The invention is not limited

to the particular implementation examples described therein.
Alternate implementations [including equivalents,
extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of those described
herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter—
nate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
3. Modulation Conversion

In an embodiment, the invention down-converts an FM

carrier signal FEW to a non—FM signal FWDWF, _, by
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transferring energy from the FM carrier signal Fm“. at an
aliasing rate. This embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 4513 as
4518.

In an example embodiment, the FM carrier signal Frarc is
down-converted to a phase modulated (I’M) signal Flew In
another example embodiment, the FM carrier signal FFMC is
downconverted to an amplitude modulated {AM} signal
FM. The down-converted signal can be demodulated with
any conventional demodulation technique to obtain a
demodulated baseband signal ["pr

The invention can be implemented with any type of FM
signal. Exemplary embodiments are provided below for
down—converting a frequency shift keying [FSIQ signal to a
non—FSK signal. FSK is a sub—set of FM, wherein an FM
signal shifts or switches between two or more frequencies.
FSK is typically used for digital modulating baseband
signals, such as the digital modulating baseband signal 310
in FIG. .3. For example, in FIG. 8, the digital FM signal 816
is an I'SK signal that shifts between an upper frequency and
a lower frequency. corresponding to amplitude sh i'hs in the -
digital modulating baseband signal 310. The FSK signal 816
is used in example embodiments below.

In a first example embodiment, energy is transferred from
the FSK signal 816 at an aliasing rate that is based on a
mid-point between the upper and lower Frequencies of the _-
FSK signal 816. When the aliasing rate is based on the
mid-point. the FSK signal 816 is down-converted to a phase
shift keying {PSK} signal. PSK is a sub-set of phase
modulation. wherein a PM signal shifts or switches between
two or more phases. PSK is typically used for digital '
modulating Ilaseband signals. For example, in FIG. 10, the
digital PM signal 1016 is a I’SK signal that shifts between
two phases. The PSK signal 1016 can be demodulated by
any conventional PSK demodulation teehnique(s).

In a second example embodiment, energy is transferred
from the FSK signal 816 at an aliasing rate that is based upon
either the upper frequency or the lower frequency of the FSK
signal 816. When the aliasing rate is based upon the upper
frequency or the lower frequency of the IT'SK signal 816, the
FSK signal 316 is tlownconverted to an amplitude shift
keying (ASK) signal. ASK is a sub-set of amplitude
modulation, wherein an AM signal shifts or switches
between two or more amplitudes. ASK is typically used for
digital modulating baseband signals. For exa mple, in FIG. 6,
the digital AM signal 616 is an ASK signal that shifts
between the first amplitude and the second amplitude. 'lhc
ASK. signal 616 can be demodulated by any conventional
ASK demodulation tech nique(s).

The following sections describe methods for transferring
energy from an FM carrier signal Fem: to down-convert iI
to the non—FM signal PWOMFM. Exemplary structural
embodiments for implementing the methods are also
described. It should be understood that the invention is not

limited to the particular embodiments described below.
Equivalents, extensions. variations, deviations, etc, of the .
following will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such
equivalents. extensions, variations, deviations, etc, are
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.

The following sections include a high level discussion,
example embodiments, and implementation examples.
3.1 High Level Description

This section (including its subsections} provides a high—
level deseriplion of transferring energy from the I:M carrier
signal FE" to down—convert it to the non—FM signal Fryers:
so), according to the invention. In particular, an operational
process for down—converting the FM carrier signal FW to
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the non-I’M signal l:,_\rgy.,r.3") is described at a high-level.
Also. a structural implementation for implementing this
process is described all a high-level. The structural imple-
mental ion is described herein for illustrative purposes, and
is not limiting. In particular. the process described in this
section can be achieved using any number of structural
implementations, one of which is described in this section.
The details of such structural implementations will be appar-
ent to persons skilled in the relevant arl(s) based on the
teachings contained herein.
3.1.1 Operational Description

FIG. 46D depicts a flowchart 4619 that illustrates an
exemplary method for down—converting the FM carrier

signal Fm“. to the non«FM signal FiNon‘o-‘m-Thc exemplary
method illustrated in the Ilowehart 4619 is an embodiment
of the flowchart 4601 in FIG. 46A.

Any and all forms of frequency modulation techniques are
valid for this invention. For ease of discussion, the digital
FM carrier (FSK) signal 816 is used to illustrate a high level
operational description of the invention. Subsequent sec—
tions provide detailed flowcharts and descriptions for the
1-311 signal 816. Upon reading the disclosure and examples
therein. one skilled in the relevant artts) will understand that
the invention can be implemented to down—convert any type
of FM signal.

The method illustrated in the flowchart 4619 is described

below at a high level for down-converting the FSK signal
816 in FIG. SC to a PSK signal. The FSK signal 816 is
re—illustratcd in FIG. 84A for convenience.

The process of the flowchart 4619 begins at step 4621].
which includes receiving an FM signal. This is represented
by the USE; signal 816. The F‘SK signal 516 shifts between
a first frequency 8410 and a second frequency 8412. The first
frequency 8410 can be higher or lower than the second
frequency 84l2. In an exemplary embodiment, the first
frequency 8410 is approximately 800 MHZ and the second
frequency 8412 is approximately 901 MHZ.

Step 4622 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate FM. 1316.84]! illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 3402 which includes a train of energy
transfer pulses 8403 having non-negligible apertures 8405
that tend away from zero Lime in duration.

The energy transfer pulses 8403 repeat at the aliasing rate
FAR, which is determined or selected as previously
described. Generally, when down—converting an FM carrier

signal FFMC to a non-I’M signal lilNOA-Jm, the aliasing rate
is substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a
sub-hanuonie of a frequency within the FM signal. In this
example overview embodiment, where the FSK signal 816
is to be down-converted to a PSK signal, the aliasing rate is
substantially equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a
sub—harmonic of the mid—point between the first frequency
3410 and the second frequency 3412. For the present
example, the mid—point is approximately 900 MHZ.

Step 4624 includes transferring energy from the FM
carrier signal Fem: at the aliasing rate to down-convert the
FM carrier signal 17pm. to the non-FM signal I'm—”MM”.
FIG. 84C illustrates a PSK signal 8404, which is generated
by the modulation conversion process.

When the second frequency 3412 is under—sampled, the
PSK signals-1M has a frequency of approximately I MHZ
and is used as a phase reference. When the first frequency
8410 is under~sampled, the PSK signal 8-104 has a frequency
of l M112. and is phase shifted 180 degrees from the phase
reference.

FIG. 84D depicts. a PSK signal 3406, which is a filtered
version of the PSK signal 8404. The invention can thus
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generate a filtered output signaL a partially filtered output
signal, or a relatively unfiltered stair step output signal. The
choice betvveen filtered. partially filtered and non-filtered
output signals is generally a design choice that depends upon
the application of the invention.

The aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably
controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli—
tude output and polarity, as desired.

Detailed exemplary embodiments for down-converting an
liSK signal to a PSK signal and for down-converting an 133K
signal to an ASK signal are provided below.
3.1 .2 Structural Description

FIG. 63 illustrates the energy transfer system 6302
according to an embodiment of the invention. The energy
transfer system 6302 includes the energy transfer module
6304. The energy transfer system 6302 is an example
embodiment of the generic aliasing system 1302 in FIG. 13.

In a modulation conversion embodiment, the EM signal
1304 is an FM carrier signal Fm“. and the energy transfer
module 6304 transfers energy from FM carrier signal at a
harmonic or, more typically. a sub—harmonic of a frequency
within the FM frequency band. Preferably, the energy trans-
fer module 6304 transfers energy from the FM carrier signal
FF”. to down—convert it to a non—FM signal F MWFM, in
the manner shown in the operational flowchart 61619. Ilut it
should be understood that the scope and spirit of the inven- __
lion includes other structural embodiments for performing
the steps of the flowchart 46l9. The specifics of the other
structural embodiments will be apparent to persons skilled in
the relevant artfs) based on the discussion contained herein.

The operation of the energy transfer systcm 6302. shall
now be described with reference to the flowchart I1619 and

the timing diagrams of FIGS. R4A~R4D. In step 4620, the
energy transfer module 6304 receive-s the FSK signal 816. In
step 4622, the energy transfer module 6304 receives the
energy transfer signal 8-1-02. In step 4624, the energy transfer
module 6304 transfers energy from the FSK signal 816 at the
aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal 8402 to down
convert the FSK signal 816 to the PSI: signal 8404 or 8406.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are provided in Section 4 below.
3.2 Example Embodiments

Various embodiments related to the metltod(s} and
structurets) described above are presented in this section
(and its submctions). These embodiments are described
herein for purposes of illustration, and not limitation. The
invention is not limited to these embodiments. Alternate

embodiments (including equivalents, extensions, variations,
deviations, ctc., of the embodiments described herein} will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant ants) based on
the teachings contained herein. The invention is intended
and adapted to include such alternate embodiments.

The method for downconvcrtlng an FM carrier signal
FF“; to it non—FM signal, FINN-JR”, illustrated in the
flowchart 4619 of FIG. 461). can be implemented with any
type of FM carrier signal including, but not limited to, FSK.
signals. The flowehart 4619I is described in detail below for
down—converting an IJSK signal to a PSK sig'lal and for
down-converting a PSK signal to an ASK signal. The
exemplary descriptions below are intended to facilitate an
understanding of the present invention. The present inven-
tion is not limited to or by the exemplary embodiments
hclow.

3.2.1 liirst Examplc Embodiment: Down—Converting an FM
Signal to a PM Signal
3.2.1.1 Operational Description

A process for down-converting the FSK signal 816 in
FIG. 8C In a PSK signal is now described for the flowchart
461‘) in FIG. 46D.
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The liSK signal 816 is Iii-illustrated in FIG. 61A for
convenience. The liSK signal 816 shifts between a first
frequency 6106 and a second frequency 6108. In the exem-
plary embodiment, the first frequency 6106 is 10ch than the
second frequency 6108. In an alternative embodiment. the
first frequency 6106 is higher than the second frequency
6103. For this example, the first frequency 6106 is approxi—
mately 899 MHZ and the second frequency 6108 is approxi—
mately 901 MIIZ.

MG. 6113 illustrates an [iSK signal portion 6104 that
represent. a portion of the FSK signal 816 on an expanded
time scale.

The process begins at step 4620, which includes receiving
an FM signal. This is represented by the FSK signal 816.

Step 4622 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing ran: PM. FIG. 61C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 610'? on approximately the same time
scale as MG. 6113, The energy transfer signal 6107 includes
a train of energy transfer pulses 6109 having min-negligible
apertures that tend away from hero time in duraLion. The
energy transfer pulses 6109 repeat at the aliasing rate FM,
which is determined or selected as described above.

Gene-rally, when down—converting an FM signal to a non—FM
signal, the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a harmonic
or, more typically, a sub-harmonic of a frequency within the
FM signal.

In this example, where an FSK signal is being down-
converted to at PSK signal. the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to a harmonic or, more typically, a sulwharrnonic, of
the mid-point between the frequencies 6106 and 6108. In
this example, where the first frequency 6106 is 899 MHZ.
and second frequency 6108 is 901 MHZ, the mid—point is
approximately 911" MHZ. Suitable aliasing rates thus
include 1.8 (3.112, 9110 M112, 1150 MIIZ, etc.

Step 4624 includes transferring energy from the FM
signal at the aliasing rate to down-convert it to the non-[I'M
signal FWONJm. In FIG. 611). an affected PSK signal 6118
illustrates effects of transferring energy from the FSK signal
816 at the aliasing rate PM. The affected 135K signal 6118 is
illustrated on substantially the same time scale as FIGS. 6115
and tilt".

FIG. 611; illustrates a I’SK signal 6112, which is gonor—
aled by the modulation conversion process. PSK signal 6112
is illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. load imperi-
ance optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

The PSK signal 6112 includes portions 6110A, which
correlate with the energy transfer pulses 6107 in FIG. 61C.
The PSK signal 6112 also includes portions 6111113, which
are between the energy transfer pulses 6109. Portions 6110A
represent energy transferred from the li'SK 316 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. The
portions 6110A occur when a switching module is closed by
the energy transfer pulses 6109. Portions 611013 represent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the
load. Portions 6110B occur when the switching module is
opened after energy transfer pulses 6107.

In FIG. 61F, a PSK signal 6114 represents a filtered
version of the PSK signal 6112. on a compressed time scale.
The present invention can output the unfiltered demodulated
basebnnd signal 6112, the filtered demodulated baseband
signal 6114. a partially filtered demodulated bascband
signal, a stair step output signal, etc. The choice between
these embodiments is generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention. The PSK signals 6112
and 6114 can be demodulated with a conventional demodu—

lation technique(s).
The aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably

controlled to optimize the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output and polarity, as desired.
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The drawings referred to herein illustrate modulation
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the PSK signals 6112 in FIG. 6113 and 6l14 in FIG. 6lF
illustrate that the FSK signal 816 was successfully down—
coovertcd to a. PSK signal by retaining enough baseband
information for sufficient rcconsuuction.

3.2.1.2 Stntetural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 1602 is now

described for down—converting the FSK signal 816 to a PSK
signal, with reference to the flowchart 4619 and to the Liming
diagrams of FIGS. 61A—E. In step 4620, the energy transfer
module 1606 receives the FSK signal 816 (FIG. 61A). In
step 462. the energy transfer module 1606 receives the
energy transfer signal 610'? (FIG. 61C). In step 4624, the
energy transfer module 1606 transfers energy from the FSK
signal 816 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal
610761 downwconverl the IiSK signal 816 to the PSK signal
6112 in FIG. 6113 or the PSK signal 6114 in FIG. 61F.
3.2.2 Second Example Embodiment: Down-Converting an
FM Signal to an AM Signal
3.2.2.1 Operational Description

A process for down—converting the FSK signal 816 in
FIG. 8C In an ASK signal is now described for the flowchart
4619 in FIG. 460.

The FSK signal 816 is re-illLLstratod in FIG. 62A for _-
convenience. The FSK signal 816 shifts between a first
frequency 6206 and a second frequency 6208. In the exem-
plary embodiment, the first frequency 6206 is lower than the
second frequency 6208. In an altemative embodiment, the
first frequency 6206 is higher than the second frequency
6208. For this example, the first frequency 6206 is approxi—
mately 899 M112 and the second frequency 6208 is approxi-
mately 90] MIIZ.

FIG. 62]] illustrates an FSK signal portion 6204 that
represents a portion of the l-‘SK signal 816 on an expanded
time scale.

The process begins at step 4620. which includes receiving
an FM signal. This is represented by the f'SK signal 816.

Step 4622 includes receiving an energy transfer signal
having an aliasing rate [7“. FIG. 62C illustrates an example
energy transfer signal 620’"! on approximately the same time
scale as FIG. 6213. The energy transfer signal 6207 includes
a train of energy transfer puLses 6209 ltaving non-negligible
apertures that tend away from zero time in duration. The
energy transfer pulses 6209 repeat at the aliasing rate Em.
which is determined or selected as described above.

Generally, wtten downeoavcrting an I‘M signal to a non—FM
signal, the aliasing rate is substantially equal to a harmonic
or, more typically, a sub-harmonic of a frequency within the
FM signal.

In this example. where an FSK signal is being down—
converted to an ASK signal. the aliasing rate is substantially
equal to a harmonic or. more typically, a sub—harmonic, of
either the first frequency 6206 or the second frequency 6208.
In this example. where the first frequency 6206 is 899 M112
and the second frequency 6208 is 901 MHZ, the aliasing rate
can be substantially equal to a harmonic or sub-harmonic of
899 MHZ or 901 MHZ.

Step 4624 includes transferring energy from the FM
signal at the aliasing rate to down—convert it to the non—FM

signal FWGMFM). In FIG. 62D. an affected FSK signal 6218
illustrates cIIeCIs of transferring energy from the IiSK signal
816 at the aliasing rate Fan The affected FSK signal 6218
is illustrated on substantially the same Lime scale as FIGS.
62B and 626‘.

FIG. 62E illustrates an ASK signal 6212, which is gen-
erated by the modulation conversion process. ASK signal
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6212 is illustrated with an arbitrary load impedance. Load
impedance optimizations are discussed in Section 5 below.

The ASK signal 6312 includes portions 6210A, which
correlate with the energy transfer pulses 6209 in FIG. 62C.
The ASK signal 6212 also includes portions 62108, which
are between the energy transfer pulses 6209. Portions 6210A
represent energy transferred from the FSK 816 to a storage
device, while simultaneously driving an output load. Por-
tions 6210A occur when a switching module is closed by the
energy transfer pulses 620T. Portions 621013 reprCSent
energy stored in a storage device continuing to drive the
load. Portions 621013 occur when the switching module is
opened after energy transfer pulses 6207.

In FIG. 62F, an ASK signal 6214 repremnts a filtered
version of the ASK. signal 6212, on a compressed time scale.
The present invention can output the unfiltered demodulated
haseband signal 6212, the liltered demodulated hasehand
signal 6214, a partially filtered demodulated baseband
signal. a stair step output signal, etc. The choice between
these embodiments is generally a design choice that depends
upon the application of the invention. The ASK signals 6212
and 6214 can be demodulated with a conventional demodu—

lation teehniquets).
The aliasing rate of the energy transfer signal is preferably

controlled to optimizer: the down-converted signal for ampli-
tude output andi'or polarity. as desired.

The drawings referred to herein illustrate modulation
conversion in accordance with the invention. For example,
the ASK signals 6212 in FIG. 62B and 6214 in FIG. 62F
illustrate that the FSK Signal 816 was successfully down—
oonverted to an ASK signal by retaining enough baseband
information for sufficient reeonstruotion.

3.2.2.2 Structural Description
The operation of the energy transfer system 1602 is now

described for down-converting the FSK signal 816 to an
ASK signal. with reference to the flowchart 4619 and to the
timing diagrams of FIGS. 62A—f“. In step 4620, the energy
transfer module 6304 receives the FSK signal 816 (FIG.
62A). In step 4622, the energy transfer module. 6304
receives the energy transfer Sign] 6207 (FIG. 62C). In step
4624, the energy transfer module 6304 Ll'ttrtsfers energy from
the IiSK signal 818 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer
signal 6207 to down—convert the FSK signal 816 to the ASK
signal 6212 in FIG. 62E or thcASKsignal 6214 in FIG. 62F.
3.2.3 Other Example Embodiments

The embodiments described above are provided for pur-
poses ot‘ illustration. These embodiments are not intended to
limit the iHVention. Alternate embodiments, differing
slightly or substantially from those described herein, will be
apparent to persons skilled in the relevant att(s) based on the
teachings contained herein. Such alternate embodiments fall
within the scope and spirit of the present invention.

Example implementations of the energy transfer module
6302 are disclosed in Sections 4 and 5 below.

3.3 Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational andflor stntctttral implementations

related to the methodts}. structure(s). andior embodiments
described above are presented in Sections 4 and 5 below.
These implementations are presented for purposes of
illustration, and not limitation. 'lhe invention is not limited
to the panicular implementation examples described therein.
Alternate implementations (including equivalents,
extensions, variations, deviations, etc., of those described
herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
artts} based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter—
nate implementations fall within the scope and spirit ofthe
present invention.
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4. Implementation Examples
Exemplary operational and,’or structural implementations

related to the ntethodts), st‘ructure(s}, andr'or embodiments
described above are presented in this section (and its
subsections). These implementations are presented herein
for purposes of illustration1 and not limitation. The invention
is not Limited to the particular implementation examples
described herein. Alternate implementations (including
equivalents, extensions. variations, deviations. etc.. of those
described herein) will be apparent to persons skilled in the
relevant a.rI(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such
alternate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of
the present invention.

FIG. 63 illustrates an energy transfer system 6302, which
is an exemplary embodiment of the generic aliasing system
1302 in FIG. 13. The energy transfer system 6302 includes
an energy transfer module 6304, which receives the EM
signal 1304 and an energy transfer signal 6306. The energy
transfer signal 6306 Includes a train of we rgy transfer pulses
having non-negligible apertures that tend away from zero
time in duration. The energy transfer pulses repeat at an -
aliasing rate PM.

The energy transfer module 6304 transfers energy from
the EM signal 1304 at the aliasing rate of the energy transfer
signal 6306. as described in the sections above with respect
to the floweharLs 4601 in FIG. 46A. 4607 in F10. 4615. 4613 _-

in FIG. 46C and 4619 in FIG. 46]). The energy transfer
module 6304 outputs a down-converted signal 13083.
which includes non-negligible amounts of energy traits-
ferred from the EM signal 1304.

FIG. 64A illustrates an exemplary grand transfer system '
6402, which is at] example of the energy transfer system
6302. The gated transfer system 6402 includes a gated
transfer module 6404, which is described below.

FIG. 64B illustrates an exemplary inverted gated transfer
system 6406, which is an alternative example of the energy
transfer system 6302. The inverter] gated transfer system
6406 includes an inverted gated transfer module 6408.
which is described below.

4.1 The Energy ’I'ransfcr System as a Gated "l‘ransfer System
FIG. 64A illustrates the exemplary gated transfer system

6402, which is an exemplary implementation of the energy
transfer system 6302. The gated transfer system 6402
includes the gated transfer module 64041 which receives the
EM signal 1304 and the energy transfer signal 6306. The
energy transfer signal 6306 includes a train of energy
transfer pulses having non-negligible apertures that tend
away from zero time in duration. The energy transfer pulses
repeat at an aliasing rate FAR.

The gated transfer module 6404 transfers energy from the
EM signal 1304 at the aliasing one of the energy transfer
signal 6306. as described in the sections above with respect
to the flowcharts 4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG. 4GB. 4613

in FIG. 46C and 4619 in FIG. 461). The gated transfer
module 6404 outputs the downconverted signal 1308B.
which includes non-negligible amounts of energy Irans- .
ferrcd from the EM signal 1304.
4.1.1 The Gated Transfer System as a Switch Module and a
Storage Module

FIG. 65 illustrates an example embodiment of the gated
transfer module 6404 as including a switch module 6502 and
a storage module 6506. Preferably, the switch module 6502
and the storage module 6506 transfer energy front the EM
signal 1304 to rtownw‘onvert it in any of the manners shown
in the operational tlowcharts 4601 in FIG. 46A. 4607 in ITIG.
4GB, 4613 in FIG. 46? and 4619 in FIG. 46D.

For example. operation of the switch module 6502. and the
storage module 6506 is now described for down—converting
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the LEM signal 1304 to an intermediate signal. With reference
to the Ilowehart 4607 and the example timing diagrams in
FIG. SSA—F.

In step 4608, the switch module 6502 receives the EM
signal 1304 (FIG. 83A). In step 4610, the switch module
6502 receives the energy transfer Signal 6306 (FIG. 83C}. In
Stop 4612, the switch modu It: 6502 and the storage module
6506 cooperate to transfer energy from the EM signal 1304
and down-convert it to an intermediate signal. More
specifically, during step 4612, the switch module 6502
closes during each energy transfer pulse to couple the EM
signal 1304 to the storage module 6506. In an embodiment.
the switch module 6502 closes on rising edges of the energy
transfer pulses. In an alternative embodiment, the switch
module 6502 closes on falling edges of the energy transfer
putscs. While the EM signal 1304 is coupled to the storage
module 6506, non-negligible amounts of energy are trans-
ferred from the EM signal 1304 to the storage module 6506.
FIG. 838 illustrates the EM signal 1304 after the energy is.
transferred from it. FIG. 83f) illustrates the transferred

energy stored in the storage module 6506. The storage
module 6506 outputs the transferred energy as the down-
convertc-d signal 1308B. The storage module 6506 can
output the down—converted signal 1308B as an unfiltered
signal such as signal shown in FIG. 8313, or as. a filtered
down-converted signal (FIG. 8317).
4.1.2 The Gated Transfer System as Break-Before-Malte
Module

FIG. 67A illustrates an example embodiment of the gated
transfer module 6404 as including a break—bet’ore—makc
module 6702 and a storage module 6716. Preferably, the
break before make module 6702 and the storage module
67I6 transfer energy from the EM signal 1304 to down-
convert it in any of the manners shown in the operational
flowcharls 4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG. 4613, 4613 in
1101. 461." and 4619 in FIG. 46D.

In FIG. 67A, the break—het‘ore—makc module 6702
includes a includes a normally open switch 6704 and a
normally clmsed switch 6706. The normally open switch
6704 is controlled by the energy transfer signal 6306. The
normally closed switch 6706 is controller] by an isolation
signal 6712. In an embodiment, the isolation signal 6712 is
generated from the energy transfer signal 6306.
Alternatively. the energy transfer signal 6306 is generated
from the isolation signal 6712. Alternatively, the imlation
signal 6712 is generated independently from the energy
transfer signal 6306. The break—beforc—make module 6702
substantially isolates an input 6700 from an output 6710.

FIG. 67B illustrates an example timing diagram of the
energy transfer signal 6306, which controls the normally
open switch 6704. FIG. 67C illustrates an example timing
diagram of the isolation signal 6712, which controls the
normaIly closed switch 6706. Operation of the break—before—
rnake module 6702 is new described with reference to the

example timing diagrams in FIGS. 67B and 67C.
Prior to time 10, the normally open switch 6704 and the

normally closed switch 6706 are at their normal states.
At time [0, the isolation signal 6712 in FIG. 67C opens the

normally closed switch 6706. Thus, just after time 10, the
normally open switch 670-1 and the normally closed switch
6706 are open and the input 6708 is isolated from the output
6710.

At time It, the energy transfer signal 6306 in FIG. 67B
closes the normally open switch 6704 for the non~ncgli§blc
duration of a pulse. This couples the EM signal 1304 to the
storage module 6716.

Prior to 12, the energy transfer signal 6306 in FIG. 67B
opens the normally open witch 6704. This de-couples the
EM signal 1304 from the storage module 6716.
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At time L2. the isolation signal 6712 in FIG. 67C closes
the normally closed switch 6706. This couples the storage
module 6716 to the output 6710.

The storage module 6716, is similar to the storage module
6506 FIG. 65. The break—heforc—make gated transfer system
6701 down-converts the EM signal 1304 in a manner similar
to that described with reference to the gated transfer system
6501 in FIG. 65.

4.1.3 Example Implementations of the Switch Module
The switch module 650.2 in FIG. 65 and the switch

modules 6704 and 6706 in FIG. 67A can be any type of
switch device that preferably has a relatively low impedance
when closed and a relatively high impedance when open.
The switch modules 6502, 6704 and 6706 can he imple—
mented will] normally open or normally closed switches.
The switch modules need not be ideal switch modules.

FIG. 66B illustrates the switch modules 6502, 6704 and
6706 as a switch module 6610. Switch module 6610 can be

implemented in either normally open or normally closed
architecture. The switch module 6610 (cg. switch modules
6502, 6704 and 6706} can be implemented with any type of
suitable switch device, including, but not limited, to
mechanical switch devices and electrical switch devices.

optical switch devices, etc, and combinations thereof. Such
devices include, but are not limited to transistor switch

devices, diode switch devices, relay switch devices, optical _-
switch devices, micro-machine switch devices, e-tc.. or com-
binations thereof.

In an embodiment, the switch module 6610 can he imple-
mented as a transistor, such as, for example, a field elfect
transistor (PET), a bi—polar transistor, or any other suitable
circuit Witching device.

In FIG. 66A. the switch module 6610 is illustrated as a

[313T 6602. The FE‘I‘ 6602 can be any type ofFlET, including,
but not limited to, a MOSFE'I". a JFET, a (la/\SITET, etc. The
1"]:1'1" 6602 includes a gate 6604, a source 6606 and a drain
6608. The gate 6604 receives the energy transfer signal 6306
to control the switching action between the source 6606 and
the drain 6608. In an embodiment, the source 6606 and the

drain 6608 are interchangeable.
It should be understood that the illustration of the switch

module 6610 as a FET 6602 in FIG. 66A is for example
purportes only. Any device having switching capabilities
could be used to implement the switch module 6610 (i.o.,
switch modules 6502, 6704 and 6706), as will be apparent
to persons skilled in the relevant artts) based on the discus
sion contained herein.

In FIG. 66C, the switch module 6610 is illustrated as a

diode switch 6612, which operates as a two lead device
when the energy transfer signal 6306 is coupled to the output
6613.

In FIG. 661). the switch module 6610 is illustrated as a

diode switch 6614, which operates as a two lead device
when the energy transforsignal 6306 is coupled to the output
6615.

4.1.4 Example Implementations of the Storage Module
The storage modules 6506 and 6716 store non—negligible

amounts of energy from the EM signal 1304. In an exem-
plary emhodlment, the storage modules 6506 and 6716 are
implemented as a reactive storage module 6801 in FIG. 68A.
although the invention is not limited to this embodiment. A
reactive storage module is a storage module that employs
one or more reactive electrical components to store energy
transferred from the EM signal 1304. Reactive electrical
components include, but are not limited to, capacitors and
inductors.

In an embodiment. the storage modules 6506 and 6716
include one or more capacitive storage elements. illustrated
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in FIG. 688 as a capacitive storage module 6802. In FIG.
68C, the capacitive storage module 6802 is illustrated as one
or more capacitors illustrated generally as capacitods} 6804.

The goal of the storage modulus 6506 and 6716 is to store
non—negligible amounts of energy transferred from the EM
signal 1304. Amplitude reproduction of the original, unaf—
fected EM input signal is not necessarily important. In an
energy transfer environment, the storage module preferably
has the capacity to handle the power being transferred, and
to allow it to accept a non-negligible amount at power
during a nonanegligible aperture period.

A terminal 6806 serves as an output of the capacitive
storage module 6802. The capacitive storage module 6802
provides the stored energy at the terminal 6806. FIG. 68F
illustrates the capacitive storage module 6802 as including a
series capacitor 6812, which can be utilized in an inverted
gated transfer system described below.

In an alternative embodiment. the storage modules 6506
and 6716 include one or more inductive storage elemen ts,
illustrated in FIG. 680 as an inductive storage module 6808.

In an alternative embodiment. the storage modules 6506
and 6716 include a combination of one or more capacitive
storage elements and one or more inductive storage
elements. illustrated in FIG. 6812 as a capacitivefinductive
storage module 6810.

FIG. 68G illustrates an integrated gated transfer system
6818 that can be implemented to down—convert the EM
signal 1304 as illustrated in, and described with reference to,
FIGS. 83AwF.

4.1.5 Optional Energy Transfer Signal Module
FIG. 69 illustrates an energy transfer system 6901, which

is an example embodiment of the energy transfer system
6302. The energy transfer system 6901 includes an optional
energy transfer signal module 6902, which can perform any
of a variety of functions or combinations of functions
including. but not limited to. generating the cot: rgy transfer
signal 6306.

In an embodiment, the optional energy transfer signal
module 6902 includes an aperture generator, an example of
which is illustrated in FIG. 68.] as an aperture generator
6820. The aperture generator 6820 generates non-negligible
aperture pulses 6826 from an input signal 6824. The input
signal 6824 can be any type of period it: signal, including, but
not limiter] to, a sinusoid, a square wave, a saw—tooth wave,
etc. Systems for generating the input signal 6824 are
described belmv.

The width or aperture of the pulses 6826 is determined by
delay through the branch 6822 of the aperture generator
6820, Generally, as the desired pulse width increases, the
dilliculty in I'necting the requirements of the aperture gen-
erator 6820 decrease. In other words. to generate non—
negligible aperture pulses for a given EM input frequency,
the components utilized in the example aperture generator
6820 do not require as fast reaction times as those that are
required in an under-sampling system operating with the
same EM input frequency.

The example logic and implementation shown in the
aperture generator 6820 are provided for illustrative pur»
poses only, and are not limiting. The actual logic employed
can take many forms. The example aperture generator 6820
includes an optional inverter 6828, which is shown for
polarity consistency with other examples provided herein.

An example implementation of the aperture generator
6820 is illustrated in FIG. 68K. Additional examples of
aperture generation logic are provided in FIGS. 68H and
681. FIG. 6“ illustrates a rising edge pulse generator 6340,
which generates pulses 6826 on rising edges of the input
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signal 6824. FIG. 681 illustrates a falling edge pulse gen-
erator 6850, which generates pulses 6826 on falling edges of
the input signal 6824.

In an embodiment, the input signal 6824 is generated
externally of the energy transfer signal module 6902. as
illustrated in FIG. 69. Alternatively, the input signal 6924 is
generated internally by the energy transfer signal module
6902. The input signal 6824 can be generated by an
oscillator. its illustrated in FIG. 681. by EU] oscillator 6830.
The oscillator 6830 can be internal to the energy transfer
signal module 6902 or external to the energy transfer signal
module 6902. The oscillator 6830 can be external to the

energy transfer system 6901. The output of the oscillator
6830 maybe any periodic waveform.

The type of down—conversion performed by the energy
transfer system 6901 depends upon the aliasing rate of the
energy transfer signal 6306, which its determined by the
frequency of the pulses 6826. The frequency of the pulses
6826 is determined by the frequency of the input signal
6824. For example. when the frequency of the input signal -
6824 is substantially equal to a harmonic or a sub—harmonic
of the EM signal 1304, the EM signal 1304 is directly
down«eonverted to baseband {c.g. when the EM signal is an
AM signal or a PM signal), or converted from FM to a
non-FM signal. When the frequency of the input signal 6824 .
is substantially equal to a harmonic or a sub-harmonic of a
difference frequency, the EM signal 1304 is down-converted
to an intermediate signal.

The optional energy transfer signal module 6902 can be
implemented in hardware, software. firmware. or any corn—
binalion thereof.

4.2 The Energy Transfer System as an Inverted Gated
Transfer System

FIG. 64B illustrates an exemplary inverted gated transfer
system 6406, which is an exemplary implementation of the
energy transfer system 6302. The inverted gated transfer
system 6406 includes an inverted gated transfer module
6408, which receives the EM signal 1304 and the energy
transfer signal 6306. The energy transfer signal 6306
includes a train of energy transfer pulses having non—
negligihle apertures that tend away from mro time in
duration. The energy transfer pulses repeat at an aliasing rate
FM. The inverted gated transfer module 6408 transfers
energy from the EM signal 1304 at the aliasing rate of the
energy transfer signal 6306, as described in the sections
above with respect to the flowcharts 4601 in FIG. 46A, 4607
in FIG. 4613, 4613 in FIG. 46C and 4619 in FIG. 46D. 'the
inverted gated transfer module 6408 outputs the down-
converted signal 1308B, which includes non-negligible
amounts of energv transferred from the EM signal 1304.
4.2.1 The Inverted Gated Transfer System as 3 Switch
Module and :1 Storage Module

FIG. 74 illustrates an example embodiment of the
inverted gated transfer module 6408 as including a switch
module 7404 and a storage module 7406. Preferably. the
switch module 7404 and the storage module 7-406 transfer
energy from the EM signal 1.304 to down-convert it in any
ofthe manners shown in the operational flowcharts 4601 in
FIG. 46A, 4607 in FIG. 4611, 4613 in FIG. 46C and 4619 in
FIG. 46]).

The switch module 7404 can be implemented as described
above with reference to FIGS. 66A—D. The storage module
7406 can be implemented as described above with reference
to I‘lf'iS. GSA—F.

In the illustrated embodiment, the storage module 7206
includes one or more capacitors 7408. The capacitorLs) 7408
are selected to pass higher frequency components of the EM
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signal 1304 through to a terminal 7410. regardless of the
state of the switch module 7404. The capacitor 74-08 stores
non-negligible amounts ot‘energy from the EM signal 1304.
Thereafter, the signal at the terminal 7410 is off—set by an
amount related to the energy stored in the capacitor 7408.

Operation of the inverted gated transfer system 7401 is
illustrated in FIGS. 75A—F. FIG. 75A illustrates the EM

signal 1304. FIG. 7513 illustrates the [EM signal 1304 after
transferring energy from it. FIG. 75C illustrates the energy
transfer signal 6306, which includes a train of energy
transfer pulses having non—negligible apertures.

FIG. 75D illustrates an example down-converted signal
130811. FIG. 751i illustrates the down—converted signal
130813 on a compressed time scale. Since the storage module
7406 is a series element, the higher frequencies [e.g.. R17) of
the EM signal 1304 can be seen on the down—converted
signal. This can be filtered as illustrated in FIG. 7517'.

The inverted gated transfer system 7401 can be. used to
down-convert any type of EM signal, including modulated
carrier signals and unmodulated carrier signals.
4.3 Other Implementations

The implementations described above are provided for
purposes of illustration. These implementations are not
intended to limit the invention. Alternate implementations.
differing slightly or substantially from those described
herein. will be apparent to persons skilled in tile relevant
units} based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter-
l'Iate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
5. Optional Optimizations of Energy Transfer at an Aliasing
Rate

The methods and systems described in sections above can
be optimized with one or more of the optimization methods
or systems described below.
5.1 Doubling the Aliasing Rate (FA R} of the Energy Transfer
Signal

In an embodiment, the optional energy transfer signal
module 6902 in FIG. 69 includes a pulse generator module
that generates aliasing pulses at twice the frequency of the
oseillating source. The input signal 6828 may be any suit—
able t'ficillating source.

FIG. 71 illustrates a circuit 71M that generates a doubler
output signal 7104 (FIG. 723) that may be used as an energy
transfer signal 6306. The circuit 7102 generates pulses on
both rising and falling edges of the input oscillating signal
7106 of FIG. 72A. The circuit 7102 can be implemented as
a pulse generator and aliasing rate (12”) doubler. The
doubler output signal 7104 can be used as the energy transfer
signal 6306.

In the example of FIG. 7t. the aliasing rate is twice the
frequency of the input oscillating signal Pol“. 7106. as
shown by E0. (9) below.

Em=2fu¢ EQ. (9)

The aperture width oftbe aliasing pulses is determined by
the delay through a. ftrst inverter 7108 of FIG. 71. As the
delay is increased, the aperture is increased. A second
inverter 7112 is shown to maintain polarity consiste ncy with
examples described elsewhere. In an alternate ernbodintent
inverter 7112 is omitted. Preferably. tltc pulses have non—
negligible aperture widths that tend away from zero time.
The doubler output signal 7104 may be further conditioned
is appropriate to drive the switch module with non-
negligible aperture puLses. The circuit 7102 may he imple—
mented with integrated circuitry, discretely. with equivalent
logic circuitry, or with any valid fabrication technology.
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5.2 Dichrcntial Implementations
The invention can be implemented in a variety of differ

cntial configurations. Differential configurations are useful
[or reducing common mode noise. This can be very useful
in receiver systems where common mode interference can
be caused by intentional or unintentional radiators such as
cellular phones, CB radios, electrical appliances etc. Ditfer—
ential configurations are also useful in reducing any com-
mon mode noise due to charge injection of the switch in the
switch module or due to the design and layout of the system
in which the invention is used. Any spurious signal that is
induced in equal magnitude and equal phase in both input
leads of the invention will be substantially reduced or
eliminated. %mc differential configurations, including some
of the configurations below, are also useful for increasing the
voltage andJor for increasing the power of the down-
converted signal 130813. While an example ofa differential
energy transfer module is shown below. the example is
shown for the purpose of illustration, not limitation. Alter-
nalc embodiments (including equivalents. extensions, -
variations. deviations etc.) of the embodiment described
herein will be apparent to those skilled in the relevant art
based on the teachings contained here-in. The invention is
intended and adapted to include such alternate embodi~
ments.

FIG. 76A illustrates a differential system 7602 that can be
included in the energy transfer module 6304. The differential
system 7602 includes an inverted gated transfer design
similar to that described with reference to FIG. 74. The

differential system 7602 includes inputs 7604 and 7606 and
outputs 7608 and 7610. The dillcrcntial system 7602
includes a first inverted gated transfer module 7612. which
includes a storage module 7614 and a switch module 7616.
The difl'erential system 7602 also includes a second inverted
gated transfer module 7618. which includes a storage mod-
ule 7620 and a switch module. 7616, which it shares in

common with inverted gated transfer module 7612.
One or both of the inputs 7604 and 7606 are coupled to

an LiM signal source. For example, the inputs can be coupled
to an EM signal source, wherein the input voltages at the
inputs 7604 and 7606 are substantially equal in amplitude
but 180 degrees out of phase with one another. Alternatively,
where dual inputs are unavailable, one of the inputs 7604
and 7606 can be coupled to ground.

In operation. when the switch module 7616 is closed, the
storage modules 7614 and 7620 are in series and, provided
they have similar capacitive values, accumulate charge of
equal magnitude but opposite. polarities. When the switch
module 7616 is open, the voltage at the output 7608 is
relative to the input 7604, and the voltage at the output 7610
is relative to the voltage at the input 7606.

Portions of the signals at the outputs 7608 and 7610
include- signals resulting from energy stored in the storage
modules 7614 and 7620, respectively. when the switch
module 7616 was closed. The portions of the signals at the .
outputs 7608 and 7610 resulting from the store-d charge are
generally equal in amplitude to one another but 180 degrees
out of phase.

Portions of the signals at the outputs 7608 and 7610 also
include ripple voltage or noise resulting from the switching
action of the switch module 7616. But because the switch

module is positioned between the two outputs 7608 and
7610, the noise introduced by the switch module appears at
the outputs as substantially equal and in-phase With one
another. As a result. the ripple voltage can be substantially
canceled out by inverting the signal at one of the. outputs
7608 or 7610 and adding it to the other remaining output.
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Additionally. any noise that is impressed with equal ampli-
tude and equal phase onto the input terminals 7604 and 7606
by any other noise sources will tend to be canceled in the
same way.

The differential system 7602 is most effective when used
with a differential front and {inputs} and a differential back
end (outputs). It can idso be utilized in the following
configurations, for example:

a} Asingle-input front end and a differential back end; and
b) Adill'erential front end and a single-output back end.

Examples of these system are provided below.
5.2.] Differential Input-to-Diffcrenlial Output

FIG. 76B illustrates the difl'ercntial system 7602 wherein
the inputs 7604 and 7606 are coupled to equal and opposite
EM signal sources, illustrated here as dipole antennas 7624
and 7626. In this embodiment. when one of the outputs 7608
or 7610 is inverted and added to the other output, the
common mode noise due to the switching module 7616 and
other common mode noise present at the input terminals
7604 and 7606 tend to substantially cancel out.
5.2.2 Single Input—t'o~l)ifl’erential Output

FIG. 76C illustrates the differential system 7602 wherein
the input 7604 is coupled to an EM signal source such as a
monopole antenna 7628 and the input 7606 is coupled to
ground. In this configuration, the voltages at the outputs
7608 and 7610 are approximately one half the value of the
voltages at the outputs in the implementation illustrated in
FIG. 76B, given all other parameters are equal.

FIG. 76E illustrates art example single input to dill‘erential
output receiveri'dou'nconverter system 7636. The system
7636 includes the difl'erential system 7602 wherein the input
7606 is coupled to ground as in FIG. 76C. 'lhe input 7604
is coupled to an EM signal source 7638 through an optional
input impedance match 7642. The EM signal source imped-
ance can be matched with an impedance match system 7642
as described in section 5 below.

The outputs 7608 and 7610 are coupled to a differential
circuit 7644 such as a filter, which preferably inverts one of
the outputs 7608 or 76.10 and adds it to the other output 7608
or 7610. This substantially cancels common mode noise
generated by the switch module 7616. The ditIcrc-ntial
circuit 7644 preferably tillers the higher frequency compo-
nents of the EM signal 1304 that pass through the storage
modules 7614 and 7620. The resultant filtered signal is
output as the down—converted signal 130813.
5.2.3 Differential Input—to—Single Output

FIG. 76D illustrates the differential input to single output
system 7629 wherein the inputs 7604 and 7606 of the
dillercnlial system 7602 are coupled to equal and opposite
13M signal dipole antennas 7630 and 7632. In system 7629,
the common mode noise voltages are not canceled as in
systems shown above. The output is coupled from terminal
7608 to a load 7648.

5.3 Smoothing tltc Down—Converted Signal
The down—converted signal 1308B may be smoothed by

filtering as desired. The differential circuit 7644 imple-
mented as a filter in FIG. 76E illustrates but one example.
This may be accomplished in any of the described embodi-
ments by hardware, firmware and software implementation
as is well known by those skilled in the arts.
5.4 Impedance Matching

The energy transfer module has input and output imped—
anccs generally defined by (l) the duty cycle of the switch
module, and (2) the impedance of the storage module. at the
frequencies of interest {c.g. at the EM input. and
intermediatcfbaseband frequencies).

Starting with an aperture width of approximately '7: the
period of the EM signal being down—converted as a preferred
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embodiment. this aperture width (e.g. the "closed time") can
be decreased. As the aperture width is decreased, the char-
acteristic impedance at the input and the output of the energy
transfer module increases. AlternaLively, as the aperture
width increases from '/2 the period of the EM signal being
down-converted, the impedance of the energy transfer mod-
ule decreases.

One of the steps in determining the characteristic input
impedance of the energyr transfer module could be to mea-
sure its value. In an embodiment, the energy transfer mod-
ule's characteristic input impedance is 300 ohtns. An imped-
ance matching circuit can be utilised to elficiently couple an
input EM signal that has a source impedance of, for
example, 50 ohms, with the energy transfer module’s imped—
ance of, for example, 300 ohms. Matching these impedances
can be accomplished in various manners, including provid—
ing the necessary impedance directly or the use of an
impedance match circuit as described below.

Referring to FIG. 70, a specific embodiment using an RF
signal as an input, assuming that the impedance 7012 is a
relatively low impedance of approximately 50 Ohms, for
example, and the input impedance 7016 is approximately
300 Ohms, an initial configuration for the input impedance
match module 7006 can include an inductor 7306 and a

capacitor 7308. configured as shown in l'I'lG. 73. The con~
figuration of the inductor 7306 and the capacitor 7308 is a ;
possible configuration when going from a low impedance to
a high impedance. Inductor 7306 and the capacitor 7308
constitute an L match, the calculation of the values which is
Well known to those skilled in the relevant ads.

The output characteristic impedance can be impedance '
matched to take into consideration the desired output fre—
quencies. One of the steps in determining the characteristic
output impedance of the energy transfer module could be to
measure its value. Balancing the very low impedance of the
storage module at the in put EM hequency, the storage
module should have an impedance at the desired output
frequencies that is preferably greater than or equal to the
load that is intended to be driven (for example, in an
embodiment, storage module impedance at a desired 1 Mil?!
output frequency is 3K ohm and the desired load to be driven
is 50 ohms}. An additional benefitot‘impedance matching is
that liltering of unwanted signals can also be accomplished
with the same components.

In an embodiment, the energy transfer module's charac—
teristic output impedance is 2K ohms. An impedance match—
ing circuit can be utilized to efficiently couple the down-
convertcd signal with an output impedance of, for example,
2 K ohms. to a load of, for example, 50 ohms. Matching these
impedances can be accomplished in various manners,
including providing the necessary load impedance directly
or the use of an impedance match circuit as described below.

When matching from a high impedance to a low
impedance, a capacitor 7314 and an inductor 7316 can be
configured as shown in FIG. 73. line capacitor 7314 and the
inductor 7316 constitute an I. match, the calculation of the

component values being well known to thox skilled in the
relevant arts.

The configuration oftho input impedance match module
7006 and the output impedance match module 7008 are
considered to be initial starting points for impedance
matching, in accordance with the present invention. In some
situations, the initial designs may be suitable without further
optimization. In other situations, the initial designs can be
optimized in accordance with other various design criteria
and considerations.

As other optional optimizing structures andt'or compo-
nents are utilized, their alfect on the characteristic imped—
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ance of the energy [master module should be taken into
account in the match along with their own original criteria.
5.5 Tanks and Resonant Structures

Tanks and resonant circuits can be used to further opti-
mize the energy transfer characteristics of the invention. An
example embodiment is shown in FIG. 94A. Alternate
implementations will ht: apparent to persons skilled in the
relevant art(s) based on the teachings contained herein.
Alternate implementations fall within the scepe and spirit of
the present invention. This embodiment takes advantage of
the properties of series and parallel (tank) resonant circuits.

A first parallel resonant or tank circuit consists of a
capacitor 9438 and an inductor 9420 (tankl). A second tank
circuit consists of a capacitor 9434 and an inductor 9436
(lankZ). In the illustrated example, the first and second tank
circuits resonate at approximately 920 Mhz. A1 and near
resonance, the impedance ofthese circuits is relatively high.
Therefore, in the circttit configuration shown in FIG. 94A,
hoth tank circuits appear as relatively high impedance to the
input frequency of 950 Mm, while simultaneously appear-
ing as relatively low impedance to frequencies in the desired
output range of 50 Mhz.

ALI energy transfer signal 9442 controls a switch 9414.
When the energy transfer signal 9442 controls the switch
9414 to open and close, high frequency signal components
are not allowed to pass through tank] or tank 2. However,
the ILIWcr signal components (50 M111. in this embodiment}
generated by the system are allowed to pass through tank]
and tank?! with little attenuation. The effect of tankl and tank

2 is to further separate the input and output signals from the
same [rode thereby producing a more stable input and output
impedance. Capacitors 9418 and 9440 act to store the fill
Mhz output signal energy between energy transfer pulses.

Further energy transfer optimization is provided by plac—
ing an inductor 9410 in series with a storage capacitor 9412
as shown. In the illustrated example, the series resonant
frequency of this circuit arrangement is approximately I
(31-17.. This circuit increases the energy transfer characteristic
of the system. The ratio of the impedance of inductor 9410
and the impedanoe of the storage capacitor 9412 is prefer—
ably kept relatively small so that the majority of the energy
available will be transferred to storage capacitor 9412 during
ope ration. Exemplary output signals A and B are illustrated
in FIGS. 94B and 94C. respectively.

In FIG. 94A, circuit components 9404 and 9406 form an
input impedance match. Circuit components 9432 and 9430
form an output impedance match into a 50 ohm resistor
9428. Circuit components 9422 and 9424 form a second
output impedance match into a 50 ohm resistor 9426.
Capacitors 9406 and 9412 act as storage capacitors for the
embodiment. Voltage source 9446 and resistor 9402 gener-
ate a 950 Mhz signal with a 50 ohm output impedance,
which are used as the input to the circuit. Circuit clement
9416 includes a 150 Mhz oscillator and a pulse generator,
which are used to generate the energy transfer signal 94-42.

The example tank and resonant strucntrcs described above
are for illustrative purposes and are not limiting. Alternate
configurations can be utilized.
51) Optimizing and Adjusting the Non-Negligible Aperture
Widtht’Duration

In an embodiment of the invention, the energy transfer
signal 6306 of FIG. 63 is used to vary the input impedance
seen by the EM Signal 1304 and to vary the output imped—
ance driving a load. An example of this embodiment is
described below using the gated transfer module 6404
shown in FIG. 680. and in FIG. 82A. The method described

below is not limited to the gated transfer module 6404, as it
can be applied to all of the embodiments of energy transfer
module 6304.
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In IFIG. 82A. when switch 8206 is closed. the impedance
looking into circuit 8202 is substantially the impedance of
storage module illustrated as the storage capacitance 8208,
in parallel with the impedance of the load 8212. When the
switch 8206 is open, the impedance at point 8214
approaches infinity. It follows that the average impedance at
point 8214 can be varied from the impedance of the storage
module illustrated as the storage capacitance 8208, in par-
allel with the load 8212, to the highest obtainable impedance
when switch 8206 is open, by varying the ratio of the time
that switch 8206 is open to the Lime switch 8206 is closed.
Since the switch 8206 is controlled by the energy transfer
signal 8210, the impedance at point 8214 can be varied by
controlling the aperture width of the energy transfer signal,
in conjunction with the aliasing rate.

An example method of altering the energy transfer signal
6306 of F] G. 63 is now described with reference to FIG. 71,
where the circuit 7102 receives the input oscillating signal
7106 and outputs a pulse train shown as doubler output
signal 7104. The circuit 7102 can he used to generate the
energy transfer signal 6306. Example waveforms of 7104
are shown on FIG. 7213.

It can be shown that by varying the delay of the signal
propagated by the inverter 7108, the width of the pulses in
the doubler output signal 7104 can be varied. Increasing the _-
delay of the Signal propagated by inverter 7108, increases
the width of the pulses. The signal propagated by inverter
7108 can be delayed by introducing a RIC low pass network
in the output of inverter 7108. Other means of altering the
delay of the signal propagated by inverter 7108 will be well
known to those skilled in the art.

As can now be readily seen from this disclosure; many of
the aperture circuits presented, and others, can be modified
in the manner described above (e.g. circuits in FIGS. 68
”-40. Modification or selection of the aperture can be done
at the design level to remain a fixed value in the circuit, or
in an alternative embodiment. may be dynamically adjusted
to compensate for, or address. various design goals such as
receiving Rl‘ signals with enhanced efficiency that are in
distinctively ditl‘erent bands of operation, cg. Rt" signals at
900 MHz and [.8 Gila.

5.7 Adding a Bypass Netwark
In an embodiment of the invention, a bypass network is

added to improve the efficiency of the energy transfer
module. For example, referring to FIG. 95 a bypass network
9502 (shown in this instance as capacitor 9512), is shown
bypassing switch module 9504. In this embodiment the
bypass network increases the eilicienc-y of the energy trans-
fer module when, for example, less than optimal aperture
widths were chosen for a given input frequency on the
energy transfer signal 9506. The bypass network 9502 could
be of different configurations than shown in FIG. 95. Such
an alternate is illustrated in FIG. 90.

5.8 Modifying the Energy Transfer Signal Utilizing Feed—
back

FIG. 69 shower an embodiment of a system 6901 which
uses down-converted Signal 1508]? as feedback 6906 to
control various characteristics ofthe energy transfer module
6304 to modify the down-converted signal 13083.

Generally, the amplitude of the down—convened signal
13088 varies as a function of the frequency and phase
differences between the [1M signal 1304 and the energy
transfer signal 6306. In an embodiment, the down~converted
signal 13088 is used as the feedback 6906 to control the
frequency and phase relationship between the EM signal
1304 and the energy transfer signal 6306. This can be
accomplished using the example logic in FIG. 85A. The
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example circuit in FIG. 85A can be included in the energy
transfer signal module 6902, Alternate implementations will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s} based on
the teachings contained herein. Alternate implementations
fall within the scope and spirit of the present invention. In
this embodiment a state—machine is used as an example.

In the example of FIG. 85A, a state machine 8504 reads
an analog to digital converter, AID 8502, and controls a
digital to analog converter, DAC 8506. In an embodiment.
the state machine 8504 includes 2 memory locations, Pre—
vious and Current, to store and recall the results of reading
AID 8502. In an embodiment, the state machine 8504
utilizes at least one memory flag.

The DAC 8506 controls an input to a voltage controlled
oscillator, VCO 8508. VCO 8508 controls a frequency input
of a pulse generator 8510. which, in an embodiment, is
substantially similar to the pulse generator shown in FIG.
68.]. The pulse generator 8510 generates energy transfer
signal 6306.

In an embodiment. the state machine 8504 operates in
accordance with a state machine flowchart 8519 in FIG.

8513. The result ofthis operation is to modify the frequency
and phase relationship between the energy transfer signal
6306 and the EM signal 1304, to substantially maintain the
amplitude of the down—converted signal 130813 at an opti—
mum level.

The amplitude of the down-converted signal 13088 can
be made to vary with the amplitude of the energy transfer
signal 6306. In an embodiment where the switch module
6502 is a FET is shown in FIG. 66A. wherein the gate 6604
receives the energy transfer signal 6306, the amplitude ofthe
energy transfer signal 6306 can determine the ”on“ resis—
tance of the PET, which atl‘ccts the amplitude of the down-
convertcd signal 1308B. 111:: energy transfer signal module
6902. as strewn in FIG. 856‘, can be an analog circuit that
enables an automatic gain control function. Alternate imple-
mentations will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Alternate
implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
5.9 Other Implementations

The implementations described above are provided for
purposes of illustration. These implementations are not
intended to limit the invention. Alternate implementations,
diflering slightly or substantially from those described
herein, will be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant
art(s) based on the teachings contained herein. Such alter—
nate implementations fall within the scope and spirit of the
present invention.
6. Example Energy Transfer Downconverters

Example implementations are described below for illus-
trative purposes. The invention is not limited to these
examples.

FIG. 86 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary circuit to
down convert a .915 MHz signal to a 5 M Hz signal rising a
101.1 MI-Iz clock.

FIG. 87 shUWs example simulation waveforms for the
circttit of FIG. 86. Waveform 8602 is the input to the circuit
showing the distortions caused by the switch closure. Wave—
form 8604 is the nnliltered output at the storage unit.
Waveform 8606 is the importance matched output of the
downeonverter on a dillerent time scale.

FIG. 88 is a schematic diagam of an exemplary circuit to
downconvcrt a 915 MHz signal to a 5 MHz signal using a
101.1 MI [a clock. The circuit has additional tank circuitry to
improve conversion efiiciency.

FIG. 89 shows example simulation waveforms for the
circuit of FIG. 88. Waveform 8802 is the input to the circuit
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showing the distortions caused by the switch closure. Wave-
form 8804 is the unfiltered output at the storage unit.
Waveform 8806 is the output of the donn'tconverter after the
impedance match circuit.

FIG. 90 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary circuit to
downconvert a 915 MHz signal to a 5 MHZ signal using a
101.1 MHz clock. The circuit has switch bypass circuitry to
improve conversion etliciency.

FIG. 91 showrt exaunplc simulation waveforms for the
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within a given area. The technique employed allows the
system to be configured as a separate transmitteoreceiver
pair or a transceiver.

The basic objectives ofthc prescnt system is to provide a
new communication technique that can be applied to hoth
narrow and wide band systems. in its most robust form, all
of the advantages of wide band communications are an
inherent part of the system and the invention does not
require complicated attd costly circuitry as found in con—

circuit of FIG. 90. Waveform 9002 is the input to the circuit in ventional wide band designs. The communications system
showing the distorLtoos caused by the switch closure. Wave» utilizes coherent signals to send and receive information and
form 9004 is the unfiltered output at the storage unit. consists of .1 transmitter and a receiver in its simplest form.
Waveform 9006 is the output of the dowrtconvcrter alter the The receiver contains circuitry to turn its radio frequency
impedance match circuit. input on and off in a known relationship in time t0 the

FIG. 92 shows a schematic of the example circuit in FIG. 1:1 transmitted signal. This is accomplished by allowing the
86 connected to an FSK source that alternates between 913 transmitter timing oscillator and the receiver timing oscil—
and 917 Mllz, at ahaud rate of 5le Khaud. FIG. 93 shows lalor to operate at different but known frequencies to create
the original FSK waveform 9202 and the downoonvertcd a known slew rate between the oscillators. If the slew rate is
waveform 9204 at the output of the load impedance match small compared to the timing osoillator frequencies, the
circuit. In transmitted waveform will appear stable in time, i.c., coher—
IV. Additional Embodiments crtt (moving at the known slew rate) to the receiver‘s

Additiona] aspect'stembodiments of the invention are con— switched input. The transmitted waveform is the only wave—
sidered irt this section. form that will appear stable in time to the receiver and thus

In one embodiment of the present invention there is the receiver's input can be averaged to achieve the desired
provided a method of transmitting information between a 25 level filtering ofunwanted signals. This methodology makes
transmitter and a receiver comprising the steps of transmit- the system extremely selective without complicated tillers
ting a first series of signals each having a known period from and complex encoding and decoding schemes and allows the
the transmitter at a known Iirst repetition rate; sampling by direct conversion of radio frequency energy from an antenna
the receiver each signal in the Iirst series of signals a single or cable to baseband frequencies with a minimum number of
time and for a known time interval the sampling of the first an standard components further reducing cost and complexity.
series ofsignals being at a second repetition rate that is a rate The transmitted waveform can he a constant carrier
different from the first repetition rate by a known amount; (narrowband), a controlled pulse (wideband and ultra-
and generating by the receiver an output signal indicative of wideband) or a combination of both such as a dampened
the signal levels sampled in step B and having a period sinusoidal wave and or any arbitrary periodic waveform thus
longer than the known period of a transmitted signal. 35 the system can be designed to meet virtually any bandwidth

In another embodiment of the invention there is provided requirement. Simple standard modulation and demodulation
a communication system comprising a transmitter means for techniques such asAM and Pulse Width Modulation can be
transmitting a first series of signals of known period at it easily applied to the system.
known first repetition rate, a receivermeans for receiving the Depending on the system requirements such as the rate of
first series of signals, the receiver means including sampling 40 information transfer, the process gain, and the intended use,
means for sampling the signal level ofeach signal tirst series there are multiple preferred embodiments of the invention.
of signals for a known time interval at a knovvn seeond The embodiment diseussed herein will he the amplitude and
repetition rate, the second repetition rate being different pulse width modulated system. It is one of the simplest
from the first repetition rate by a known amount as estab— implementations of the technology and has many common
lishcd by the receiver means. The receiver means includes 45 components with the subsequent systems. A amplitude
first circuit means for generating a first receiver output modulated transmitter consists of a 'I'ransmitter Timing
signal indicative of the signal levels sampled and having a Oscillator, a Multiplier, a Waveform Generator, and an
period longer than one signal of the first series of signaLs. Optional Amplifier. The Transmitter Timing Oscillator fre-
'I'he transmitter means includes an oscillator for generating quency can be determiner] by a number of resonate circuits
an oscillator output signal at the first repetition rate, switch in including an inductor and capacitor, a ceramic resonator. a
means for receiving the oscillator output signal and for SAW resonator. or it crystal. The output waveform is
selectively passing the oscillator output signal, waveform sinusoidal, although a squarewavc oscillator would produce
generating means for receiving the oscillator output signal identical system performance.
for generating a waveform generator output signal having a The Multiplier component multiplies the Transmitter
time domain and frequency domain established by the 55 Timing Oscillator output signal by Ger 1 or other constants,
wave form generating means. K1 and K2, to switch the oscillator output on and DH to the

The embodiment of the invention described herein Waveform Generator. In this embodiment, the information
involves a single or multi—user communications system that input can he digital data or analog data in the form of pulse
utilizes coherent signals to enhanm the system performance width modulation. The Mtdtiplier allows the Transmitter
over conventional radio frequency schemes while reducing an Timing Oscillator output to be present at the Waveform
cost and complexity. The design allows direct conversion of Generator input when the information input is above a
radio frequencies into baseband components for processing predetermined value. In this state the transmitter will pro—
and providesa high level of rejection for signals that are not (luce an output waveform. When the information input is
related to a known or controlled slew rate between the below a predetermined value, [here is no input to the
transmitter and receiver timing oscillators. The system can 65 Waveform Generator and thus there will he no transmitter
he designed to take advantage. of broadband techniques that
further increase its reliability and permit a high user density

output wavefonn. The output of the Waveform Generator
determines the system’s bandwidth in the frequency domain
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and consequently the number of users. process gain immu-
nity to interference and overall reliability), the level of
emissions on any given frequency. and the antenna or cable
requirements. The Waveform Generator in this example
creates a one cycle pulse output which preuluces an ultra—
wideband signal in the frequency domain. An optional
power Amplifier stage boosts the output of the Waveform
Generator lo a desired power level.

Willi reference now to the drawings, the amplitude and
pulse width modulated transmitter in accord with the present
invention is depicted at numeral 9100 in FIGS. 96 and 97.
The Transmitter Timing Oscillator 9602 is a crystal-

.10

112

the signal gain of the system will be reduced. Examples are
illustrated in 'l‘able A1. Therefore the output of the Wave-
form Generator 10108 is a pulse of the appropriate width
that occurs once per cycle of the receiver timing oscillator
.10110. The output 10204 of the Waveform Generator is
shown in FIG. 102B.

'I'Al-ll .15. A |

'I'mnsntilted Waveform Gnin Limit tart-time Preferred on—tirrte

I nanosecond
ch. cycle 500 picoscconds

Single '1 nannsemnrl pulse
1 Gigahcrtz 1.2.3 . . .

ltl'l't pimserfinnds
50 pricoscconds

1 3 . . . 3 . output
LUfllfFllle OSC11131'01' Operating ill a lfthJCEICY 01 2'5 MHZ" '10 Gigohurtz 1.2.3 . . . etc. cycle 30 piooscconds S piooscconds
Multiplier 9604 Includes a two—input NAND gate 9202 0"th
controlling the gating of oscillator 9602 output to Waveform
Generator 9606. Wavefon'n Generator 9606 produces a pulse
output as depicted at 9808 in FIGS. 98Av981) and 99,which
produces a frequency spectrum 10002 in FIG. 100. Ampli-
fier 9600 is optional. The transmitter 9600 output is applied
to antenna or cable 9610, which as understmd in the art.

may be of various designs as appropriate in the circum-
stances.

FIGS. 98A—98D, 99 and 100 illustrate the various signals
present in transmitter 9600. The output of transmitter 9600
in FIG. 98A may be either a sinusoidal or squarewave signal _-
9802 that is provided as one input into NAND gate 9702.
Gate 9702 also receives an information signal 91104 in FIG.
980 which, in the embodiment shown, isdigital in form. The
output 9806 of Multiplier 9604 can be either sinusoidal or
squarewavc depending upon the original signal 9802. Wave»
form Generator 9606 provides an output of a single cycle
impulse signal 911011. The single cycle impulse 9810 varies
in voltage around a static level 9812 and is created at 40
nanoseconds intervals. In the illustrated embodiment, the
frequency of transmitter 9602 is 25 M112. and accordingly.
one cycle pulses of 1.0 GHZ are transmitted every 40
nanoseconds during the total time interval that gate 9702 is
"on" and passes the output of transmitter oscillator 9602.

FIG. 101 shriWs the preferred embodiment receiver block
diagram to recover the amplitude or pulse width modulated
information and consists of a Receiver Timing Oscillator
10110, Waveform Generator 10108, R1: Switch Fixed or
Variable Integrator 10106, Decode Circuit 10114, two
optional Amplifien'Filter stages 10104 and 10112, antenna or
cable input 10102. and Information Output 10116. The
Receiver Timing Oscillator 10110 frequency can be deter—
mined by a number of resonate circuits including an inductor
and capacitor. :1 ceramic resonator, a SAW resonator. or a
crystal. As in the case of the transmitter, the oscillator 10110
shown here is a crystal oscillator. The output waveform is a
squarewave. although a sinewavc oscillator would produce
idc nlical system performance. The squarewavc tin-ting oscil—
lator output 10202 is shown in FIG. 102A. The Receiver
'l‘iming Oscillator 10110 is designed to operate within a
range of frequencies that creates a known range of slew rates .
relative to the Transmitter Timing Oscillator 9602. In this
embodiment, the Transmitter Timing Oscillator 9602 fre-
quency is 25 MHZ and the Receiver Timing Oscillator
10110 outputs between 25.0003 M112. and 25.0012 MIIZ
which creates a +300 to +1300 Hz slew rate.

The Receiver Timing Oscillator 10110 is connected to the
Waveform Generator 10108 which shapes the oscillator
signal into the appropriate output to control the amount of
the time that the RF switch 10106 is on and oil". The on-tirne

of the RF switch [0106 should be less than V: of a cycle (Vir-
of a cycle is preferred) or in the case of a single pulse, no
wider than the pulse width of the transmitted waveform or
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The 111: Switchi’lntegrator 10106 samples the RI" signal
10206 shrtwn in FIG. 102C when the Wave form Generator

output 10207 is below a predetermined value. When the
Waveform Generator output 10204 is above a predetermined
value, the RF Switch 10106 becomes a high impedance node
and allows the integrator to hold the last RF signal sample
.10206 until the next cycle of the Wave-form Generator 10108
output. The Integrator section of 10106 is designed to charge
the Integrator quickly (fast attack) and discharge the Inte—
grator at a controlled rate {slow decay]. This embodiment
provides unwanted signal rejection and is a factor in deter-
mining the haseband frequency response ofthe system. The
sense of the switch control is arbitrary depending on the
actual hardware implementation.

In an embodiment of the present invention. the gating or
sampling rate ofthe receiver 10100 is 300112 higher than the
25 MHZ transmission rate from the transmitter 9600.

Alternatively, the sampling rate could be less than the
transmission rate. The difl'erence in repetition rates between
the transmitter 9600 and receiver 10100, the “slew rate," is
300 Hz and results in a controlled drift of the sampling
pulses over the transmitted pulse which thus appears
“stable" in time to the receiver 10.100. With reference now

to FIGS. Milt—98D and 102A—102ti, an example is illus-
trated for a simple case of an output signal 10208 (17113.
1021)} that is constructed or tour samPles from four RF input
pulses 105206 for ease of explanation. As can he clearly seen.
by sampling the RF pulses 10206 passed when the trans—
mitter information signal 9804 (FIG. 9813) is above a pre—
determine threshold the signal 10208 is a replica ofa signal
10206 but mapped into a dill‘erenl time base. In the case of
this example, the new time base has a period four times
longer than real time signal. The use of an optional
amplifierilllter 10112 results in a further refinement of the
signal 10208 which is present itt FIG. 102E as signal 10le1.

Decode Circuitry 10114 extracts the- information con—
tained in the transmitted signal and includes a Rectifier that
rectifics signal 10208 or 10210 to provide signal 10212 in
FIG. 1020. The Variable Threshold Generator circuitry in
circuit 10114 provides a DC threshold signal level 10214 for
signal 10210 that is used to determine a high (transmitter
output on} or low (transmitter output oil’) and is shown in
FIG. 102G. The final output signal 10216 in FIG. 102F is
created by an output voltage comparator in circuit 10114 that
combincssignals 10212 and 10114 such that when the signal
10212 is a higher voltage than signal 10214. the information
output signal goes high. Accordingly, signal 10216
represents, for example, a digital "1" that is now time—based
to a [:4 expansion of the period of an original signal 10le6.
While this illustration provides a 4:1 reduction in frequency,
it is sometimes desired to provide a reduction of more than
50,000: 1; in the preferred embodiment, 100,000:1 or greater
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is achieved. This results in a shift directly from R17 input
frequency to low frequency baseband without the require-
ment of expensive intermediate circuitry that would have to
be used if only a 4:1 conversion was used as a first stage.
Table A2 provides information as to the time base mnver—
sion and includes examples.

5

114

FIGS. 106-109 illustrate diilerenl pulse output signals
10602 and 10802 and their respective frequency domain at
10702 and [0902. As can be seen from FIGS. 106 and 107.

the half—cycle signal 10602 generates a spectrum less subject
to interference than the single cycle of FIG. 99 and the
lfl—cycle pulse of FIG. 108. The various outputs determine

TABIL‘AE

Unils
s=t ps=1-tn” ns=1-10'° tiszl‘lU“ alt-1:211 til" Kttz=1-tn-'
Receiver Tinting (“Jerrillntor Frequency = 35.0003 MHZ
Transmitter Tinting Oscillator Frequency == 25 MHz

1
period = .—.~_—-.——

] tansrrutterTirrung Osc1ltatorFIer|uenev

period t 40 m.

I
slewt‘are=- _ , -- -_ _ - -

Receiver III-lung Osctllator Ftequen cy-
Tmnsn'u'ticr Tinting Oscillator Frequencyr

slew rate = 0.003 a

slew rate 
Lime ham multiplier: seconds per nanosecond

per-ind

time base multiplier = 3.333 - to“
Example I:

I nanosecond translates into 8333 microseconds

time base = (J I13] - time base multipliertime base = 83.333 us
Example 2'.

2 ('riguhertz translates into- 24 Kilohcltz
time base = (501.1 put ' time base multiplier
time base = 41116? us

1
time base
 

frequency =

frequency = 24 Kiln

In the illustrated preferred embodiment, the signal 10216
in FIG. 102F has a period of 83.33 use-c, a frequency of 12
KHZ and it is produced once every 3.3 msec For a 300 Hz
slew rate. State-d another way, the system is converting a .t
gigahertz transmitter] signal into an 83.33 microsecond
signal.

Accordingly, the series 1.11111" pulses 9810 that are trans-
mitted during the presence of an "on" signal at the infor-
mation input gale 9702 are used to reconstruct the informa-
tion input signal 9804 by sampling the series of pulses at the
receiver 10100. The system is designed to provide an
adequate number of RF inputs 10206 to allow for signal
reconstruction.

An optional Amplifiertliiller stage or stages 10104 and
10112 may be included to provide additional receiver
sensitivity, bandwidth control or signal conditioning for the
Decode Circuitry 10114. Choosing an appropriate time base
multiplier will result in a signal at the output of the Inte—
grator 10106 that can be amplified and filtered with opera-
tional amplifiers rather than RF turtpliflers with a resultant
simplification of the design process. The signal 10210 in
FIG. 102E illustrates the use ol'Amplifiertl’iller10112(FIG.
103). The optional RF amplifier 10104 shown as the first
stage of the receiver should be included in the design when
increased sensitivin andror additional filtering is required.
Example receiver schematics are shown in FIGS. 103—105.

2 Uigaltcrlz = SUE) picusccond period
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the system‘s immttntt}f to interference, the number of users
in a given area, and the cable and antenna requirements.
FIGS. 99 and 100 illustrate example pulse outputs.

FIGS. 110 and 11.1 show example dill'ercutial receiver
designs The theory of operation is similar to the non—
diilerentin] receiver of FIG. 101 except that the differential
technique provides an increased signal to noise ratio by
means of common mode rejection. fin}f signal impressed in
phase at both inputs on the difierential receiver will attenu—
ated by the differential amplifier shown in FIGS. 110 and 111
and conversely any signal that produces a phase tlill'erenu:
between the receiver inputs will be amplified.

FIGS. 112 and 1].] illustrate the lime and Erequency
domains of a narrow bandiconstant carrier signal in contrast
to the. ultra-wide band signals used in the illustrated embodi-
meet.
V. Conclusions

Example embodiments of the methods, systems, and
components of the present invention have been described
herein. As noted elsewhere, these example embodiments
have been described for illustrative purposes only, and are
not limiting. Uther embodiments are possible and are cov-
ered by the invention. Such other embodiments include but
are not limited to hardware, software, and software;
hardware implementations of the methods, systems, and
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components of the invention. Such other errtbod intents will
be apparent to persons skilled in the relevant art(s) based on
the teachings contained herein. Thus, the breadth and scope
of the present invention should not be limited by any of the
above—described exemplaryr embodiments, but should be
defined only in accordance with the following claims and
their equivalents.

What is claimed is:

l. A method for clown—convening a carrier signal to a
IoWer frequency signal, comprising the steps of:

(I) receiving a carrier signal;

(2) transferring non—negligible amounts of energy from
the carrier signal, at an aliasing rate that is substantially
equal to a frequency of the carrier signal plus or minus
frequency of the lower frequency signal. divided by n,
where n represents a harmonic or sub-harmonic of the
carrier signal; and

(3) generating a lower frequency signal from the trans-
ferred energy.

2. The method according to claim '1, wherein step (2)
comprises the step of generating an energy transfer signal
having the aliasing rate and using the energy transfer signal
to transfer the energy from the carrier signal.

3. The method according to claim 2. wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating a train of pulses
having non-negligible apertures that tend away from zero
time in duration.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of optimizing a phase of the .
energy transfer signal.

5. The method according to claim 2. wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of optimizing the frequency of the
energy transfer signal.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving an amplitude modulated
carrier signal.

7. The method according to claim L wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving a phase modulated carrier
signal.

8. The method according to claim I, wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving a carrier signal having a
frequency greater than 1 gigs llertz.

9. The method according to claim I, wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving a carrier signal having a
frequency between it] mega Hertz and 10 giga Hertz.

10. The method according to claim I. wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving the carrier signal through it
relatively low input in‘lpedance path.

11. The method according to claim I. wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving the carrier signal through a
relatively efficient power transfer path.

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein step it)
comprises the step of receiving the carrier signal through a
substantially impedance matched input pail].

13. The method according to claim 1. further comprising
the step of:

providing the lower frequency signal directly to a rela-
tively low impedance load.

14. The method according to claim 1. further comprising
the step of:

providing the louver frequency signal directly to a load
through a relatively efficient power transfer path.

15. The metltod according to claim 1, further comprising
the step of:

providing the lower frequency signal to a load through
substantially impedance matched path.

it]
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16. The method according to c airn 1. wherein step (2)
comprises the step of coupling the carrier signal to a reactive
storage device at the aliasing rate.

17. The method according to c aim 2, wherein step (2)
comprises the step of generating the energy transfer signal
without synchronizing it with the carrier signal.

18. The method according to c aim 2, wherein step (2)
comprises the step of generating the energy transfer signal
without synchronizing it to a phase of the carrier signal.

19. The method according to c aim 2. wherein step (2)
comprises the step of generating the energy transfer signal
independent of the carrier signal.

20. The method according to enim 2, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of generating an asynchronous energy
transfer signal having the aliasing rate and using the asyn—
chronous energy transfer signal to transfer the energy from
the can'ier signal.

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein step (it
comprises the step of receiving the carrier signal through a
relatively low input impedance path.

22. The method according to claim 20, wherein step (1')
comprises the step of receiving the carrier signal through :1
relatively efficient power transfer path.

23. An apparatus for down—converting a carrier signal to
a lower frequency signal, comprising:

an energy transfer signal generator;
:1 switch module controlled by said energy transfer signal

generator; and

a storage module coupled to said switch module;
wherein said storage module receives non—negligible
amounts of energy transferred from a carrier signal at an
aliasing rate that is substantially equal to a frequency of the
carrier signal plus or minus a frequency of the louver
frequency signal, divider] by n where n represents a har-
monic or sub-harmonic of the carrier signal, wherein a lower
frequency signal is generator] from the transferred energy.

24. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
circuit comprises:

an input impedance match circuit coupled to an input of
said apparatus.

25. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
circuit comprises:

an output impedance match circuit coupled to an output of
said apparatus.

26. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
switch module is coupled between input of said apparatus
and said storage module.

27. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
circuit comprises;

a tank circuit coupled between an input of said apparatus
and said switch circuit.

28. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
circuit comprises:

a feed forward circuit in parallel with said switch module.
29. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said

storage module is coupled between a input of said apparatus
and said switch module.

30. The apparanis according to claim 23, wherein said
apparatus is tuned for at least on frequency greater than one
giga Hertz.

31. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
apparatus is tuned for at least on frequency between 10
Mega liens. and lit (iiga Ilertz.

32. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator corn prises an asynchronous
energy transfer signal generator.
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33. The method according to claim I, wherein step (2)
comprises the step of gating the carrier signal according to
a control signal comprising a stream of pulses having
non-negligible apertures, that repeat at the aliasing rate.

34. The method according to claim 33. wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of optimi'zing the control signal
based on the lower [rc-quc-ncy signal.

35. The method according to claim 34, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of controlling a frequency rela-
tionship between the carrier signal and the control signal.

36. The method according to claim 34. wherein step (2)
funher comprises the slep ofcontrolling a phase relationship
between the carrier signal and the control signal.

37. The method according to claim 34, wherein step (2)
further comprises the slcp of controlling a frequency rela—
tionship and a phase relationship between the carrier signal
and the control signal.

38. The method according to claim 33, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of gating the carrier signal accord-
ing to an asynchronous control signal comprising a stream of
pulses, having non—negligible apcrntres. that repeat at the
aliasing rate.

39. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of gating the carrier signal accord-
ing to a control signal comprising a stream of pulses. having
non~negligible apertures that are equal in duration to ;
approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.

40. The method according to claim I, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of generating an analog lower frequency
signal from the transferred energy.

41. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
comprises the steps of:

(a) transferring a non-negligible portion of energy con-
tained in a portion of the carrier signal; and

lb) repeating step (2}(a) at the aliasing rate.
42. The method according to claim 41, wherein step (2)(a)

com prises the step of transferring at least one tenth of one
percent of the energy contained in a halfperiod of the carrier
signal.

43. The method according to claim 41 , wherein step (3(a):
comprises the step of transferring at least one percent of the
energy contained in a half period of the ca rricr signal.

44. The method according to claim 41, wherein step {llta}
comprises the step of transferring at least ten percent of the
energy contained in a half period of die carrier signal.

45. The method according to claim 41, wherein step {3(a)
comprises the step of transferring at least twenty five percent
of the energy contained in a half period of the carrier signal.

46. The method according to claim 41, wherein step (2)(a)
comprises the step of transferring at least lift);r percent of the
energy contained in a half period of the carrier signal.

47. The method according to claim 41, wherein step (2}(a)
com prises the step of transferring at least seventy five
perct: nt of the energy contained in a half period of the carrier
signal.

48. 'lhe method according to claim 41, wherein step {2}(a)
comprises the step of transferring at least eighty percent of .
the energy contained in a half period of the carrier signal.

49. The method according to claim 41, wherein step {Etta}
comprises the step of transferring at least ninety percent of
the energy contained in a half period of the carrier signal.

50. The method according to claim 41, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of integrating the transferred energy and
generating the lower frequency signal from the integrated
energy.

5]. The method according to claim I, wherein step (3)
comprises the step ot‘integrating the transferred energy and
generating the lower frequency signal from the transferred
energy.
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52. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
comprises the steps of:

(a) transferring a substantial portion of energy contained
in N periods of the carrier signal, wherein N equals A
plus B, where A is a positive integer and B is a pproxi-
mately equal to a fraction of an integer; and

(b) repeating step (ZHa) at the aliasing rate.
53. The method according to claim 52, wherein step (3)

comprises the step of integrating the. transferred energy and
generating the lower frequency signal from the integrated
energy.

54. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
comprises the stop of transferring non-negligible amouan of
energy from the carrier signal, at an aliasing rate that is
substantially equal to a harmonic or sub—harmonic frequency
of the carrier signal.

55. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving a modulated carrier signal.

56. The method of claim 55, wherein step (3) comprises
the step of generating a lower frequency modulated carrier
signal from the transferred energy.

57. The method of claim 55, wherein step (3) comprises
the step of generating a demodulated hnsehaud signal from
the transferred energy.

58. The method of claim 55, wherein step (1) comprises
the step of receiving at least one of an amplitude modulated
signal, a frequency modulated signal, and a phase modulated
signal.

59. The method ol‘claim 1, wherein step (1) comprises the
step of receiving the carrier signal via a communication
medium.

60. The method of claim 59, wherein step (1) further
comprises the step of receiving the carrier signal via a wire
communication medium.

61.The method ofclairn l.wherein step (t) comprisesthe
stcp of receiving an unmodulat'od carrier signal.

62.Thc method ofclaim l.wherein step (3) comprisesthe
step of generating an intermediate frequency signal from the
transferred energy.

63. The method of claim 1. wherein step (3) comprises the
step of generating a substantially zero frequency signal from
the transferred energy.

64. The method of claim 1, wherein step (2) comprises the
step of:

(a) generating an energy transfer signal comprising a train
of pulses, said pulses controlling opening and closing
of a switch to transfer energy from the received carrier
signal.

65. The method of claim 64. wherein step {2)(a) com-
prises the step of establishing apertures of said pulses to
increase the time that said switch is closed. thereby reducing
an impedance of said switch.

66. The method of claim 64. wherein step (2}(a) com—
prises the step of widening apertures of said pulses of said
energy Lransfer signal by a non-negligible amount that tends
away from zero time in duration to extend the time that said
switch is closed, thereby increasing energy transferred from
said carrier signal.

67. The method of claim 66, wherein step (2)(a) funher
comprises the step of widening said apertures of said pulses
to one of:

(I) a non-zero fraction of a period of said ca rrier signal;
and

(11} one or more periods of said carrier signal plus or
minus a non-zero fraction of period of said can'ier
signal.
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68. The method of claim 66. wherein step [2) further
comprises the step of transferring suflicient energy from said
carrier signal to drive loads without additional hollering or
amplification, including high impedance loads and low
impedance loads.

69. The method of claim 66. wherein said widening of
said apertures of said pulses substantially prevents accurate
voltage reproduction of said carrier signal during said aper—lures.

70. The method of claim 66, wherein step [2) further
com prises the step of matching an impedance of said switch
to a source impedancr: , thereby increasing energy transferred
from said carrier signal.

'71. The method of claim 64, wherein step [2) further
comprises the step of matching an importance of said switch
to a load impedance, thereby increasing energy transferred
from said can'ier signal.

72. The method of claim 54. wherein step [2) further
com prises the step of:

coupling said carrier signal to said switch via a resonant
circuit, said resonant circuit storing energy from cont-
ponents of said carrier signal while said switch is open.
and wherein energy stored in said resonant circuit is
discharged \‘ia said switch while said switch is closed.
thereby increasing energy transfer Irom said carrier
signal.

73. The method of claim 72, wherein said resonant circuit

is configured to appear as high impedance to a first range of
frequencies including a frequency of said carrier signal. and
configured to appear as a low impedance to a second range
of frequencies including a frequency of said lower frequency
signal, such that passage of components of said carrier signal
in said first range of frequencies is impeded through said
resonant circuit, and such that passage ofcomponents ofsaid
carrier signal in said second range of frequencies is not so
impeded through said resonant circuit.

74. The method ofclaim 1, wherein step (2) comprises the
step of:

(a) generating an energy transfer signal comprising a train
of pulses. said pulses controlling opening and closing
of a switch in transfer energy from said carrier signal;

wherein step (2)(a) comprises the step of establishing
apertures of said pulses to increase the Lime that said
switch is closed, thereby reducing an impedance ot'said
switch;

wherein step (2)(a) comprises the step of widening aper—
tures of said pulses of said energy transfer signal by a
non~negligihlc atnount that tends away from zero ti me
in duration to extend the time that said switch is closed,
thereby increasing energy transferred from said carrier
signal:

wherein said apertures of said pulses of said energy
transfer signal are one of:
(I) a non—zero fraction of a period of said carrier signal;

and

(II) one or more periods ol‘ said carrier signal plus or
minus a non-zero fraction of a period of said carrier
signal;

wherein energy transferred From said carrier signal is
sufficient to drive loads without additional buffering or
amplification, including high impedance loads and low
impedance loads; and

wherein said widening of said apertures of said pulses
substantially prevents accurate voltage reproduction of
said carrier signal during said apertures.

75. The method of claim 74, wherein step (2) further
comprises the step of:
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matching an impedance of said switch to a source
impedance. thereby increasing energy transferred from
said carrier signal.

76. The method of claim 74, further comprising the step
of:

matching an impedance of said switch to a load
impedance, thereby increasing energy transferred from
said carrier signal.

77. The method of claim 74, further comprising the step
of:

transferring said carrier signal to said switch via a reso-
nant circuit. said resonant circuit storing energy from
componean of said carrier signal while said switch is
open, and wherein energy stored in said resonant circuit
is discharged via said switch while said switch is closed
thereby increasing energy transfer from said carrier
signal.

'78. The method of claim '77, wherein said resonant circuit
is configured to appear as high impedance to a first range of
frequencies including a frequency ofsaid carrier signal, and
configured to appear as a low impedance to a second range
of [requcncies including a frequency of said lower frequency
signal, such that passage of components of said carrier signal
in said first range of frequencies is impeded through said
resonant circuit, and such that passage of components of said
carrier signal in said second range of frequencies. is not so
impeded through said resonant circuit.

79. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (1)
comprises the step of receiving a frequency modulated
carrier signal.

30. The method according to claim 79, wherein step (3}
comprises the step generating an intermediate frequency.
frequency modulated signal. from the transferred energy.

81. The method according to claim 79, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of generating an intermediate frequency,
non-freq uency modulated signal, from the transferred
energy.

8'2. The method according to claim 79, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of generating an intermediate frequency,
amplitude modulated sign al. from the transferred energy.

83. The method according to claim 79, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of generating an intermediate frequency,
phase modulated signal. from the Lrartsl'erred energy.

84. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating an asynchronous
energy transfer signal having a harmonic substantially equal
to a frequency of the carrier signal minus a frequency of the
lower frequency signal, and using the asynchronous energy
transfer signal to transfer the energy from the carrier signal.

85. The method according to claim 2, wherein step (2)
Further comprises the step of controlling a sample and hold
system with the energy transfer signal.

86. The method according to claim 85, wherein step (2}
further comprises the step of using the energy transfer signal
to control a switching device that couples the received
carrier signal to u storage device.

87. The method according to claim 85, wherein step (3)
comprises the step ot‘ integrating the transferred energy in
the storage device.

88. The method according to claim 2, wherein step (I!)
further comprises the step of optimizing an amplitude of the
energy transfer signal.

39. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of optimizing an amp] itudc of the
pulses.

91]. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of optimizing a shape of the
pulses.
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9]. The method according to claim 2, wherein step (3)
further comprises the step of optimizing the energy transfer
signal based on the lower frequency signal.

92. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of controlling a frequency rela—
tionship between the pulses and the carrier signal, based on
the lower frequency signal.

93. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of controlling a frequency rela-
tionship and a phase relationship between the pulses and the

122

108. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of integrating the transferred energy
during apertures.

10'). The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
comprises the step of transferring controlled non—negligible
amounts of energy.

110. The method according to claim 1. wherein:
step (2) comprises the step of transferring non~ncgli§blc

amounts of energy from the carrier signal during aper-

carrier signal, based on the lower frequency signal. 1‘3 ture periods. which occur at the aliasing rate; and
94_ The, method according to claim 2, wherein step (2) step (3} comprises the step of integrating the transferred

further comprises the step of optimizing an amplitude of the 611‘:ng OVUF the 31301111115 DCFiOCl and generating the
energy transfer signal, based on the lower frequency signal. lower frequency signal from the integrated energy.

95. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2) 1_ 111. The method according to claim I, wherein step (2)3
further comprises the step of optimizing an amplitude of the
pulses, based on the lower frequency signal.

96. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of optimizing a shape of the
pulses, based on the louver frequency signal.

97. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2) -
further comprises the step of generating the pulses with
non—negligible apertures that are equal in duration to
approximate hall” cycles of the carrier signal.

98. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating the pulses with ;
non-negligible apertures that are equal in duration to at least
one tenth of one percent of approximate half cycles of the
carrier signal.

99. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating the pulses with
non—negligible apertures that are equal in duration to at least
one percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.

100. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating the puLses with
non-negligible apertures that are equal in duration to am
least ten percent of approximate halt‘ cycles of the carrier
signal.

101. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating the pulses with
non-negligible apertures that are equal in duration to at least
twenty five percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier
signal.

102. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the stop of generating the pulses with
non—negligible apertures that are equal in duration to at least
fifty percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.

103. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating the pulses with
non—negligible apertures that are equal in duration to at least
seventy five percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier
signal.

104. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of generating the pulses with
non—negligible apcnurcs that are equal in duration to at least
ninety percent of approximate hall cycles of the carrier
signal.

105. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (3)
further comprises the step of generating the pulses with
non-negligible apertures that are equal in duration N cycles
ofthe carrier signal, wherein N equals A plus E,whereA is
a positive integer and B is a fraction of an integer.

106. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
comprises the step of Ira nsferring non—negligible amounts of
energy relative to energy contained in half cycles of the
carrier signal.

107. The method according to claim 1. wherein step (2)
Further comprises the step of generating a train of pulses
having non-negligible apertures relative to a period at the
carrier signal.
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comprises the step of transferring controlled substantial
amounts of energy from the carrier signal at the aliasing rate.

11.2. The method according to claim 1, wherein:
step {2} comprises the step of transferring controlled

substantial amounts of energy From the carrier signal
during aperture periods, which oct.1.tr at the aliasing
rate, wherein said transferring of energy substantially
prevents accurate voltage reproduction of the carrier
signal during the apertures; and

step (3) comprises the step of integrating the transferred
energy over the aperture periods;

and generating the lower frequency signal from the inte-
grated energy.

113. The method according to claim 1, wherein:
step {2) comprims the step of transferring controlled

substantial amounts of energy from the can'ier signal
during aperture periods. which occur at the aliasing
rate, wherein said transferring of energy substantially
prevents accurate voltage reproduction of the carrier
signal during the apertures; and

step (3} comprises the step of integrating the transferred
energy over the aperture periods and generating the
lowrzr frequency signal from the integrated energy.

114. l'he method according to claim 33, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of gating the carrier signal accord-
ing to a control signal comprising a stream of pulses having
non-negligible apertures that are equal in duration to
approximate half cycles of the carrier signal and that are
substantially aligned with positive half cycles of the carrier
signal.

115. The method according to claim 33. wherein step ('2)
[U rther comprises the step of gating the carrier signal accord~
ing to a control signal comprising a stream of pulses having
non-negligible apertures that are equal in duration to
approximate half cycles of the carrier signal and that are
substantially aligned with negative half cycles of the carrier
signal.

116. The method according to claim 40, wherein step (2')
further comprises the step of gating the carrier signal accord—
ing to a control signal comprising a stream of pulses having
non-negligible apertures that are equal in duration to
approximate half cycles of the carrier signal and that are not
synchronized with the carrier signal.

117. The method according to claim 1. wherein step {2}
comprises the steps of:

(a) convolving a portion of a cycle of the carrier with a
shaped waveform; and

(b) repeating step (2}(a) at the aliasing rate.
118. The method according to claim 11?. wherein step (3)

comprises the step of integrating the results of steps ('2)(:t)
and (2)(b) and generating the lower frequency signal from
the integrated results.
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119. The method according to claim 118. wherein step
(2}(a) comprises the step of convolving the portion of a cycle
of the carrier signal with a substantially square waveform.

120. The method of claim 59, wherein step (1) further
comprises the step of receiving the carrier signal via- a
wireless communication medium.

121. The method according to claim 2, wherein Ste-p (2}
further comprises the step of optimizing an amplitude of the
energy transfer signal.

122. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (2)
comprises the step of Ira nsferring non-negligible amounts of
energy from the winter signal, at the aliasing rate that is
substantially equal to a frequency of the carrier signal plus
or minus a frequency of the lower frequency signal divided
by n, where n is equal to {1.5 or any positive integer.

123. The method according to claim 33, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of ga ting the canier signal accord-
ing to a control signal comprising a stream of pulses, having
non-negligible apertures that are substantiallyr synchronized
with the carrier signal.

124. The method according to claim 33, wherein step (2) -
further comprises the step of gating the carrier signal accord-
ing to a conthl signal comprising a stream of pulses. having
non—negligible apertures that are not synchronized with the
carrier signal.

125. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (3) _.
comprises the step of generating the lower frequency signal
directly from the transferred energy.

126. The method according to claim 1, where-in step (3)
comprises the step of generating the lower frequency signal
at l‘iasehantl directly from the transferred energy

127. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of presewing modulation information
without the carrier signal.

128. The method according to claim 1. wherein step (3)
comprises the step of preserving modulation information
without reproducing the carrier signal.

129. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (3)
comprises the step of:

(a) controlling the amount ofenergy transferred from the
carrier signal.

130. The method according to claim 129, wherein step
(3}(a) comprises the step of controlling an aperture.

131. The method according to claim 130, wherein step
(3)(a) further comprises the step of controlling an aperture
width.

132. The method according to claim 13!), wherein step
[3)(a) further comprises the step of controlling an aperture
frequency.

133. The method according to claim 13!), wherein step
(3}(a) further comprises the step of controlling an aperture
shape.

134. The method according to claim 129, wherein step
(3}(3) comprimrs the step of controlling energy transfer
characteristics.

135. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said .
energy transfer signal generator generates an energy transfer
signal comprising a train of pulses having non-negligible
apertures that tend away both zero time in duration.

136. The apparatus according to claim 136. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non~negligible apertures equal in duration to at least one
tenth of one percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier
signal.

137. The apparatus according to claim 135, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non-negligible apertures equal in duration to at least one
percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.
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138. The apparatus according to claim 135. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non-negligible apertures equal in duration to at least ten
percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier signaL

139. The apparatus according to claim 135, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non—negligible apertures equal in duration to at least twenty—
five percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.

141]. The apparatus according to claim 135. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non-negligible apertures equal in duration to at least fifty
percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.

141. The apparatus according to claim 135. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non—negligible apertures equal in duration to at least
seventy—live percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier
si na].

lg142. The apparatus according to claim 135, where-in said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non-negligible apertures equal in duration to at le ast ninety
percent of approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.

143. The apparatus according to claim 1351 wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non—negligible apertures equal in duration to approximate
hall' cycles of the carrier signal.

144. The apparatus according to claim 135, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates the pulses with
non—negligible apertures equal in duration of up to ninety
percent of a Full cycle of the carrier signal.

145. The apparatus according to claim 135, wherein said
energy transfpr signal generator generates the pulses with
non—negligible apertures equal in duration N cycles of the
carrier signal. wherein N equals A plus B, where A is a
positive integer and ii is a fraction of an integer.

146. The apparatus according to claim 135, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes an amplitude of
the energy transfer signal.

147. The apparatus according to claim 135. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes an amplitude of
the energy transfer signal pulses.

148. The apparatus according to claim 135. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes a shape of the
energy transfer signal pulses.

149. The apparatus according to claim 23. further com»
prising:

a feedback loop that couples an output of said switch
module to said energy transfer signal generator.

150. The apparatus according to claim 149, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates an energy transfer
signal comprising a train of pulses having non-negligible
apertures that tend away from zero time in duration.

151. The apparatus according to claim 151]. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes a frequency of the
energy transfer signal based on said feedback loop.

152. The apparatus according to claim 151, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator controls a frequency rela-
tionship between the carrier signal and the energy transfer
signal.

153. The apparatus according to claim 151], wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes a phase of the
energy transfer signal based on said feedback loop.

154. The apparatus according to claim 153. wherein said
energy transfer signal generator controls a phase relationship
between the carrier signal and the energy transfer signal.

155. The apparatus according to claim 151), wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes :- frequency and
phase of the energy transfer signal, based on said feedback
loop.
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156. The apparatus according to claim 155, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator controls a frequency rela-
tionship and a phase relationship between the carrier signal
and the energy control signal.

157. The apparatus according to claim 150, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimires an amplitude of
the energy transfer signal bascd on said feedback loop.

158. The apparatus according to claim 15?, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes an amplitude of
the energy transfer signal pulses based on said feedback
loop.

159. The apparatus according to claim 150, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator optimizes a shape of the
energy transfer signal pulses based on said feedback loop.

160. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
storage device comprises a capacitive storage device sized to
store substantial amounts of energy relative to energy con-
tained in approximate half cycles of the carrier signal.

161. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
storage device comprises a capacitive storage device stated to
store substantial amounts of energy relative to energy con—
tained in a percentage of half cycles of a carrier signal,
whereby said capacitive storage device integrates the trans—
ferred energy.

162. The apparatus according to claim 26. further com-
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173. The apparatus according to claim 170, wherein said
clock generator generates the clock signal with rising and
falling edges and said aperture generator is configured to
generate a putse for each of said rising edges.

174. The apparatus according to claim 170, wherein said
clock generator generates the clock signal with rising and
falling edges and said aperture generator generates a pulse
for each of said falling edges.

175. The apparatus according to claim 170, wherein said
clock generator generates the clock signal with rising and
falling edges and said aperture generator generates puLscs
for each of said rising edges and each of said falling edges.

176. The apparatus according to claim [73. wherein said
aperture generator generates multiple pulses for each of said
rising edges.

177. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com—
prising a controllable output impedance.

178. The apparatus according to claim 23. further com—
prising an output impedance device that substantially sets an
output voltage level.

I79. The apparatus according to claim 178, wherein said
output impedance device substantially sets the output volt—
age level higher than a voltage level of a received carrier
signal.

180. The apparatus according to claim 178. wherein said
PfiSiflts' 5“ 1635' one Of the Idioms: 35 output impedance device substantially sets the output volt-

3“ lnPUI impedance match ClTCUil coupled between 5311 age level lower than a voltage level of a received carrier
swrtch module and an apparatus input; signaj‘

3-” ‘3um impedance match circuit coupled between 53k 181. The apparatus according to claim 178, wherein said
510E535 module and an apparatus output; output impedance device substantially sets the output volt—

El feed lorward Cil'CUil in parallel With said SWilCh module; an age level equal to a voltage level of a received carrier signal.and

a tank circuit coupled between said switch circuit and sail.
apparatus input.

163. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein sail:
switch module is implemented in a complimentary, metal
oxide, semi—conductor (C—MOS} material.

164. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein sail.
switch module and said storage module are implemented in
a single integrated circuit.

165. The apparatus according to claim 164, wherein sair.
switch module and said storage module are implemented in
a complimentary, metal oxide, semi-conductor (CI-MUS)
mate rial.

166. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein saic
switch module, said storage module and said energy transfer
signal generator are implemented in a single integrate:
circuit.

167. The apparatus according to claim 166, wherein sait
switch module, said storage module. and said energy trans-
fer signal generator are implemented in a complimentary.
metal oxide, semi-condUctor (C-MOS) material.

168. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein sale
switch module comprises at least two switch devices.

169. The apparatus according to claim 168, wherein sale
at least two switch devices are configured differentially.

170. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein sail:
energy transfer signal generator comprises:

a clock generator that generates a clock signal at the
aliasing rate; and

an aperture generator that generates pulses having non—
negligihlc apertures. based on the clock signal.

171. The apparatus according to claim 170, wherein said
aperture generator generates the pulses with apertures that
are non-negligible relative to a period of a carrier signal.

172. The apparatus according to claim 170, wherein said
aperture generator generates the pulses with apertures equal
to a substantial portion of a half period of the carrier signal.
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132. The apparatus according to claim 178, wherein said
output impedance device substantially sets the output volt-
age level to approximately two volts peak to peak.

183. The apparatus according to claim 178, wherein said
output impedance device substantially sets the output volt-
age level to approximately three volts peak to peak.

184. The apparatus according to claim 173, wherein said
output impedance device substantially sets the output volt—
age level to approximately four volts peak to peak.

185. The apparatus according to claim 178, wherein said
output impedance device substantially sets the output volt-
age level to approximately live volts peak to peak.

186. The apparatus according to claim 178, wherein said
output impedance device substantially sets the output volt—
age levcl to approximately eight volts peak to peak.

187. The apparatus according to claim 178, wherein said
output impedance device substantially sets the output volt—
age level to approximately ten volts peak to peak.

183. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com-
prising an controllable output impedance device that sub-
stantially sets an output voltage level.

18'). The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
apparatus gene-rates a lower frequency signal having a
voltage level that is higher than a voltage level of an input
carrier signal.

190. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
apparatus generates a louver trequency signal having a
voltage level that is lower than a voltage level of an input
carrier signal.

191. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates an energy transfer
signal having the aliasing rate that is substantially equal to
a frequency of the carrier signal plus or minus a frequency
of the lower frequency signal, divided by n, where n is equal
to 0.5 or a positive integer.

192. The apparatus acoording to claim 23, wherein the
aliasing rate is substantially equal to frequency of the carrier
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signal divided by n and the lower frequency signal is a
baseband signal.

193. The apparatus according to clairn 23. wherein the
aliasing rate is substantially equal to frequency of the carrier
signal divided by n, and the lower frequency signal is a
demodulate baseband signal.

194. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein the
aliasing rate is substantially equal to a frequency of the
carrier signal divided by 1'! and the lower frequency signal is
a zero frequency signal.

195. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
storage module receives non-negligible amouan of energy
transferred from a carrier signal at an aliasing rate that is
substantially equal to a frequency of the carrier signal plus
or minus a frequency of the lower frequency signal, divided
by n, where n is equal to one of 0.5 or an integer.

196. The apparatus according trt claim 23, wherein said
energy transfer signal generator generates an energy transfer
signal having an aliasing rate that is substantially equal to a
frequency ofthe carrier signal pills or minus a frequency of
the lower frequency signal, divided by n, where n represents
a harmonic or sub«harnaonic of the carrier signal.

197. The apparatus according to claim 23, further com—
prising a circuit to efficiently transfer power from the carrier
signal.

198. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
storage module receives and integrates the non-negligible
amounts of energy from the carrier signal and generates the
lower frequency signal from the integrated energy.

199. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein said
storage module receives and integrates cuntmlled non~
negligible amounts of energy transferred from the carrier
signal and generates the lower frequency signal from the
integrated energy.

200. The apparatUs according to claim 23, wherein said
storage module receives and integrate controlled non—
negligiblc amrmnts of energy transferred from a carrier
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signal over aperture periods, wherein said storage module
generates a lower frequency signal from the integrate Lrans—
fen'ed energy.

201. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
storage module receives and integrate controlled substantial
amounts of energy transferred from the carrier signal over
aperture periods wherein said storage module generates a
lower frequency signal from the integrated energy.

202. The apparatus according to claim 23. wherein said
storage module receives and integrate controlled substantial
amounts of energy transferred from the carrier signal over
aperture periods wherein said storage module generates a
lower frequency signal from the integrated energy wherein
the transferring of energy substantially prevents accurate
voltage reproduction of the carrier signal during the aper-
lures.

203. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein:

said energy transfer signal generator generates an energy
transfer signal having an aliasing rate that is substan-
tially equal to a frequency ofthe carrier signal plus or
minus a frequency of the lower frequency signal.
divided by n, where n represents :1 harmonic or sub»
harmonic of the carrier signal; and

said storage module receives and integrates conUrtlled
substantial amounts of energy transferred from the
carrier signal over aperture periods, wherein said stor-
age module generate a lower frequency signal from the
integrated energ)’, Wherein the transferring of energy
substantially prevents accurate voltage reproduction of
tilt: carrier signal during the apertures.

204. The method according to claim 3, wherein step (2)
further comprises the step of controlling a phase relationship
between the pulses and the carrier signal, based on the lower

35' frequency signal.
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